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News In Brief
Brown's telephone calls questioned;
spokesman says total $66 reimbursed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — A review of state telephone records
shows that the number of telephone calls placed to casinos during the
Brown administration was actually more than three times that cited
by a candidate who is opposing him in the gubernatorial race.
Records examined by The Courier-Journal show 95 telephone calls
to a hotel-casinos, with more than half to Caesar's Palace in Las
Vegas.
The calls were made from Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s office or
residence from credit cards assigned to the governor's office between December 1979 and December 1982, during the first three years
of his administration.
The issue was raised at a news conference last month by Lt. Gov.
Steve Beshear, who is running against Brown for the Democratic
nomination. Brown's lifestyle was brought up as a campaign issue
during the 1979 race by tonna GeV. Louie Nunn, the Republican
nominee.
"This started when a desperate candidate made this into a big
deal," campaign manager Pat Mulloy said.
Brown reimbursed the state for the total cost of all personal
telephone calls made while he was governor, Mulloy said. Most of the
calls in question were brief and the cost totaled about ;66.
The calls are "much ado about nothing.... But, now that it's raised,
we'd like to set the record straight," Mulloy said.
Brown's staff, which had access to the lines, made many of the
calls and some were placed to prepare or make reservations for
Brown's trips.
For example, Brown traveled to Atlantic City to attend a governors' convention, Mulloy said. Thirteen calls were placed to Caesar's
In Atlantic City.
Many calls were made to Brown or his staff during three or four
trips to Las Vegas while he was governor, Mulloy said.
Most of the calls, 48, were logged to Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas.
Five calls each were to the Riviera and Horseshoe hotel-casinos.
"I mentioned this to the governor (Brown) and he laughed. He said
if the press doesn't stop writing about the issue, he'll get homesick.
He hasn't been to Las Vegas in five years," Mulloy said.
"The press revisited us on this; you should revisit Beshear on his
calls," Mulloy said. The reference was to 75 calls to The Preston
Group, a Lexington consulting firm that worked for Beshear's campaign for lieutenant governor in 1982 and is handling his gubernatorial campaign.
The calls were placed from I3eshear's office while he was attorney
general. Thomas L. Preston said the calls pertained to official work,
not campaign consultation, and that Beshear reimbursed the state
for the calls after the issue was brought up.

Elsewhere...
By the Athociated Press

WASHINGTON — Fired White House aide Oliver L. North twice
sought to interfere with an FBI investigation involving people woom
North was using to raise money for the Contras, the Senate Intelligence Committee says.
WASIHNGTON — Iran-Contra investigator Lawrence E. Walsh
has subpoenaed documents discovered on a DC-4 plane that was seized by federal drug enforcement agents in Florida last month, a U.S.
government source says.
WASHINGTON — Stiff sanctions against "excessive and unwarranted" foreign trade surpluses, fresh from winning approval as part
of a sweeping House trade bill, appear headed for a cooler reception
in the Senate.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan is threatening to veto a tough
trade-retaliation bill, but without offering much hope that existing
sanctions that Japanese Prime Minister calls a "sore thorn" will be
lifted quickly.
COLOGNE, West Germany — Pope John Paul II, after delivering
the strongest papal denunciation to date of the Nazi horrors, beatifies
a Jewish-born nun who died in an Auschwitz gas chamber.
WASHINGTON — The Federal Reserve Board, facing up to the
continuing fall of the dollar on world money markets, has moved to
tighten federal monetary policy, and some economists predict more
drastic intervention by the board may come soon.
BOSTON — Obesity among the nation's TV-addicted young people
has increased more than 50 percent over the last two decades and it's
likely to lead to a major increase in adult obesity, say the authors of a
new study.
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Volunteers sought for BSA museum spots
By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
Linda Morgan, the Curator of Interpretations at the National Boy
Scouts of America Museum on
the Murray State University campus, is looking for a few good men,
women and children.
No, Morgan is not recruiting for
the U.S. Armed Services. She is
merely trying to secure volunteers

Senator Ford
criticizes new
decision about
leaf imports

to work at the museum during
summer vacation.
"We would like volunteers to
work at the museum as volunteer
interpreters," Morgan said "The
volunteer will be given an assigned section of the museum and will
talk with visitors that come within
his or her area."
The volunteers, who will work
from June 1 until Labor Day, must

only be 14 years of age or older to
participate, and should have, according to Morgan, a desire to
learn and work with people "This
experience is a confidence
booster," she said.
A training -session will be offered to the volunteers before their
work begins. "Training begins
May 5 and the volunteers will
learn about scouting and the

museum." The first session will be
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Wrather
Hall facilities.
Morgan said that all volunteers
will receive free family membership to the museum and a 10 percent discount on items in the gift
shop.
. Each volunteer will be asked to
-

((Wird on page 21

Kiwanians honor top seniors

WASHINGTON, D.C. — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., today
criticized a recent government
decision to permit the duty-free
importation of cigar tobacco from
some developing countries.
He said the stemmed and
unstemmed cigar filler covered by
the decision could be used to
displace dark air-cured and firecured leafs grown in Western
Kentucky.
The decision was announced by
the U.S. Trade Representatives'
office without any apparent opposition by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, which last month announced sharp cuts in dark tobacco marketing quotas.
Ford said also that the USDA
(Cont'd on page 2)

Library to host
annual event
this Saturday
for community
A genuine potpourri, music of all
types, performers of all ages, will
be a highlight of the entertainment
planned for Saturday, May 2, at the
annual spring festival to be held at
the public library's all day event.
Ma. Dorothy Norris, chairman
for this section of the day's activities has arranged an outstanding program of continous musical
performances and is announcing
the particular times for these
events. She says there will be more
than 50 performers during thc day,
presenting a great variety of
music,so that at some time during
the festival there will be music to
please everyone. Included will be
music of the roaring twenties, show
tunes, folk music, gospel songs,
classical music, contemporary productions, and jazz.
Times for the various performing
groups are as follows:
9:45 a.m. - Lyrical Ladies of the
Library; 10:15 a.m. - Holly and
Pete sing Show Tunes; 10:45 a.m.
- Calloway County Middle School

The top graduating seniors from Calloway County High School were honored at the Murray Kiwanis Club Annual Senior Recognition Dinner at Murray High School Thursday evening. The top CCHS seniors are, front
row, from left: Wendy Parker, Marcia Grimes, Jody Burkeen, Stephanie Lucas and Rhonda Barrett. Back
row,from left: Kelli Burkeen, Tim Black, Suzanne Coleman, Jody Lessiter and Angela McClard. Not pictured
were Elizabeth Marquardt, Stacy Taylor and Shalisha Bandarra.
Staff photos by David Tuck

•

Top seniors at Murray High School were also honored by the Murray Kiwanis Club Thursday evening at MIS.
In the front row,from left, are top seniors Elizabeth Oakley, Lee Holcomb, Kelly Bolls and Becky Wolf. Back
row, from left: Ricky Jobs, Bill Maddox, Ken Hainsworth, Hugh Houston, Dusty Ellington and Ken Mikulcik.

(Cont'd on page 2)

BellSouth urges lifting phone restrictions
Forecast
Tonight Partly cloudy and
mild. Low in the upper 50s.
Southwest wind less than 10
mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of late
afternoon thundershowers.
High in the mid 80s. South wind
5 to 15 mph.

LAKE LEVE1S
359.1
Kentucky Lake
359.2
Barkley Lake

WASHINGTON (AP I — A
BellSouth Corp. official has told a
Senate panel that regional
telephone companies formed by
the breakup of the Bell system
three years ago should be allowed
to provide specialized information
services to customers.
Walter H. Alford, a senior vice
president of the Atlanta-based
telephone company, told the
Senate antitrust subcommittee on
Thursday that most Americans
will never be able to take advantage of information services like
electronic banking and shopping
unless regional telephone corn-

panies can provide them.
The Senate panel is reviewing
Justice Department recommendations that a federal judge lift
restrictions that have prevented
the seven regional Bell companies
from offering specialized computer services, manufacturing
telephones and providing longdistance services
U.S. District Judge Harold
Greene, who presided over the
court case that led to the breakup
of the old Bell system in 1984, is
reviewing the Justice Department
recommendations.
In testimony submitted to the

Senate subcommittee, Alford said
availability of information
technology in America is "legging
woefully behind France, Germany. Canada, the United
Kingdom, Singapore, Hong Kong
and Japan" because of the restrictions on regional telephone companies like BellSouth
"It is the active participation of
the local telephone companies in
virtually all these countries that
has created any success for their
emerging information services,"
Alford said
Because of the current restrictions, Alford said customers in the

BellSouth service a:ea must buy
and install expensive equipment
or..rent computer time to obtain
advanced information services
"Small businesses simply do not
have the resources to buy and
maintain sophisticated customerowned telephone and computer
equipment that is required to obtain advanced information ser.
vices today," he said.
"Many of these services.
however, could and Would be
available to business customers
through the. Bell companies with
((bard on page t)
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Reagan's adopted son sexually molested
when a child by camp leader, AP reports
Japanese Prime Minister
NEW YORK 4 AP — Michael
Reagan, son of President Reagan, IrliStlitir0 Nakasone. Reagan said
says as a boy he was molested and
he hoped the book would help
people.
photographed in the nude by a
day-camp leader, and feared
The younger Reagan, 41, of Los
decades later that the pictures
Angeles, could not be reached for
comment, but his publicist, Dale
would surface and cost his father
the White House
C. Olson, confirmed in a telephone
interview that Reagan was workIn an outline of an
ing on the book, On the Outside
autobiography circulating in New
York publishing houses and obLooking In."
tained by The Associated Press on
Penthouse magazine revealed
the existence of the outline on
Thursday. Reagan described a
lonely and neglected childhood in
Thursday when it released an artiwhich he was emotionally unable
cle prepared for its June edition
The outline presents the story of
to resist the molestation at age 7.
a confused and neglected little
The president and Nancy
boy. adopted to please another
Reagan only learned of the
molestation when Michael Reagan
child — Maureen Reagan, who
and his family visited them on
had asked for a brother
Palm Sunday in California.
After the divorce of his father
The president, asked about inciand actress Jane Wyman, the
youth saw them only on alternate
dent said . "I'm sorry. When he
weekends, the outline said. As a
was a little boy, he didn't let us
result. from the ages of 3 to 10. he
know at the time
"They told us at the ranch for .believed a black family cook was
the first time, he said. Speaking
his mother, he wrote in the outline.
with reporters at a state dinner for
He also wrote that a day-camp

leader he idolized as a "fatherfigure" molested him ''for almost
and once took
a year
photographs of him posing nude.
He said he was afraid to till
anyone about the molestation
When Dad ran for president I
had visions of him losing because
those pictures taken 34 years ago
might turn up," Reagan wrote
Maureen Reagan said at the
Nakasone dinner, "1 think it is just
horrible. If I could find him (the
day camp leader) there'd be a
whole lot of physical trouble."
Calling herself Michael's
"staunchest defender," the president's daughter said, "He's
unlocking his doors right now and
is going through something very
constr.uctive. He said he lived with
this for 35 years. He wants it to
end."
Hollywood columnist Joe
Hyams is collaborating on the
book, which is to be published by
Zebra Publishing of New York,
Olson said.

Falwell sets fast pace for filling
permanent host for 'PTL Club'
FORT MILL, S.C. 1AP — The
Rev. Jerry Falwell, just one day
after taking-ever the "PTL Club"
broadcast, said he would step
aside by Monday and name a permanent host for the religious program earned on more than 1,400
stations.
Falwell, --a fundamentalist
evangelist and host of the "Old
Time Gospel Hour" show in Lynchburg. Va., pleaded on the broadcast Thursday for donations to
help PTL recover from scandal
"I promise you that every penny
you give will be carefully accounted for, carefully applied.
And right now we have some great
needs," he said. "We're trying to
spiritually, theologically. collectively wIth our business practices
put our house in order."
The Rev Jim 'Bakker turned
control of PTL over to Falwell in
March, admitting he had a sexual
tryst with church secretary
Jessica Hahn in 1980. Subsequent
revelations that Bakker and his
wife, Tammy, were paid $1.6
million in salary and bonuses in
19e6 prompted PTL's new board,
lecOy Falwell. to sever ties Tuesday with Bakker

The board also dropped the Rev.
Richard Dortch, a former Bakker
aide, as host of the show that is the
heart of PTL's ministry and its
main fund-raising device.
In other developments.
— Dortch admitted having
received property tax exemptions
for two Florida homes rather than
one as allowed by state law. but attributed it to a paperwork mistake
by his wife, Mildred.
— Miss Hahn, 77. said Thursday
that she believed her sudden illness was brought on by stress
from the controversy "I came out
of the shower and blacked out"
Wednesday night, she said in a
telephone interview. Miss Hahn,
who was treated at a clinic for
severe stomach and chest pains,
said she planned to rest until she
regained her strength
After originating the "PTL
Club" broadcast at his own studio
in Lynchburg on Wednesday and
Thursday, Falwell said he would
step down as host Monday in Fort
Mill. where PTL has its 2,300-acre
headquarters.
The choice of a new host is part
of an effort to give the_vrganizanor. a more modersik and less

Top teachers chosen

charismatic tone, an Oklahoma
evangelist and PTL board
member said Thursday.
The Rev. Bailey Smith of Del City, Okla., said Falwell is looking
for "a new Mr. and Mrs. PTL" to
host the program. Smith said the
couple need "warm personalities
with a little bit of pizzazz about
them," and "financial and moral
integrity, no question marks over
their lives."

The Murray Rotary Club bestowed four Paul Harris Fellowships and seeded two members for fellowships
Thursday night at the chWasanual Rotary Ann Night at the Curris Center on the Murray State Campus. Hugh
Oakley, far left, and H. Glenn Doran, not pictured, were seeded 6500 by the club toward the $1,000 Paul Harris
Fellowship requirement. It is understood that they will make up the difference within the next few years.
Other members receiving the honor were,from left: Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, Sen. Pat McCuiston,accepting for his sister Mavis Hurt, the deceased wife of Max Hurt; Eric Benson and Bob Billington.

0.11. Boone, second from left,
received the Rotary
Humanitarian Award Thursday
night. Pictured with Boone is,
from left: Bill Kopperud, Boone,
Margaret Boone and Bob Billington. Kopperud presented Boone
with the honor for his work with
the Boy Scouts.

Accounts of this week's board
meeting indicated that Bakker
had urged that leadership be kept
in the hands of a charismatic
Christian, such as board member
and former U.S. Interior
Secretary James Watt, or a "holy
war" would ensue. The board
compromised by appointing Sam
Johnson, a minister of the
charismatic Assemblies of God, as
PTL's director of ministries.

asti

Dr. Vernon Gantt, left, received a
certificate of recognition from
District 671 Rotary Governor Joe
Phillip*. The honor was for
Gantt's work with the District
Rotary Scholarship Committee.

Jim Bakker's _father, Raleigh
Bakker, who lives at PTL's
Heritage USA resort here,.said he
appreciated Falwell's efforts to
stabilize activities at PTL. But he
added that he hopes and expects
his son to return

Restrictions...
Staff photos by Scott Wilma

(Coard from page I)
little or no up-front investment requirement were it not for the lineof-business restrictions."
Alford also supported the
Justice Department recommendation that the regional telephone
companies be allowed to manufacture telephone equipment. He said
the current manufacturing
restriction is "directly at odds
with a national telecommunications policy of promoting consumer interests through
competition."

(
IN
•

The top seniors from Murray High School and Calloway County High
School selected the Outstanding Teacher Award for their respective
.chools. Winners announced were Joel Atchison (second from left), a
mathematics instructor at MRS, and Brenda Call (second from
right), a mathematics instructor at OCHS. The two top teachers are
pictured with Jim Rice, president of the Murray Kiwanis (lub, and
guest speaker Katherine Hume, executive director of the Kentucky
Academic Association. The awards were presented at the Kiwanis
Annual Senior Recognition Dinner beill Thursday evening at MHS.

Local bicyclist strikes automobile
Thomas R Klatt, 32. Riviera
Courts, was taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Thursday when the bicycle he was riding
collided with a car on C S. 841 at
approximately 10:52 p.m , according to a report from the Murray
Police Department. The report indicated that Klatt
was traveling south on 641 on the
paved shoulder of the road when a

vehicle driven by Christopher A
Cowart, 21, Kirksey, made a left
turn onto Stadium View Drive
from 1j.S. 641 in front of the bicycle. and Klatt collided with the
side of the vehicle.
Klatt was taken to the hospital
by ambulance where he was admitted but later released, according to a spokesperson at MCCH

Read the want ads dail3,

When the Justice Department
made its recommendations in
February. it also said the regional
telephone companies should be
permitted to provide long-distance
service outside their operating
areas.
But the department earlier this
week modified that recommendation and said any proposed entry
of a regional telephone company
into the long-distance business
should be decided on a case-bycase -basis.
Alford criticized the new
recomendation, saying that
regional telephone companies are
ready now to enter the longdistance field
He said, for example, that
regional companies could provide
least-cost routing to enable
customers to use the companies'
computers to select the least expensive long-distance company
for each call.
BellSouth, the largest of the
seven regional companies created
in the Bell breakup, serves
Georgia, Alabama, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida,
Louisiana, Mississippi. Tennessee
and Kentucky

House passes major trade
bill; Senate forecast is cool
A'ASHINGTON I AP — Stiff
sanctions against "excessive and
unwarranted" foreign trade
surpluses, fresh from winning approval as part of a sweeping House
trade bill, appear headed for a
cooler reception in the Senate.
"I don't think anybody in this
House today believes this bill will
go through the Senate and be signed by the president in its current
form," Rep. John J. Duncan, RTenn., said Thursday.,
hope all
of you realize that this bill isn't going anywhere."
Despite the warning, the House
voted 290-137 in favor ot the bill
and its sanctions: 247 Democrats
and 43 Republicans voted for the
measure while six Democrats and
131 Republicans voted against it.
The vote came after House
Speaker Jim Wright, D-Texas, a
major supporter of the sanctions,
urged lawmakers to put aside
whatever doubts they might have,
at least for the time being.
"Although you may not like
parts of the bill, let's move it
along, let's get it into the process," Wright said. Looking ahead
to the Senate, he conceded that
"surely the other body will make
modifications "
Among the most heavily
debated provisions of the bill is an
amendment sponsored by Rep.
Richard Gephardt. D-Mo , that
would impose sanctions to enforce
10 percent rollbacks in trade
surpluses by Japan and other na-

lions if talks fail.
President Reagan told visiting
Japanese Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone he would veto
,any bill containing such sanctions.
Noting the close 218-214 House vote
adopting the Gephardt amendment, Reagan expressed confidence his veto could be
sustained.
There were widespread
forecasts among lawmakers that
the Gephardt provision would not
get anywhere near the president's
desk

Office open until 5
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office will be open until 5 p.m. on
Fridays beginning next week. The
office had been temporarily closing at 6 p.m. on Fridays to accommodate residents during the tax
season

Imports...
(Coat'd from page 1)
has yet to respond to a proposal
advanced by grower organizations
for dealing with the dark production cuts.
Referring to the USDA as the
"eighth wonder of the world," he
said the agency appears "more interested in helping farmers in
other countries than helping the
dark tobacco farmers in
Kentucky."

SIDEWALK
SALE

work one three-hour shift per week
as the museum will be open seven
days a week. Morgan said that the
short shift allows many people
ample time to participate. "We
have a lot of people who work a
full-time job before coming here to
volunteer," she said.
Bob and Edwynna Garrison are
just two of the many volunteers
who donate their time to the
museum.
"The big thing about it is
meeting the people," said Bob
Garrison. "People from all over
the country come through there."
For further information about
how to become a volunteer, con.
tact Morgan at 762-3190.

Library•••
((bard from page I)
Chorus; 11:15 a.m. -Nell Earwood
and Bobby Malone, soloists from
First Baptist Church Chlor; 11:45
a.m. - The Quartet (mixed) will
present Gospel music; 12:15 p.m. The Young Violinists; 12:4-5 p.m. Doug Nesbitt and Friends; 1:15
p.m. - Scott Conklin, violinist; 2:15
p.m. - The Wrack Band,from Murray Middle School; 2:45 p.m. • The
Lough Family.
This company of performers who
have volunteered their talents to
enrich the Library Potpourri includes participants from churches,
schools, community theater and
others in the area whose musical
ability is widely recognized. Committees planning the event promise
many other delightful activities
and urge your attendance.
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PERSPECT1VE
Free sex has
its drawbacks
For the last couple of decades
free-sex advocates have been laying the groundwork for a plague —
all the while pooh-pootung those
who gainsaid their wisdom.
But with AIDS in town, advising
"liberated sex" is like giving your
friends strychnine in their tea.
In this country the count is now
more than 16,000 a- mostly
homosexuals — dead of AIDS, and
more to follow. Because of the approximately five-year gestation
period of the disease, nbobody can
do much more than guess about
the extent the disease has spread.
Some estimate as many as 2
million people are infected in the
United States alone.
You almost have to ask yourself
how many men — and increasingly women — would be alive today
if not for the promoters of the sexual revolution. How many deaths
can be attributed to their advice
whether it was ignorantly given or
not?
It's ironic, but the killjoys were
right.
On this count, at least, the TV
evangelists, the fundamentalist
ministers, the "intolerant
preachers of middle class morality'' who hammered with
sometimes annoying persistence
against sex outside marriage, are
the ones who have consistently offered the one bit of advice that

could have saved the lives of
thousands of human beings:
"Don't."
Did they persuade any jo abandon pre-marital sex? Or is not to
complete abstinence, were some
at least persuaded to moderation
In their sexual contacts?
If so, it is reasonable to assume
that they are responsible for saving lives and inhibiting the spread
of AIDS.
Take a bow.
Now in at least partial retreat,
free-sex advocates are promoting
"safe sex." This means you ask
the man or woman in the bar if he
or she has AIDS, then have sex
with a condom. The idea being
that a condom reduces the chance
of being infected.
True, true — that's
advice
— as far as it goes. :ut as more
than one surprised father-to-be
has discovered, condoms are far
from perfect.
In fact, it strikes us as similar to
suggesting that people only use
one bullet instead of two when
playing Russian roulette. Sure the
chance of blowing your brains out
is less, but not playing the game at
all is even safer.
It all says to us that maybe
grandma and grandpa actually
d reasons for their taboos.
Maybe we'd do well if we weren't
so quick in abandoning them.

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff
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Royko Says

By Mike Royka

Some baldies never change
During a recent windstorm, a
strong gust lifted the hairpiece off
the head of a friend of mine and
wafted it into the middle of a busy
street.
By the time he retrieved it, the
tires of several cars and a truck
had passed over it. It looked like a
mashed rat, which is not what you
would want to wear on your head
to impress the disco ladies.
In addition to the embarrassment of greeting his date with his
hair stuffed in his pocket, he was
out the ;225 he paid for the toup.
This; is not an uncommon problem, I'm told, especially in an city as windy as Chicago.
And with hundreds of thousands
of men in our hair concious society
wearing haripieces, who can
estimate their total financial loss?
Most men who wear hairpieces
own at least two of them. They need
a spare to wear when they send one
out to be cleansed, or if it blows
away,or if a bald thief snatches it.
So their investment can be considerable. And when my friend told
me about his expensive and embarrassing experience, I began thinking about a possible low-cost alternative to the traditional hairpiece.
And I wondered if it would be
possible for a bald man to have his
head tattooed so it looked like he
had hair.

That would solve the wind problem. Even on some of the
downtown plazas, the wind is
seldom fierce enough to blow off a
man's scalp.
It also would be permanent. No
costly replacements. No expensive
cleaning bills.
But is it possible? Depending on
which tattoo artist you talk to, the
answer is yes, no and maybe.
One Chicago tattoo artist said:
"Yeah, we could do dots."
Dots?
"Yeah, tiny dots. Then he'd look
like he had hair, but that he shaved his head.
"An sort of like a 5 o'clock
shadow all over your head. But
what about making it look like
regular hair.
"That's been done if a guy has a
least some hair. Then we could do
strands. And when he combed his
own hair over the tattooed strands,
It would look like he had a lot
more."
Have you ever done it?
"To tell the truth, we usually stay
away from heads and faces,
although I just gave a girl some
eyebrows."
Why did she need tattooed
eyebrows?
"Because she didn't have any
eyebrows of her own."
That makes sense.
Next, I spoke to Greg Lamont,

who does nis tattooing in • While chatting about tattoos,
Wisconsin.
Johnson revealed an interesting
Before moving to Wisconsin, La- trend. About 35 percent or 40 permont worked with Chicago's legen- cent of his customers are women.
dary "Tats" Thomas, who put And he said some parlors report as
thousands of anchors and sea many as 50 percent.
monsters on the arms of several
Years ago, he said, women
generations of Great Lakes Navy represented less than 5 percent of
recruits.
tattoo customers. And they includHe burst out laughing when I ask- ed the once-famous Chicago hooker
ed about tattooing hair On bald who had the words "To Hell With
heads.
Housework" tattooed in one-inch
"You're not going to believe this, letters beneath her navel.
but I once saw it done. A guy walkI asked him if today's women
ed in and said he wanted it. We perfer anchors, eagles or the
tried to talk him out of it. I told names of their boyfriends.
him: 'You know, once we do it,
"No,they are getting butterflies
you've got it for life. And if you or flowers or strawberries."
don't like the style you can't change
I eaven't seen women with Such
it.' But he wanted it, so Tats did it things on their arms.
for him, and he seemed happy
"That's becailse they either get
when he left."
them on their shoulder blades, hips
But that wasn't the strangest tat- or buttocks," he said.
too Lamont ever saw. He actually
You have an interesting job. I
knew the late Ralf* Johnson, about said.
whom I had only heard.
"Beats house painting."
Johnson was a tall man who had
The final expert I consulted wa;
the top of his bald head tattooed the manager of the Chicago Tilt..00with the face of Jesus He liked to ing Co
walk up to shorter people and bow.
Would it be possible 'o
If they were really religious, they bald head so it looked Ii-Ke *i'e
would jump 5 feet in the air.
had hair?
As for tattooing a head of hair,
"It depends," he said.
Johnson said he-wouldn't do it.
•
On what?
I don't think it would look very
. •-Well, if he was on tne
good. At best, it would look like kind of the street; yeah, it would looe
of a slicked-down, wet look, which like he had a head of hair "
isn't fashionable."
How about up close"
"Up close? 1 -p close it
ink '
like he had a fled
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In trade, who has the winning hand?
NEW YORK (AP) — The game
of trade is becoming deadly, and a
very real threat exists that none
will win and everyone might lose.
The source of the tensions trace§
a convoluted trail back at least to
the 1950s when.Japan and Europe
emerged from their wartime
devastation and began shipping
their goods abroad, especially to
the powerful North American
market.
Based on almost any analysis,
this was good for both exporter
and importer. The importing nation received a variety of goods
that it could not produce as efficiently. And it exported goods at
which it was the more efficient
producer.
It takes at least two to trade. If
the exporting nation does not import, it can over time make it difficult or even impossible for its
trade partner to continue importing. Eventually, the importing
nation would become
impoverished.
In the view of Americans,
something of that sort has
developed in relations with major
trading partners. Those partners,
Americans say, aren't importing
their share of American goods.
Why this is so is at the heart of
the dispute.
Some nations maintain that the
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United States brought on the problem by running its economy all
out, encouraging an excess of demand over supply. In effect, they
say, the United States encouraged
them to fill that gap.
These nations argue also that
the United States condoned inflation, which made its products too
expensive abroad. And, it is often
pointed out, the quality of U.S.
goods may have deteriorated between 1960 and 1975.
In recent years, the United
States has argued that European
and Japanese economies have
been overly conservative, that
central banks should allow more
money to flow into their
economies and that fiscal leaders
should spend more.
In such ways, the U.S. argument
goes, these economies would then
be in a better position to absorb
their own goods, and Americanmade goods as well.
America's trading partners,
especially Germany and Japan,
have resisted such pressures,
often arguing that the United
States has no right to dictate to
them when such measures could,
If not controlled, lead to serious
Inflation.
Americans also have contended
that many nations, Japan
especially, have denied access to
American goods by means of hidden market restraints, while
simultaneously subsidizing exports to the U.S. market.
Enough, says Uncle Sam, who
feels the American market has
been used as an unofficial Marshall Plan, a reference to the U.S.
financial support given to postwar
European nations in order to help
them rebuild.
Uncle Sam is now a debtor.
Flush with his dollars, foreigners
have purchased sizable positions
in, U.S. corporations and real
estate, and even in the U.S.
government itself through the purchase of bonds.
It provokes the question
therefore of who holds the
stronger hand, and the most
plausible answer is that nobody
does. Trade must be a cooperative
matter. Nobody can be a winner
for long without eventually
becoming a loser.
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Letters To The Editor

TVA critic invites '60 Minutes to investigate agency
Dear Editor:
Our efforts to hold the TVA to
their obligations and commitments at the Land Between the
Lakes is finally beginning to move
as citizens with more than voicing
an occasional word, plan strategy.
We feel the best way to get the
benefits provided in the general
welfare and commercial clauses
of the constitution, is to first
educate the public. First, what are
TVA's real obligations, second
what has the dollars spent by LBL
management been going to, (explicitly, and make the problems of
the area known.
We have invited the Sixty
Minutes TV Program here, Letters are being written to congressmen, governors, senators,
President and Mrs. Reagan. (It
normally takes her only a few
weeks to correct a situation, once
she makes her mind up to do it.)
We will initiate the "Tissue for
the Issue" campaign and much
more in coordinated efforts to
"lead TVA" into stimulating our
economy in and around the LBL
area.
We are resolved that TVA-LBL
will do only as little as we "let
them do", or only as much as they
are required to, depending on the
amount of encouragement they
receive from our organized
efforts.
Again, we acknowledge the
minimal efforts by LBL with their
limited budget, but where our
statutory laws are in jeopardy,
those dollars must by found. The
TVA board had no problem in
;Tending our money to do their
thing and all we demand is a small
amount to meet the original
criteria used to take the land, etc
We would enmcourage all
residents of the LBL area to do
more than observe and join in any
way to help our economy. tourists'

business ana our general welfare,
by encouraging our congressmen
and leaders to assist in any way
possible.
Enclosed find the letter and
answer from Chairman C.H. Dean
Jr. TVA Board and note his
statements regarding the future of
LBL.
Our ploy is not to discredit TVA,
but to change their directives and
some of their priorities. The Ten-

nessee 'Valley Authority is such a
huge business that it's easy to see
we could almost be forgotten, here
in this area with so much of the action back southeast.
It took me over a month to get
an answer to a letter I sent to the
TVA Board Chairman.
Respectfully,
Bobby D. Harrell
4343 Valley Grove
Hermitage, Tenn. 37076

Ideas for future of LBL appreciated
Editors's Note: The following is
a letter of response from C.H.
Dean, Jr., chairman of the Tennessee Valley authority board.
Dear Mr. Harrell:
Thank you for taking time to
share your ideas abeut the future
development of Land Between the
Lakes(LBL). Your corninents and
those of others who are interested
in LBL's future are vital to effective planning.
We agree that any development
should be consistent with the
original mission of LBL — to provide outdoor recreation and
education opportunities for the
American public, to serve as a national demonstration in multiple
use resource management, and to
be a stimulus to the regional
economy. Although Witich—progress has been made toward
meeting these goals. congressional appropriations earmarked
specifically for LBL have decreased steadily since 1979 and development has been slower than planned Thus, It is important that we
find innovative ways to continue
providing high-quality services for
the public and also Increase our
economic impact in the region
Our current planning effort Is

aimed at increasing visitation to
LBL and the region by increasing
visitor satisfaction. Although we
are open to suggestions for programs, services and attractions
which would enhance the visitor
experience, we will not consider
any activity that would remove
any portion of LBL from public
ownership or that would not be in
keeping with our recreation/education charge.
Establishing partnerships with the
private sector to provide services
and facilities that cannot otherwise be provided because of
dwindling appropriations is a
management alternative that is
being explored.
We are gathering views and
ideas about LBL's future from our
various users as well as area
businesses and communities impacted by LBL. This information,
along with recreation needs and
interests identified by other agencies and organizations, will be used in preparing a conceptual
development plan for LBL. Your
proposal will be included in the
ideas considered
We appreciate your interest in
TVA and LBL.
Sincerely,
C.H. Dean, Jr.
Chairman TVA

Ten years ago
Preliminary work has begun on
construction of Highway 641 praject between Murray and Benton.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America took top. honors in 24th
annual Agriculture Field Da at
Murray State Unive`rsity on April
29: Farmington was second and
Fulton County was third.
Mrs. Mildred, Nance who is
retiring after 35 years with Murray Water & Sewer System was
presented with a framed resolution by Murray Mayor John E.
Scott and Murray City Council.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hale, April
24, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Terrell Logan, April 25.
Mrs.
Eulala Outland was
honored at a surprise dinner in
celebration of her 75th birthday on
April 17.
Captain D's has opened ff
business in Murraa wit
Lanier as manager
Twenty years aeo
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt ha:
announced that bids will be opened
in early June for an addition V-,
University High Lab School for
training teachers arMurray State
University.
Jay Richey. son of Mrs Frances
•
Richey and a int rnue (1'. T..'•
ty School Chapter al :
Business Leaders of America.
elected as presider.' if
FBLA at 15th anra
Louisville.
Tech. Sgt. Billy M. Outland,
of Mr. and Mrs :_eonarci Outland
of Hazel, is on duty al
Royal Thai AFB, Tha!': !,d
Builder 3rd Cls
eRickman, US•_
Mrs. Macon !,ick: • .
member of Mobile Constri,ct.,
Battalion 74 at Gulfport, Miss.
Emily Wolfson and Ar7i•-•
Schmidt presented ci works: - or,
'Stitchery'' at a meeting ef
Creative Arts Departe, at c:
ray Woman's Club.
Thirtyyears ago
nanie..1
Charlie Marr
chief of police for the city of Murray by Murray City Council. He
replaces Novel McFteynolds who
was killed in a gun battle at City
Hall on April 22.
The power supply to the Kentucky area west of the Tennessee
River was.substantially increased
on April 26 when TVA placed ie
service a new 80,000,000-Watt
primary substation near Mayfield.
Miss Barbara Davis and Charles
Chilcutt were married March 16 at
Corinth, Miss.
Miss Ruby .Simpson, head of
Home Economics Department at
Murray StateCollege, spoke and
showed slides of her travels in
Turkey at Mother•Daugliter Banquet of Kirksey High Sch-.- I
Chapter of Future Homemakers oi
America on April 25 at Murray
Woman's Club House. Barbara
Darnell presided

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital lists babies and dismissals
One newborn admission and lege Farm Rd., Murray: Mrs.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Ruby P. Parks, 162$ Farmer Ave.,
County Hospital for Tuesday. Murray;
April 28, have been released as
Mn. Ella H. Boehm, Rt. 2, Boa
follows:
221, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs.
Newborn admissiee
Thelma L Hilliard, Rt. 1, Box
Gallimore baby girl, parents, WE% Buchanan, Tenn.;
Lesia and Anthony, 119 Dogwood
Mrs. 1Laybelle Blakemore, Rt.
Hills, Paris, Tenn.
1, Cbttage Grove Tenn.; Mrs.
DismisesJe
Rubye Irene Culver, Rt. 1, Box 3,
Gaylon M. Barber. Rt. 1, Dexter;
Hickory; Mn. Molise J. Gerhardt 'Mn.Zula E. Stone (expired) Rt.
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 176, 1, Box 14, Dexter.
Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Jill K. Butterworth and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs.
One newborn admission and
Carl Ann Elkins, Rt. 1, Box 131, dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Kirksey;
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Darnall and
April 29, have been released as
baby girl, 1316 Vine St., Murray; follows:
Mrs.-Cornelia McClure, 1626 Main
Newbers admissions
St., Murray;
Evitts baby girl, parents. Susan
Mrs. Clara Hopkins, 1704 Col- and Ronnie, Box 64, Milburn.

Taylor-McIntosh wedding planned

Diandssais
Daryl Allen Eldridge, Rt. 1, Box
24, Almo; Charles D. Slaughter,
Willow Road, Fredonia;
Miss Leslie T. McKinney, 440
Charleston Ave., Paducah; Jason
Lee Nesbitt, Rt. 1, Box 185, Hazel;
Mrs. Catherine Starks, Rt. 1,
Box 81, Hazel; Mn. Sarah K.
Duke, Rt. 2, Box 83, Hull;
Ted M. Crider, Rt. 7, Box 468,
Murray; Charlie T. Underwood,
CR Box 163, New Concord;
Toy William Grooms, Rt. 3, Box
1007, Murray; Mrs. Betty Alice
Jones, Rt. 3, Box 210, Murray;
Kelly L. Stubblefield, 207 N.
Cherry, Murray; Mrs. Modena M.
Carroll, 502 Blair, Murray;
Mrs. Ola C. Underwood, 1531 Oxford, Murray; Mrs. Rode • V.
Sledd, 817 Hurt Dr., Murray.

The approaching marriage of
Mils Anita Taylor and Kevin Allen
McIntosh, both of Goodlettsville,
Tenn., has been announced.
Miss Taylor is the daughter of
Melvin Lee Taylor and Mrs.
Evelyn Jane Taylor- of Houston.
Texas.She is the granddaughter oi
Mr.arid Mrs. L.J. Middlebrvoks of
Houston.
Mr. McIntosh is the son of
Dwain McIntosh of Murray and
Mrs. Rosemary Miller of Rt. 4,
Murray. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. William E. McIntosh of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 1978
graduate of Sam Houston High
School, Houston. She is employed
at the Feed Meal Restaurant in
Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 1978
graduate of Murray High School.
He is employed as a- brick mason
for Masonry Inc., Nashville.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Memorial Day, Monday, May
25, at 8 p.m. at Union Hill Church
of Christ, Rt. 1, Benton.

Clower writes book
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Grand Ole Opry humorist Jerry
Glower is writing his third book,
"Life Everlaughter," his agent
says.
Other books by Clower, of Yazoo
City, Miss., are "Ain't God
Good!" and "Let the Hammer
Down."

•Rounds to 28'
*Ovals to 41'
•7' Deep End Option
•SPECIAL PRICES NOW
•BE READY TO SWIM!
&ono poriakik pool

Anita Taylor, fiancee of Kevin McIntosh

The Pool Shop
4720 Reidldnd Rd.
Peducdh, Ky
)02-000-3466
OPOI WM.-SAT. 9-3

Moose Lodge plans events
Murray Moose Lodge 2011 will be open from 12 noon to 12 midnight
on Saturday, May 2. The lodge will sponsor a jukebox dance from 8
p.m. to midnight. On Monday, May 4, games will be played at 730
p.m. at the lodge hall, located on North 16th Street. All events at the
lodge are for members only.

Douglas Lee Brannon born
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lee Brannon of Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a eon, Douglas Lee, weighing seven pounds four ounces,
measuring 2014 inches, born on Monday, April 20, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Two sisters are Roxanne Brannon and
Stephanie Brannon. The mother is the former Tina Schrader. The
father is employed with J.R. Hayes Construction Co., Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Douglas Brannon and Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Schrader, all of Puryear, Tenn.

&44 Uttel
Entire Stock

Minner,.Prater,
co-author paper
for April journal

Men's & Ladies' Shoes
the

farille
-P-,tree,\14

Dr. Sam Minner and Dr. Greg
Prater, both assistant professors
in the Murray State University
Department of Special Education,
have co-authored a paper which
appeared in the April issue of The
Journal of Reading, Writing and
Learning Disabilities.
Titled "Factors Inhibiting the
Performance of Learning Disabled Students in Post-Secondary Settings," their paper reviews the
issues faced by learning disabled
college and university students.
Minner and Prater said that
some of the problems include the
lack of preparation for college life
that the disabled students receive
in high school and the generalized
negative attitude that many
university professors have toward
learning disabled students.
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SPECIAL:
Large Bar-B-Q,
& French Fries

Sale good thru May 6th
Olympic Plaza
753-9228

$219
Special Good Thru May 2
(BARGAIN MATINEES
SAT A SUN•All Senn $r
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T.J's

CHAIR SEATS

Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

MURRAY THEATRES
ch. - • 24 HR TEL 753 3314
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Camera Club to meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, May 4,
at 7 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The program will
be on "Night Time Photography" and each one should bring camera
and tripod, according to Robert Crenshaw, president. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Elise Nicole Brittain born
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brittain of Rt. 2, Box 78B, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Elise Nicole, weighing six pounds 14 ounces,
measuring 201* inches, born on Monday, April 20,- at 9:02 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a daughter, Serena, 2.
The mother is the former Rene' Hirdler. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Raymon Brittain of Rt. 2, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hidler of Waterville, Minn.

Kirklands have guests
Jake and Frances Kirkland of Hazel have had as guests in their
home their granddaughter, Mrs. Mary Ann Walker Clark, and their
great-granddaughter, Lane Watt Clark, of Lompoc, Calif.

Dr. Thomas and, wife to speak

Dr. Howard Thomas of Savannah, Tenn., will speak tonight (Friday)at the meeting of Paris Chapter of Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship at Avalon Restaurant, Paris, Tenn. Dinner will be served
at 6:30p.m. and the meeting wll start at 7:30 p.m. The meal will be $6
for adults and $3 for children under 9. Dr. Thomas' wife, Ann, will
speak at meeting of Paris Chapter of Women's Aglow on Saturday,
May 2, at 9 am. at W.G. Rhea Library, Paris. All interested persons
are invited to attend these meetings, a spokesman said.

Freed-Hardeman event at North
Friends of Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., will have
their annual benefit dinner for the college on Saturday, May 2, at 6:30
p.m.. at -North Calloway Elementary School, North 16th Street Extended, Murray. Tim Carroll will be the featured speaker and the
group, Deliverance, will entertain. Tickets at $8 for adults and $5 for
students will be available at the door.

Christmas Tree Growers to meet
The Kentucky Christmas Tree Growers Association will have its
summer,meeting on Saturday, June 20, at 9 a.m. at Western Kentucky University Agriculture Center, Bowling Green. Topics tn.be
covered include the proper use of herbicides, insect problems on
Christmas trees and proper selection of seed stock. A farm tour of a
full-production Christmas tree farm and a tree shearing demonstara•
don will be by Dr. Deborah Hill from the University of Kentucky.
Registration is $10 and a lunch will be served at a cost of $4.50. For
more information contact Harold Rosenbaum, Rt. 2, Mt. Olivet, Ky.
41064 or call 1-606-724-5987.

Travis Jefferson Steven Reed born
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shannon Lee Reed of Pueblo, Colo., are the
parents of a son, Travis Jefferson Steven Reed, born Thursday, April
28. The mother is the former Denice Gilbert. Paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. L.M. Tipton Reed of Mayfield. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daugherty of Murray and Don Gilbert
of Nashville, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Lexye Waldrop of
Mayfieltip,and Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson and Mr. and Mrs.
Warden Gilbert of Murray.

*A graduate of Murray State University.
*Received law degree from the University Of
Louisvile.
*A practicing attorney in Murray since 1983.
*Daughter of Harry and Jeanette Furches.
*Granddaughter of Wiliam and Virginia Furches,
and Ellis and Imogene Paschall.
*Married to David Robinson with
Sem Matthew.
*INTEGRITY "EXPERIENCE *ENTHUSIASM

Announcing
The Opening
Of
reative

xpreoeiom o
Needlework Shop Mon., May 4th
Needlework Catalogs to 1st 25 Customers
In Store Specials All Week
'Knitting Yarns & Supplies
*Cone Yarns
•Cross Stitch Fabrics &,_Supplies
*Select Needlepoint
*Gift Certificates
•Handmade Gifts & Accessories
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inside Juanita's Florist
*Open early by appointment
•Special Opening Hours.
9:00-4:30
Mon thru Sat.

•Reg. Hours
10:00-4:30
Man. thru Fri
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-Community events listed
Friday, May I
Youth Workers' Clinic will be at
6 p.m. at Blood River Baptist
Associational office at Hardin.
•••

Saturday, May S
River Baptist Association will
begin at•a.m.atiumociational office atliardin.

IMO IMP

•••

Twilight golf will start at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks potudry Club.
---Marshall County Theatre Guild
will present "Bus Stop" at 6:30
p.m. at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
---AA and ALAnoaadit,toad-at
p.m. at J.0 Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
---Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---Greater Paducah Area Chapter
147 of Parents Without Partners
will meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin Cobb
ballroom, Paducah.
---Calloway County High School
Senior Class will have its prom at8
p.m. at Curris Center ballroom,
Murray State University. A banquet will be served at 5:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
---Saturday, May 2
Life House monthly Board of
Trustees meeting will be at 9 a.m.
at Life House, 1506 Chestnut St.
---Methodist Men of DexterHardin United Methodist Church
will serve its country ham
breakfast from 5 to 10 a.m. This is
open to the public.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
breakfast at 8:30 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
---Youth Workers' Clinic of Blood

Spring Potpourri of Arts will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
qIII MN, •••

Singles of First Baptist-Church.
will meet at.9:30 a.m. in church
parking lot to go to Hematite
Lake............... . ,
---Men's Golf Spring Tournament
Is scheduled at Oaks Country Club.
Yard sale hy Humane Society of
Calloway County will begin at 7
a.m.at home of Gigi Dawson.1713
Farmer Ave.
---Marshall County Theatre Guild
will present "Bus Stop" at 6:30
p.m. at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
English tudor -style dollhOtise
will be given away today by St.
John's Episcopal Church Women.
For information call 753-5606 or
753-8457.
---Murray High School
Junior/Senior Prom will be from 8
to 11:30 p.m. at Curris Center
ballroom, Murray State
University.
---Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Atcepted Masons is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Final examinations for 1987 spring semester Saturday classes at
Murray State University will be
given today.
---MSU Music Department will
host annual Murray Regional Ken-

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY. MAY 2. 1987
ARIES
SCORPIO
.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov..21)
Travelers may meet with added
You can find reasons for and
expenses. Judgment is good about against a financial move. The one
home and family matters. Buying and person you can safely confide in is a
selling are favored. A career idea is partner. Other counselors may be on
. infeasible.
•
the wrong track,
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de
Complications continue with a
A work problem has you
financial concern. Though you
befuddled, hut not for long, as
express yourself well today and solutions come late in the afternoon.
should make inrportant phone calls, Discretion is the watchword with
others may he evasive.
financial matters. Don't be dupe(l.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to.Jan. 19)
' Some are still dealing with probYou'll be in a dither if you hold
lems left over from yesterday. things in any longer. Let loved ones
Beware of bogus financial proposi- know how you feel. Romance is
tions. A career matter is brought to a favored as are evening get-togethers
successful conclusion.
with friends.
.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Work pressures are heavy before
You may tire of the social scene
noon, though you'll get your chance today and wish to devote extra time
to relax. Going out with friends and to work projects. Clear thinking
to group meetings • is favored over enables you to accomplish what you
romance.
set out to do.
LEO
PISCES
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
*N▪ O
It's best to give further thought to
Put aside work 'concerns and
career propositions made now. Lei- concentrate on having fun. You may
sure may take a hack seat to wish a friend would make a commitresearch. Home life and family are ment, but otherwise social life should
accented tonight.
be pleasant.
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY, you work well in
sit partnerships, yet there are many
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's a 'good time for weekend things you keep to yourself. You are
getaways, though you may be up in eager for relationships, though you
the air about romance. A new are somewhat shy and maybe someacquaintance of the romantic kind times aloof.• Poetry, music, acting,
may not be sincere
criticism, writing and dance are some
LIBRA
of the fields in which you can excel.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You are sensitive and at times can be
Some muddled thinking clears up brooding. You need a cmative outlet
by midday. It's in the career area for your sensitive nature. You like the
where you'll make the most gains good things in life. Birthdate of: Bing
now. Financial prospects should turn Crosby, singer; Dr. BeRjamin Spock,
for the better,'.
pediatrician; and Lorenz Hart,lyricist.

Saturday, May 2
,tucky Mask Teachers Association
Keyboard Festival starting at 9
am.in Farrell Recital Hall, Murray State University.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wranglers
Ramdup_ at Wranglers Camp;
WPM&.ThtirnaMetit At..Energy
Lake Campground;, Egg Basket
Workshop from 9 am.to 4 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m.and 1:30 p.%. and Girl's
Farm Workshop from 1 to 4 p.m:
at The Homeplace-1850; Birds of
Prey at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywallc at 2 and 3
p.m. and Magic of the Night at 4
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---Murray Moose Lodge 2011 will
be open from noon to midnight. A
jukebox dance will be from 8 p.m.
to midnight. This is for members
only.
---Friends of Freed-Hardeman
College will have its annual dinner
at 6:30 p.m. at North Calloway
Elementary School, Murray.
Tickets will be available at the
door.
---Registration for MurrayCalloway County Girls' Softball,
ages 7 to 17, will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Calloway County Middle
School.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wranglers
Roundup at Wranglers Camp;
Carporee Tournament at Energy
Lake Campground; Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. andIA p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Spring
Wildflower Hike at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 2 and 3 p.m. and Magic
of the Night at 4 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; Spring
turkey Season closes in Kentucky
and Tennessee portions.
---Youth Club will present a
musical, "The Story Telling
Man," at 10:50 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
---Adult Sunday School teachers
and class officers of First United
Methodist Church will meet at 6
p.m. in Gleaners Classroom.
Cookout for College and Career
of Memorial Baptist Church will
(Cont'd on page 6)

A meeting of all persons interested in having a New Concord
School reunion are asked to meet
at Rudy's Restaurant at 10 a.m.
Sund-ay, May 3
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffman
of Rt. 1, Dexter, will be honored on
60th wedding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4 p.m. in Hardin Senior Citizens' building.
---Men's Breakfast of Memorial
Baptist Church will be at 8 a.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant.

We are pleased to announce that Melinda
Keeling, bride-elect of
David Hail, has selected
her chins and flatware
&amour complete bridal
:•egistry. Melinda and
David win be married
June 26, 1987.

AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county
schools for the week of May 4 to
8 have been released by Judy
Hine, food service coordinator
for Murray City Schools, and by
Joanna Adams, food service
director for Calloway County
Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of
availability of food and other
special occasions,
Menus are as follows:
---MURRAY CITY
---Murray High
Monday - foot long hot dog
w/chili or grilled cheese; Tuesday - burritoes w/meat sauce
or Chuckwagon; Wednesday spaghetti w/meat sauce and
French bread or hamburger;
Thursday - fish w/cheese stick
or barbecue beef patty on bun;
Friday - chicken fried steak or
'corn dog.
Murray Middle
Monday - submarine sandwich or hamburger; Tuesday
- barbecue beef on bun or
hamburger; Wednesday spaghetti w/meat sauce and
rolls or hot ham and cheese;
Thursday - turkey sandwich
or pizza; Friday - taco or
cheeseburger.
Carter Center
Monday - barbecue beef on
bun or hot dog; Tuesday - pizza or Chuckwagon on bun;
Wednesday - beefaroni
w/French bread or grilled
cheese; Thursday - fish
w/cheese wedge or hamburger; Friday - bologna and
cheese sandwich or peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
713-00115
Nlttrra

Marshall County Theatre Guild
will present "Bus Stop" at 2 p.m.
at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
---Temple Hill United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
---North Fork Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming.
---Goshen United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
---Second day of Men's Spring Golf

Menem Orator
Moaday - hamburger of
barbecue beef on huh; Tuesday
- pizza or turkey sandwich;
Wednesday - taco and salad or
Chuckwagon; Thursday hamburger of meat loaf
w/rolls; Friday - ham and
cheese sandwich or peanut butter sandwich. Choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk are available daily.
---CALLOW AY COUNTY
---Calloway High
Monday - taco salad or beef
hoagie; Tuesday - turkey and
dressing or vegetable soup and
grilled cheese; Wednesday corn dog or pizzaghetti; Thursday - chicken nuggets or
barbecue sandwich; Friday country fried steak or BLT witl
cheese.
Calloway Middle
Monday - barbecue ribs or
two-fers or salad bar; Tuesday
- pizza or submarine sandwich
or salad bar; Wednesday fried chicken or cheeseburger
or salad bar; Thursday - pizza
or hot dog or pasta bar; Friday
- lasagne or hamburger or
salad bar. Bread, fruits,
vegetables, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
East, No*
and Southwest
Monday - pizza or tsblogna
and cheese sandwich; Tuesday
- spaghetti with meat sauce or
cheeseburger; Wednesday barbecue ribs or corn dog;
Thursday - hot dog or fried
chicken; Friday - sack lunch
- ham and cheese sandwich or
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
tion Smith 12th Street
sip., Infant thrii 11
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1st Anniversary Weekend Special

MONS

May 1-3
Get the following items

2

50%

Prints
For The
Price Of

cic

zez

&Way,May /Tournament is scheduled at Oaks
Country Club.

Off

Murray's Best Homemade
"Gourmet" Ice Creams & Waffle Cones
All Medium & Large All-Natural Frozen Yogurts

SHOP HOURS:
TUES.-SAT. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SUN. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Closed Monday
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Between K-Mart and JC Penney

L..

*Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
k%ith this
I \PI',

i‘

1 4 I's;

No Coupon Necessary
Just Bring Yourself t a Friend
Three Days Only!
- Put Some Gre,atastes into Your Life -

••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••.....
•

•

I•
•

Grand Opening
Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
•••••••••••••••••GIV EAWAYS•••••••••••••••
•

•

Vot

Ostun

Bring the family out this
Sunday for our Patriot's
Buffet from 11:30 a.m.
until 2 p.m.
. 641 S. Murra 7534910

• Free Pair of Earrings for the first 100 people
•
• that walk thru the door.
1—$100 Gift Certificate
• 1—$50 Gift Certificate
2—$25 Gift Certificates
•
Hourly Drawing For Tanning Sessions `,
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bring Your
Film To Us!

Campus Casual
Tan Jay
Jack Winter
Fire Islander
Out Back Red
Christian Dior & Bill Blass

4

atppll

•
•
•

1 HOUR
PHOTO
DEVI t ()PING

$5.50 Adults
$2 50Children
111
III•Din•nISMIII:—r1dort Blanche

Open Mon Sat 9 ti
Olympic Plaza, Morinv
759 934 1

•

•

•

•

•
•
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QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

Snap Shot
I Photo

•
_

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

New Shipment of
Forenza & Hang Ten
•Complete Line of
Sterling Silver
•Belts •Bags
Swimweai%

_

;

!S
BOUTIQUE tr(
East Side of the Court Square
/id
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Local and area churches list sermons, music for Sunday

'

Memorial Baptist
lAkelAsid Apostolic
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor,
The Rev Edward Sanders of
Union City, Tenn., will speak at 10 will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
a m preaching/teaching session services at Menffirial Baptist
at Lake-Land Apostolic Church. In Church His morninl topic will be
the 6 p.m. Bible Study, Dan "Dreams of Silver, Visions of
Gold" with scripture from MatWalker will teach a lesson from
the book of Proverbs Evangelistic thew 27 57-60 Reggie Key, deacon
of week, Ralph Bogad, Starkie
service will begin at 7 p m
Colson, and Lee Housden will
First Methodist
The Rev A. Nowell Bingham, assist Charles Bell will give a perpastor, will speak about "Known sonal testimony at 11 am Milton
In the Breaking of Bread" with Gresham will direct the music
scripture from Luke 24:13-35 at with Margaret Wilkins and Bren8:30 a.m. service at First United da Hart as accompanists Milton
Methodist Church. Holy Commu- and Roy Gresham and Marie
nion will be served. Lisa Cabaniss. Housden will sing -The Longer I
will sing a solo, "Softly and Serve Him" at morning hour
Tenderly." Bruce Chamberlain Cheri Gregory will sing two solos.
will direct the music with Bea "Lave Is the Reason" and "In His
Farrell as organist. At the 10:50 Love" at evening service when the
a.m. service the Youth Club will church will recognize college
graduates of the church. Sunday
present the musical. "The Story
Telling Man," based on four,oflhe School will start at 9:45 a.m. and
parables told by Jesus. Church Church Training at 6 p.m.
First Presbyterian
School will start at 9:45 a.m.
The Rev. Thomas Schell[Adversity Church
mgerhout, pastor. will speak about
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Before We Die" with
"Living
People
speak about "Reaching
scripture from John 8:14 at 10:45
scripture
with
Cross"
A
From
1986 Mazda SE-5
from John 1232 at 8:30 and 1050 a.m. service at First Presbyteian
Pick-up, 5 sp. trans.,
Church. The Choir, directed by
a.m services and about "Jesus
Daniel Craig with Susan
Hopeless"
Christ: Hope for the
less than 30,000
Chamberlain as organist, will sing
Mark
5:25-34
from
scripture
with
miles, tool box,
the anthem, "He Is Our King." A
at 6 p.m. service at University
coffee to honor the graduates will
Church of Mist. Assisting will be
Ernie Bailey, Robert Hendon, follow the morning service.
Church School will begin at 9:30
Sherrill Gargus, Freed Curd. Max
a.m.
Cleaver, Barry Grogan, Dwain
Goshen Methodist
Taylor, Malcon Taylor, Harold
The Rev. Rick Dye will be guest
Grogan, Jimmy Ford, W.H.
speaker at 11 a.m. homecoming
s. Brooks, Nick A. Horton, Sam
service at Goshen United
Parker, Barry Albritton, Tommy
Methodist Church. The Choir,
Sanders, • Prentice Dunn, Gary
directed by Robert DeSimone, will
Darnell,. Barry Johnson. Leroy
641 South
Eldridge, Steve Combs.and Greg sing "God is Like A Rock" with
753-1372
Smith.- Bible classes will start at - Carolyn Pool and Tracy Beach as
accompanists. Sue Ann Hutson
9:45a.m.
will give the children's devotion. A
fellowship dinner will be at noon
followed by a gospel singing
featuring singers from Baptist
Student Union at Murray State
Auto Air Conditioning
University. Sunday School will
Computer Diagnosis
start at 10 a.m.
Have your air conditioning checked
Poplar Spring Baptist
serviced or repaired on our new computer
Rev. Chester P. Culver,
The
station
charging
conditioning
diagnostic & air
pastor, will speak about "God's
Favorite Word" at 11 a.m. service
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
and about "Which Way Are You
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
Looking?" at 7 p.m. service at
753-1750
Batbi. 1956
514 S. 12th St.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The
Church Choir will sing "I Love
Thee" with Phillip Garrett as
music director and Hazel Brandon

Various churches in Murray And
Calloway County have released information correrrung their services for Sunday. May 3, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows.

,
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TRUCKS-TRAILERS'
BUSES, INC.
u.s.

IS YOUR CAR READY FOR SUMMER?
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"The Ultimate in Residential Pools"

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

COMPARE OUR QUALITY, SERVICE & REPUTATION
CALL COLLECT 382-2826

—

!a\

GET IN ON A GOOD THING AT

Jetp
2CAN
DINE FOR
$6.99
A FAMILY STYLE RESTAURANT

Take your choice of 10 great-tasting
meals including:

• U.S.D.A. Choice Chopped Steak Dinner
• Country Fried Steak Dinner
• Spicy Bite-Size Shrimp Dinner
• Breast of Chicken Sandwich Plate
• Seafood Salad Delight
• Liver and Onions
• Italian Style Spaghetti
• Croissant Sandwich Plates
fChoice of 3
Offer good April 20 thru May 17, 1987
Good at participating Jerry's Restaurants

•

St Leo's Catholic Church. Fr, Stan
Tillman is pastor. Lectors will be
Kathleen Hruska, Margaret Murphy and Russell Nowicki. Servers
will be C Lambert, J. Lambert, A.
Whitaker, C. Paradise, A. Gullett
and T Williams.
St. John's Episcopal
Fr Andre Trevathan will conduct Holy Eucharist service at
10:30 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. Christian Education is
scheduled at 0:15 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Danny Holt, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Music will be directed by
the Rev. James Garrett with
Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will start at 10 a.m.
Brooks Chapel and Bethel
The Rev. Eulas Greer, pagtor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service at
Bethel United Methodist Church
and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. service
at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church. Sunday School
will be at 10:30 a.m. at Bethel and
at 10 a.m. at Brooks Chapel.

Basel Baptist
and Carol Kelly as accompanists
The Rev. James T. Garland,
Sunday School, directed by Marty
pastor. will speak at 11 a.m. and
Futrell, will start at 10 a.m and
6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Church Training, directed by
Church. Music will be directed by
Terry Byerly, will start at 6 p.m
Dr. Don Cowan with Oneida White
Elm Grove Baptist
Gwyn Key as accompanists.
and
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor
Sunday School with Jackie Wilson
'rill speak at 11 a.m. and 6:46 p m
as director will start at 9:45 a.m.
services at Elm Grove Baptist
and Church Training with Charles
Church. Music will be directed by
Overcast as diector at 5:30 p.m.
Eric Hall with Teresa Suiter and
First Christian
Glenda Rowlett as accompanists
Roos, pastor, will
David
Dr
Special music will by the Church
speak about "One Plus One
CULr at morning hour and by Eric
Equals One" with scripture from
Hall at evening hour. Sunday
Matthew 19:1-9 at 10:45 a.m. serSchool will begin at 10 a.m. and
at First Christian Church.
vice
Church Training and Junior Choir
Margaret Boone will direct the
at 6 pm.
music with Gary Galloway as
lnumsauel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helmich, organist. Kenneth Wilcox and Jen.
fly Wilcox will sing a duet, "The
pastor, will lead the worship on
"New People Because of Easter" Lord's Prayer." Assisting will be
Marilyn Stickler, Sarah Van
at 10.30 a.m. service at Immanuel
Meter, Maurine Loftin, Kim
Lutheran Church. The scripture
White, Betty Riley, Bailey Gore,
lesson will be from Acts 2:36-47.
Assisting will be Marie Saeges.ser, Dean Caldwell, Helen Campbell,
Ruth Daughgbly, Judy Eldredge,
organist, aid Robert Lang and
Raylene Gagel, Bill Griffiths,
Dale Ftotterman, ushers.
Vicky Holton, Ann McKee! and
Westside Baptist
David Poynor. Sunday School will
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Jesus Christ Makes start at 9:30 a.m.
Grace Baptist
the Difference" with scripture
R.J. Burpoe, pastor,
Rev.
The
10:50
from ROMiU1S 5:1-11 at 9 and
will speak at 10:150 a.m. and 5:30
a.m.. services at Westside Baptist
p.m. services at Grace Baptist
Church. Tommy Scott will direct
Church. Noble Bray will serve as
the music with Patsy Neale and
Susie Scott as accompanists. deacon of the week. Leland Peeler
Kathy Owens will sing a solo at 9 will direct the music with Dwane
Jones, Anita Smith and Susan
a.m. The Choir will sing "Good
Jones as accompanists. The
Things" and Deanna Duncan will
Choir will sing "CaChurch
play a piano offertory at 10:50 sernaanland Is Just In Sight" at morvice. At 6 p.m. service the Choir
ning hour and "Come Morning" at
will sing and the spring 1987 colevening hour.
lege and high school graduates
That Baptist
will be recognized. Sunday School
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
will start at 10 a.m.
speak about "Our Father In
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, Heaven" with scripture from Matthew 6:5-13 at 10:45 a.m. service
will speak about "Come Apart —
and about "The Doctrine of
For Rest and Refreshment" with
scripture from Mark 6:6b to 13, Prayer" at 7 p.m. service at First
Baptist Church. Stan Groppel,
30-31 at 10:45 a.m. service at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist deacon of the week, G.T. Moody
Church. He also will speak at 6 and R.P. Hodge will assist. Wayne
Halley will direct the. music with
p.m. service. At the morning hour
Joan Bcnvker and Allene Knight as
the Choir will sing "Fairest Lord
Jesus" with Truman Whitfield as accompanists. The Adult Bell
Choir will play "Cannon" and the
director and Joan Cooper and
Tommy Gaines as accompanists. Adult Choir will sing "Holy
Assisting will be Mr. and Mrs. Father, Hear Thou Me" at mornPolk Story, Donna Whitfield, Bet- ing hour. At the evening hour the
sy Whitfield, Steve Gordon, James Adult Choir will sing "Do You
Rogers, Gary Cooper and Charles Know God Loves You?" and Nell
Nesbitt. UMYF will be at 6 p.m. Earwood will sing a solo.
and Choir practice at 6:45 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 8 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at

1. The Christian should rejoice that he is counted worthy to suffer
for the cause of Christ in the world today.
2. Many voices are being heard today. We must not forsake the old
paths of God's word or the wise counsel of experienced men.
3. A remembrance of past blessings will keep us humble and give
us faith to face the future. To forget God and his mercies is to forsake
God and His promises.
4. Our God is a God who will fight our battles for us. We employ God's
help through our worship and praise.
5. Wise men today in search for fulfillment in life's purpose still seek
after the King of Kings.
6. A Christian's ability to withstand the attacks of Satan depends
upon his personal experience and faith in God.
7. A man's place in the kingdom is determined by the will of God.
Self exaltation will lead to self destruction.

LEASE
TO OWN
Check
•
Our
Prices
On
VCR's, 19" Color T.V.'s,
25" Portable T.V.'s,
25" Console T.V.'s,
100 Watt Stereo Systems
& Even Big Screen T.V's.

Russell Chapel
Horne Alderdice will be lay
leader for services at 9:45 a.m. at
Russell Chapel United Methodist
Church. Church School with Don
Stom as sutierintendent will be at
10:46 a.m.
Palestine Methodist
The Rev. Layne Shanklin will be
guest speaker at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services at Palestine United
Methodist Church. Church School
with Eugene Rudolph as
superintendent will start at 10
a.m.
Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Making Things Happen"
with scripture from I Corinthians
15:58 at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services and about "In and Out of the
Fish" with scripture from Jonah
2:1-10 at 6 p.m. service at Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Jerry Bolls,
Jerry Ainley, Eddie rogers, Joe
Thornton, B. Steve Simmons,
Lorin Watson, Rodney Lowe, Paul
Ragsdale, Emmanuel Manners,
Bill Nix, Steve Dublin, Johnny
Bohannon, Lonnie Furr, Charles
Olree, Jamie Potts, Jimmy
Allbritten, Maurice Weaks, Jim
Wilson and Kenneth Cleaver. Bible classes will start at 9:50 a.m.

Community...
Sunday, May 3
be at 4 p.m. at the Billington home
at 1701 Parklane.
————
Youth Parent Advisory Committee of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at 4:15 p.m.
————
"Potato Pizzazz" After-church
fellowship will be at 8 p.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Monday, May 4
Murray Woman's Club will have
its general meeting at 7 p.m. at
club house.' All members are expected to attend.
————
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 11:30
a.m. at clut house.
————
Deacons of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
————
The van of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will leave the church at 9
a.m. for a trip to River City Mission, Paducah.
————
Children and Youth activities
will be at 6 p.m. in gym of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
————
Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will have
its mother-daughter banquet at 5
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Church.
————
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals

(Cook,from page 5)
Monday, May 4
Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at Golden Corral Restaurant.
————
Positive Parenting Group for
parents of children of Robertson
and Carter Centers will meet from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.
————
Murray -Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
annex of Calloway Public Library.
————
Games will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge. This will be
for members only.
————
Vacation Bible School Clinic of
Blood River Baptist Association
will be at 7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Benton.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
————

Saturday Only
SALE
May 2nd
Ladies

Spring Skirts
On Sale For
$ 85°
Choose from our
entire selection

COED
LUNCH SPECIAL!
CHAMP PLATE ONLY $2.99
MAY 4TH - 8TH (11 AM-2 PM)

Growing
To Get
Your
Businoss''

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.

RENTAL SALES

CENTFR
/Ai& SS.

7$541351

Al Pim Lopelleft — S..twit mil SO St.
Plies 111666/asewing11.111910
116911611. 11699•611 — Mom 247-17117
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OUTDOOR LIFE
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Fishingline

X XX 0111111111(1S ‘i1i101.
By Jerry Msupin

ed with Gary Jenkins,
fisheries biologist Land Between
the Lakes, a few days ago and he
Informed me of a task force being
formed to combat any problems
which deals with the outdoor areas
of Kentucky and Barkley lakes and
the LBL. Problems such as the
grass and alge we see in all of the
bays, water quality, fish kills, seed
ticks and many many more a .11 be
handled by this group. If you have
any questions you should contact
Gary at his office — 502-924-5602 or
at his home — 436-2863. He will be
most happy to work with you.
Fishing conditions have been a
little tough lately due to the continuous cold fronts and I think most
of our crappie have spawned during this time. Many anglers are finding scattered crappie suspended
out away from the banks but not
back on the deep drops yet. Our
water temperature may be the
reason for this because it is only
65-69 degrees on the surface.
However, several folks who are
casting for bass are also catching
some nice crappie in very shallow
water.

The best way to describe the
situation is they are very scattered
but when you find a few they are
willing to strike
One of the most popular areas is
Blood River Bay, It is a lake all by
Itself and offers every type of structure and cover you might want to
fish.
Fred Houston, driver for Brooks
Bus Line has been a friend for
many years and on his way through
Murray Wednesday night he mentioned having fished blood river
last week
He was on a private dock using
minnows and caught 10 crappie
which weighed 74 pounds. Fred
said that he and another friend
should have caught more but for
various complications they lost
several and ran out of minnows. It
was late afternoon or evening, I
think, so they just quit fishing.
Diana Ruccio, Jeanne Pittman
and myself fished for bass early
one morning last week and had a
ball. We went to school on how to
fish a spinnerbait properly in heavy
cover.
Diana and Jeanne did a super job

Two Superseason '87 events
to be sponsored by LBL
Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
and the LBL Association will sponsor two Superseason '87 events on
May 1-3. Carporee will be held at
Energy Lake Campground and
Wranglers Roundup will take
place at LBL's Wranglers Camp.
The Carporee tournament will
be cosponsored by United
Bowhunters of Kentucky. Beginning at noon on Friday, May 1, and
continuing through noon on Sunday, bowhunters will be shooting
at rough fish for prizes. Participants must register at the campground to enter. The fee is $3 per
division. The event is designed to
develop bov/fishing skills and
demonstrate the use of rough fish.
The International Bowhunter
Education Program of Kentucky
is planning a Bowhunter EducaV 'VVVVii
O
THE JONES

ion Seminar May 1-2 in conjunction with the Carporee Program.
Also beginning today,
Wranglers Roundup offers activities for horse enthusiasts of all
ages. The agenda includes trail
rides, horsemanship instruction,
and a Saturday mid-afternoon buffalo meal. A 15-20 mile trail ride
will begin at 8 a.m. on Saturday
and on Sunday. The program fee is
$2 for adults and $1.25 for youth.
The Saturday meal is $4.
Both of these events are part of
LBL's Superseason '87, a slate of
25 special events scheduled
through September. For more information on Superseason '87,
write Events Coordinator, LBL,
Golden Pond, KY 42231 or call
502-924-5602.
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On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
"1J.C.
_ Pontoons
*Authorized Evinrude
I 11111R11111
Sales & Service
SAI
c'
R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tn. (901)232-822
F1L

,

Lakeside Marine

Resort & Marina

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

New 25 Boat
Showroom
•Stratos •Aries
*Ranger
•HydreSports
•Procraft
*Traveler
•Fabuglas
•DureCraft •PolarKraft
•Harris Flote Bote

Camden, Tenn

"On Kentucky Lake
Since 1961"

Pittman Wheel
10
Alignment
10
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

to

10

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters
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Please Note: Empire Farm,
Golden Pond Visitor Center, The
Homeplace-1850, and Woodlands
Nature Center are open daily, 9
a.m.-5 p.m. The planetarium is
closed Monday and Tuesday.
Monday, May 4-Sunday, May 10
Iron Industry — In the 19th Century, Stewart County was one of the
nation's leading producers of iron.
Learn about this rich but often
overlooked part of Stewart County's past in a 12-minute audiovisual
program. The Homeplase-1850.
10:30 a.m. & 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 8-Sunday, May 10
Skywallt — Take a 30-minute tour
of the currently visible night sky.
$2 adults; $1 children. Golden Pond
Planetarium. 2 p.m. Wed.-Fri.; 2 &
3 p.m. Sat.-Sun.
Magic of the Night — Under the
stars of the planetarium sky, meet
the creatures that are active in
LBL after dark. $2 adults; $1
children.
Golden
Pond
Planetarium. 4 p.m.
Friday, May 8
Stargazing — A tour of the
heavens in LBL's public observatory (weather permitting).
Golden Pond Visitor Center. 8 p.m.
Saturday, May 9
Country Crochet — Learn how to
crochet home decorting pieces at
this demonstration. A variety of
crochet items will be on display.
Empire Farm. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cornmeal Cooking — Cornmeal
was the great staple of the southern
diet in 1850, and there were many
ways to prepare it. Learn about
some of these traditional methods
and pick up some receipts to try at
home. The Homeplace-1850. 1:30
p.m.
Turtles of LBL — Following a
short slide presentation, we'll take
a close-up look at a local species
that reaches a length of 5 feet and
a weight of 250 lbs.! Woodlands
Nature Center. 1:3n p.m.
Junior Boys/Girls Fishing Tournament — For boys and girls ages
6-12, the tournament will be held at
Hematite Lake, 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Prizes will be awarded. For more
information call (502) 924-5602, ext.
213.
Sunday, May 10
Buttermaking — Mid 19th century farm families made butter for
home use and to barter at the
general store. Find out about this
process and maybe lend a hand
pumping
dash. The
the
Homeplace-1850. 2 p.m.
Hare Raising Business — This
program covers the care, handling,
and selection of domestic rabbits
for the home raiser. Empire Farm.
2:30 p.m.
Exotic Fish Smoking — A program on the natural history,
fishing, and cooking techniques of
this Chinese import. Woodlands
Nature Center. 2:30 p.m.
To preregister for a program,
call (502) 924-5602, ext. 238. To hear
LBL's weekly fishing report
(recorded message I, call (502)
924-5602, ext. 202.
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Install Automotive Glass
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LBL activities
listed for week
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and caught some bass but nothing
very large. The best we could put
In the boat was 44 pounds. Now
Mats the largest one, we had
several smaller ones which were
released with instructions to grow
and be back in the same place in a
couple of years!
I have had to travel several miles
in some pretty rough water and I'm
here to tell you that a 20 foot
Astroglasa boat is the way to travel
In comfort! It really handles great
and the people who fish with me
have said they are glad I have it.
I can fish four people out of it
without any problems at all too!
Nothing to report on sauger yet
but it won't be long.
Happy Fishing!
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Naturalist Wally Brines shows a barn owl to visitors at Woodlands Nature Center in Land Between the Lakes.
The barn owl is one of the new Ihe wildlife exhibits at Woodlands. Visitors can also tour the butterfly and hummingbird gardens in the Woodlands back lawn and see an alligator snapping turtle in the new-aquatic exhibit.
The deer pens located behind Woodlands provide a rare opportunity to see and compare fallow and whitetailed deer. Woodlands Nature Center is open daily from 9-5 p.m. The daily visitation fee is $1 for adults and 75
cents for youth (six-17 years old) and senior citizens (82 and older). Children under age six are admitted free.
For more information, write Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. 42231 or telephone (502) 924-5802.

Cicadas to reappear in state in year 2004
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Peo- Scheibner said. "I imagine most
Scheibner said the insects did
ple who haven't seen or heard people will be driving around Ken- not travel much and inhabited the
them don't know what's in store tucky trying to see them."
same area for generations.
when the cicadas reappear in
Kentucky.
Annual junior fishing tournament to be held
It happens every 17 years and
The 12th Annual Junior Boys land their own fish without
the 17 years are up in June.
After living since 1970 on juices and Girls Fishing Tournament will assistance from adults, members
sucked from tree roots, the be held at Hematite Lake in Land
of the Murray Bass Club and TVA
cicadas will emerge for a mating Between the Lakes (LBL on
staff will be on hand to offer adritual that guarantees they will Saturday, May 9. The event is covice and encouragement. Prizes
sponsored by the Murray Bass will be awarded based on the
reappear in the year 2004.
This year's crop — known as Club, the Murray Optimist Club, number of fish caught, Father than
Brood 10 since scientists began and LBL.
weight.
The tournament, which is for
tracking cicadas — will hit 76 of
Kentucky's 120 counties and about children ages 6-12, will run from
All participants must be accom9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Prizes will panied by an adult. During the
20 states.
tournament, the rest of the family
Harold Hempfling, a partner in be awarded in each age group.
While competing, boys and girls may watch the competition, walk
Valley Orchards in Florence,
remembers the last invasion when will have the chance to learn new the Hematite Lake trails, or relax
nymphs, the wormlike young fishing techniques and improve in the picnic area.
For more information, call
cicadas that attach to tree roots, their fishing skills. Although .all
destroyed 35 acres of his apple tournament participants must 502-924-5602, extension 213.
trees.
"It was something you could
Cut Down Your Production Cost By
never believe," he said. "It was
Buying Money Saving IMT Tractors
like big sheets of cicadas flying inA va')ab le in
to the orchards."
39 H.P. at s6995
Hempfling is prepared for the
42 H.P. at $7995
newest bunch.
Now Available 60 H.P. at $9395
"We know they're coming and
we know" what has to be done to
Brandon Bros.
protect the trees, he said.
Your
Candice Harker, a 4-H horticulturist for Fayette County,
1MT Dealer
said she had been battling misinTOS S. 12th
733-4356
formation among some
homeowners who "equate cicadas
with the kind of damage you see
t0
with Japanese beetles.'
t
Japanese beetles destroy fruit t0
to
and ornamental trees by eating
0
the foliage and blooms.
t0
But adult cicadas do not eat durAi
ing their short lifespan, Ms.
Harker said. They emerge from
Hwy.
their underground home only to
mate and lay eggs.
641
The egg-laying causes the
Your U-Haul Headquarters 753-9131
South
damage to the trees.
The female adult cicada digs in
• %‘.
awt
vie-th.
-IivI'
vt
a tree's branches to lay her
eggs. The cuts weaken the branNNN_Naxxxxxx‘x‘x
ches and can cause them to break
New 1987 Pontoon Boats Now In Stock
or bend.
•Herris Flute Butes
"It looks as if someone went
•Riviers C/unter
around with a big stick and whop•Crest
ped the hell out of the trees," said
Rudy Scheibner, an entomologist
40-50 To Choose From!
at the university of Kentucky.
The damage can be especially
Super Products'
Super Deals,
sevcre on newly planted trees
The McClure s
because their major limbs might
not be very strong, he said.
1 /2 mt. on Hwy. 94E., Murray, Ky. 753-6116
The damage doesn't stop with
the death of the egg-laying female.
1
Once the eggs hatch, the nymphs
x),NyLVT.S_Nws
drop to the ground and burrow into
the soil, where they grab hold of
Advanced Technology For Today's
the tree roots and drink the tree's
juices.
Advanced Automobiles
If there are enough nymphs atWe use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout.
tached to the roots, Scheibner
Tuno-Up. Computer Ignition, Carburetor S.
said, farmers could notice a drop
Fuel infections Service
In fruit production about five
years later.
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
But Scheibner and Ms. Harker
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
aren't expecting much of a pro753-1750
Estb. 1956
514 S. 12th
blem in Fayette County.
"I was here 17 years ago and I
S-VSNWS'S
'
jciWTOLVfaXVS-N-10fiVtaaNaNY
wasn't aware of" the cicadas,

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
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Complete Line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &
Pontoon Rentals

10
10

Guido Sorvico, Coverod Storey",
Launching Ramp, Tacklo, Salt.
lc 1 Hurdle
74-2245 Sr 474-2211, 1st. 171
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
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Cleveland
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Chicago
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3
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4
9
14
3,111
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4
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Theraday's Untema
Oakland 4 MIlerattkes 1
Detroit 12 California 4
Seattle LI Boston 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's llama
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t McGregor
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New York
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Cklitornia
•
n
Isloston at
Milwaukee at Seattle • n
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Texas at Toronto
Chicago at Realm.<
New York at Minnesota
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MIltekakee at Seattle
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12th (Next to McDonald's)
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Laker David Lawrence came away with three runs batted in, but it
wasn't enough to handle Murray as the Tigers handed Calloway an

:

extra-inning 7-8 loss yesterday. The Tigers improved to 11-8 while
Calloway fell to 5-5.
Staff

rbuto by (lay Walker

Tigers down Lakers in extra inning
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
For the Murray Tigers, it was
the kind of win that can mark
the beginning of something
great, a confidence booster that
a coach looks for as the district
tournament approaches. For
the Calloway County Lakers, it
was a hard-fought battle, one in
which they were not satisfied
with how the game was
determined.
Mark West, who had pitched
seven innings, was moved
behind the plate for the eighth
and it was there that he decided
the game in a 7-6 Murray win.
After a scoreless seventh inning, Murray broke a 5-5 tie
when Ed Hendon followed
singles by West and Jason Sammons with his own one-base hit,
scoring the winning run.
In the bottom half of the inn-

ing, Murray coach Cary Miller
went to Keith Payne to shut
down Calloway and moved
West behind the plate. West
was the fourth Murray catcher
due to a turned ankle suffered
by starter Chris Padgett.
The Lakers threatened when
Payne allowed three consecutive walks with only one
out. Rightfielder Pookie Jones
hit a sharp grounder which
forced the runner at second.
However, the speedy Jones was
able to beat the throw to first
and David Lawrence scored bringing the Lakers to within a
run.
With catcher Wayne Pond at
the plate, Payne drWed a wild
pitch into the dirt and past
West, sending Laker first
baseman Corey Wells streaking
towards the plate with the tying
run.

West fielded the ball, took
two steps towards the plate and
tossed the ball to Payne who applied the tag, giving Murray the
win.
"It was a good win," Miller
said. "Both teams fought hard
and I'm really proud of our
kids."
Laker coach Jack Pack,
however, found the final out a
difficult one to accept.
"I don't agree with the call. I
thought he missed it," Pack
said."We had our opportunities
to score, but that doesn't
change the fact, in my mind,
that we tied the game."
West picked up the win,
allowing five runs in seven innings. He struck out six while
walking nine.
Payne allowed one run and
walked three Lakers.
Senior Greg Futrell pitched

all eight innings for CCHS.
Futrell allowed five earned
runs off 13 hits. He walked five
and struck out three.
West went 3-4 at the plate
with two runs batted in and two
runs scored. Hendon was 3-5
with three RBI and Mark Miller
3-4, scoring once.
Calloway's offense was led by
Lawrence who drove in three
runs and scored twice with a
triple.
Shortstop Greg Lassiter was
1-3 with two walks. He scored
three runs.
Murray, 11-6, hosts Livingston County at 4:30 and St.
Mary at 7 p.m.
Calloway, 5-5, travels to
Paducah Tilghman Monday.
Murray
Calloway

r he
20000302 7 13 2
100 202 01 6 73

Murray, Calloway netters split matches
Pine Ridge
Steak House
Dover TN
Special (with this ad) $0100 off
Prime Rib
Hwy 79

615-232-6654

P,,re Pb
Fnec Shr
F let Mognor
Catt,s4,F

Or Order From Our Menu
Seafood Rader
'
Nev. far* Str'p
Stone,: c*under
Steak :abater
Crlicker Cogdor, Eiteu

Pt Eye
Boded Shrimp
GrOur4 Stri0o)
Tas

Open Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 5-9
Sunday 1-8
COUPON — CLIP THIS AD

Murray and Calloway County
split their tennis matches yesterday. The Tigers downed Calloway
8-1, but the Lady Lake's beat
OCHS, 6-3.
Tiger No'. 1 seed Mark Whitaker
downed Brad Pritchett 8-1, Jason
Hunt beat Joey Baust 8-2, Scott
Foster beat Tim Carpenter 8-0,
Greg Knedler downed Cliff Curd

8-0 and Ben You was victorious
over John Eels 8-0.
Billy Jack Haskins picked up
Calloway's only win with an 8-5
victory over Chris Portner.
Whitaker and Hunt defeated
Prichett and Baust 8-2, Knedler
and You downed Curd and Roberts
8-2 and Foster and Portner
defeated Gibson and Bucy 8-0.

By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The network analyst looked natty in his
blue blazer, blue shirt and
fashionable red tie with the
understated pattern when he approached Tom Gentry
Gentry took one look, pressed a
yellow button into the visitor's
hand and said. "You're not fully

attired."
The button said, "Give 'Em
Hell," then, in all caps, WAR.
War is Gentry's horse in Saturday's Kentucky Derby. Gentry, an
owner and breeder, has nominated
several horses for the Derby over
the years, but something always
happened, and this is first Derby
starter.
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is now accepting volunteer applications
for its 1987 summer season,
June 1 - Labor Day
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For more information call 762-3190.
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Volunteer training begins May 5th.
Senior citizens welcome!
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Applicants must be at least 14 years old.
4

Glasse°, 8-4.
Anne-Marie Hoke beat Lady
Tiger Catherine Oakley 8-6 and
Lady Tiger Heather Hughes beat
Beth Boaz 8-1
Carr and Oakley teamed to
down Marquardt and Glassco and
Wilson and Hughes beat Hoke and
Boaz, 8-5

Gentry would be happy to see 'War' break out

THE

-

The Lady Ulcers were led by
Kelly and Amy Haskins. Kelly
defeated Ellen Hoganc,amp, 8-6
and Amy downed Lee Holcomb
8-1. The pair defeated Hogancamp
and Elizabeth Oakley in doubles,
8-3.
Lady Laker Liz Marquardt
downed Allison Carr 9-7, Murray's
Beth Wilson downed Sherri

The son of Majestic Light put
himself in the Derby picture when
he won the Lexington Stakes at
Keeneland. Then, he won the Blue
Grass on a disqualification.
Gentry bred War and put him in
the yearling sales with a
minimum price of $65,000. When
the bidding fell short, Gentry paid
a sales commission and took the
colt back to Lexington.
"Say you have 10 ye,arlings like I
usually have, or 15, and let's say
you want $300,000 for the 15 He
was in the fall sale so the average
Is 830,000 or $40,000," he said

"After you have sold five, you've
already reached your $300,000 and
you've got one come up like War
and you were already going to
keep it to a certain figure, then
you're much gamer. You've
reached your quota."
He said that, despite published
reports, War will not be on the
block at a May 19 sale at Santa
Anita.
The sale is to help Gentry satisfy
some debts. Gentry said recently
that he is $13 million in debt
bc-ause of a 1986 divorce and a
(Cont'd on page 9)

We Will Be At
The Spring Home & Garden Show
at Kentucky Oaks Mall
Friday — Sunday
C.osno by and see our pool & spa display
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CCMS tracksters battle Missouri team

Chalk up another one...
The Racers bring home another OVC crown

Calloway County's eighth-grade
track team edged out Jackman,
Mo. in a track meet Thursday by a
6248 score.
Michael Boyd led the Lakers by
winning four events. Boyd took the
top spot in the shot put, high jump.
the 100 meters and the 300 meters.
Teddy Delaney added two firsts to
the Calloway cause when he won
the long jump and the discus.
Tony Patrick won the pole vault
and David Hart took the top honor
, in the hurdles.
Ryan Dawson finished second in
the high jump with Roger Arms
finishing second in the shot put.
Jason Adams took the runners-up
position in the 400 meters and

CCHS softball
team splits
with Mayfield

••

Calloway County's softball team
split a pair of games at Mayfield
yesterday. The Lady Lakers took
the opener 13-9 in nine innings, but
lost the second contest 9-8 in eight
Innings.
Calloway County's Christy
Darnell picked up the win as well
as going 3-5 at the plate with three
RBI.
Connie Ross was 3-5, including a
triple and P.J. Chadwick was 4-5
with three RBI.
Cynthia Garland had a triple
and a home run, accounting for
four RBI.
Stefan' Barnett lost the second
game.
Ross was 4-4, Erica Muskgrow
2-4 and Angie Miller 3-4. Garland
was 2-4 with two RBI.
Nora Garland came off the
bench to double in the go-ahead
run in the eighth, but Calloway
was unable to hold the lead.
The twin bill was a preview of
the district tournament, May 11-15
at Mayfield, where thedady
Lakers and Lady Cardinals will
meet in the opening round.
Calloway, 6-5, plays Murray at
the City Park, Monday.

(Above) The Murray State tennis team with their Ohio Valley
Conference championship
, trophy. Members are: (front
row) Paul Austin, John Brunner, Tony Wredund, (back
row) coach Bennie Purcell,
Jens Bergrshm, doApse
Bergrshm, Bard GtmdFrson
and Joke Schneider.

Aaron Dugger was second in the
800.
Calloway's 400-meter relay
squad of Ray Fennel, Hart, Boyd
and Billy Brickey finished first.
The mile relay teen) of Randy
Swift, Adams, Brickey and Hart
broke a school record in the event
with a time of 4:03.1. However,the
squad could not win the race.
The CCM seventh-grade boys
lost 56-36. James Barrett led
Calloway in the losing cause, with a
first in the hurdles and the lung
lump.
Derritt Williams and Jeff
Petges also captured their respective events. Williams took the top
spot in the discus and the 400
meters. Petges won the 300 meters
and finished second in the 100.
Eddie Sheridan and George
Cassidy finished second in the long
jump and the mile run,
resnectively.

The Calloway girls dropped a
56-50 decision to Jackson, Mo.
Brooke Scarbrough and Dena
Mitchell fared well at the meet by
Winning one event and finishing
second in another. Scarbrough
won the 200 meters and finished
second in the 100. Mitchell took the
top spot in the mile and was
runner-up in the 800.
.
Lisa Scalf took the honors in the
long jump and was second in the
high jump. Betsy Herndon won the
shot put. The 400-meter relay
squad of Sarah Thompson, Herndon, Scarbrough and Pain Bucy
took first place
Bucy finished second in the 400
meters and Monica Evans was second in the 100 Meter hurdles.
Christy Trentholm was second in
the discus and shot put while
Susan Lax added a second in the
long jump.
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Read the want ads daily

NOW OPEN
SUNDAYS
1-5 P.M.
Shop These Sunday Only Specials

CCHS linksters
lose to Graves
Calloway County's golf team
lost at Graves County yesterday,
-17-3-181.
The Lakers' Phillip Bryan shot a
40. Pat Gupton fired a 46, Alan
Cothran a 47 and Trevor Coleman
a 48.
Coleman was coming off a
match against Murray which saw
him record a hole-in-one on Murray Country Club's seventh hole.
David McCuiston shot a 49,
although his score did not figure in
the results.
The Lakers' B team won 149-151
behind John Imes's 48. Adam
Chambers shot a 49, Rick Henniger a 52 and Mark Workman a
64.
•
Calloway improved to 6-4.
The Lady Lakers took four
players who got in six holes, but
the win will not go o.7,- their record.
Tabetha Johnson shot a 27,
Shelby Morgan a 28, Angie
Haywood a 35 and Kim Roberts a
38.

(Right) Ronald A. Blyden, Jr.
paints yet another year of
championship seasons at the
MSU totals courts. Blyden is a
sign graphics designer in the
MSU physical plant
department.
The Racers have won a conference record eight consecutive OVC championships.
Staff Pbotos by Clay Walker

Garden
Rake
Reg. $6.99

$4.99
Sbnday Only Limit 1

'War% ..
((bard from page 7)
downturn in thoroughbred sales.
After the divorce, he filed a
Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
"There is no fire sale," he said.
He said he chose May 19 as the
date to sell some of his horses.
"I've got to satisfy some notes,
but I've got 1% years to do it," he
said. "and I've got two yearling
crops to do it with."

1411.1,111111ANOT

nagless
Sally
¶4, 114,
113, i
**Vt.
Gold or Pomo
111 Ccoofs

THE ONLY NUMBER YOU
NEED TO REMEMBER
WHEN BUYING A NEW
OR USED TRUCK OR
CAR

9011642-5661
41.
*AO

"Whatever It Takes
We Want To Be
Your Car or Truck Co."

*Al

Norcic Ware
Ice Cream
Maker
Reg. $27.95
AM/FM Walking Radio
Reg. '22.95

No Limit

BIG BASS
"The Flehertnene' Batt
That Fishermen Buy"

AT YOUR TACKLE STORE

LDEBRANDT

SOS Olt LOCAIVIMPORT 1.4 INC
•

PEPPERS
1332 L Wood St.
Paris, Tennessee

$12•99
Sunday Only

COWIN° YOIJR WAY FOR

IA—P
CHRY13
S3L2ER
ST WLYMOSUTH—T.
PAS.

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5

_

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray. Ey.

cst

Phone

153-7511

-•
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Local mental health office to hold open house May 8
In recognition of Mental Health
Month, the Western Kentucky
gee1.1111111111
4
4..41,444.44.
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Stephen C. Boma (left), a senior at Murray State University, accepts congratulations from Bonnie Shubiak,
president of the Kentucky Business Society (K118), and Dr. John Thompson, dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs at MSU,on his selection as KBS's Outstanding Business Student. The award was presented
by Ms. Shubiak, a business faculty member at Madisonville Community College.

Peter
Gott, M D

Duggan receives business society's award
Stephen C. Duggan of Bardwell,
a senior at Murray State University, is the recipient of the Kentucky
Business Society's (KBS Second
Annual Outstanding Business Student Award.
The son of Charles and Shirley
Phillips, Duggan will graduate
from the university in May with an
area in accounting.
Chosen from among applications
from colleges and universities
throughout Kentucky. Duggan was
presented the winner's plaque and
a 2100 cash award.
To be eligible for the award,Duggan was required to have a
cumulative GPA of at least 3.3 and
be a full-time student enrolled in a
business program. Also, he had to
submit a 500-word essay on "How
Can Kentucky Meet, the Changing
Economic Focus to Ensure the
Future?"

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT1ASSOCIATES

The state president of Phi Beta
Lambda business fraternity. Dug.
gan serves as SGA senator from
the College of Business and Public
Affairs He is a member of Phi
Kappa Tau social fraternity, Beta
Alpha Psi honorary accounting
fraternity, Omit= Delta Kappa
leadership honor society, Beta
Gamma Sigma honor society and

the Order of Omega Greek honor
society. In addition, Duggan is a
Student Ambassador and was named Outstanding Accounting Student
for 1987.
Duggan has been named in
Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities for 1987 and Outstanding
Young Men of America for 1987.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Aberage
+11.08
Goodyear
Previous Close
MEM
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
.43% +2
A.T.C.-Class 4
..11%11 2144A
Jerrie°
AT&T
SS% +1
/
4
'Simian
Briggs & Stratton
35/
1
4 +114
Kroger
Ckrysier
• SO% +I%
KVenne)
CU Corp
Peevish
SI% +%
Dealt Foals
31% +Ye
Quaker Oats
Maar Gen. Store
Sears
AIM 14%A
Exxon
Texaco
_aft -%
Time Inc.
Ford...
..91% +4%
G.A.F..
U.S.Tobacco
45% 46
General 11190911
91% +1%
Wal-Mart
GenCorp. lee.
111% -1
/
4
Wendy's
44% +%
C.E.F. Yield
Gendkidt

h.OW.,

414 mAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 3366

Healing isn't
a simple matter

fer "
The uffice has been housed in the
new facility for over two years According to Brock, both the agency's
visibility and identity have been increased by the new location
The primary objective of the
WKRILH/MR Board, Inc., is to
help individuals who might experience emotional and coping problems such as mild and severe

mental illness, depression, drug
and alcohol abuse, mental retardation and developmental disabilities.
The WKRMH/NCR Board, Inc
regional office is located in
Paducah. Service offices are
located in the surrounding nine
counties, including: Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Marshall
and McCracken.

dle-ear compartment and allow for
drainage of infected material.
Of course, the body attempts to
heal itself. In so doing, the eardrums
tend to reject the tubes. Therefore,
the surgery may have to IT repeated
until the child outgrows the tendency
to develop infections. Once the tubes
are out, the eardrum seals off the
DEAR READER — Middle-ear in- puncture wound: hearing is mainfection (otitis) in children is common. tained. Medicine is not usually effecIn the past, otitis often led to deaf- tive as a sole cure for recurring otitis
ness, because the infection disrupted in many children.
the bones of hearing and the eardrum.
Last year I answered another readThe use of PE (pressure-equalizing) er's question about PE tubes. Several
tubes has been a real boon for chil- readers wrote to tell me that they had
dren with recurrent otitis. The tiny discovered that food allergies were at
plastic tubes are surgically placed the heart of their children's middlethrough the eardrum to vent the mid- ear infections.
drum She's only 4, and the doctor
says she will need four or five more
sets To me,cutting eight or nine holes
in her eardrums definitely isn't necessary if medication will dry up the fluid. Of course, why should the doctor
give me $15 worth of prescription
drugs when he gets $400 out of
surgery?

DEAR DR. GOTT — I have been a
born-again Christian for six years.
Every.day on the TV and radio I hear
testimony of a miraculous healing.
However, two children I know have
. died of cancer, despite being
"healed." It seems an added heartache to parents of a terminally ill
child to have people assuring them
their child will be healed if their faith
is strong enough. What do you think?
DEAR READER — I think that I
should stay out of religious controverW.B. Outland, 89, died unexsy. Nonetheless. I will say this: Although miracles do happen and the pectedly at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at
power of prayer- is strong, I believe his home on Rt. 5, Murray.
that a sick person's best hope for reA retired heavy equipment
covery comes from scientific medi- operator for Kentucky
Highway
cine. It's true that therapy does not alDepartment,
he
was
an
Army
ways work, but, for example,
childhood cancer is more treatable veteran of World War II and a
and curable than ever before in member of New Concord Church
history.
of Christ.
A good doctor is as concerned about
Born Sept. 3, 1917, in Calloway
the patient's spiritual health as he or
she is about physical well-being. I County, he was the son of the late
think that religion can help us to ac- W.R. Outland and 011ie Eldridge
cept the vicissitudes of life. However, Outland.
it seems to me that a coordinated efHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
fort between faith and science is the
most sensible way to handle disease. Verdean Bogard Outland, to
The devoted practice of one's religion whom he was married on Dec. 23,
allows for hope, salvation and mir- 1938; two daughters, Mrs. Slinda
acles — but, in my view, this should Jane McCuiston, North 20th
not extlude the very real help that
Street, Murray, and Mrs. Howard
scientific medicine can provide.
In recent years, many religious
groups and "mainstream" churches
have shown renewed interest in spiritual healing. However, most of these
Final rites for Mrs. Zula Stone
groups note that, first, medical care is
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
are
a necessary part of healing; and, secHome.
ond, that the healing might not be of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
physical illness itself, but an "inner Officiating is the Rev. Eulas Greer
healing" of the patient's emotions and who also is presenting the music
attitudes.
along with his wife, Pat Greer.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My daughter
Serving as pallbearers are Steve
has had four sets of tubes put in her Young, Gary Ahart, Phillip Jones,
eardrums for fluid behind her left earRichard Wayne

OBITUARIES
W.B. Outland

47 +I%
141% +1%
77% +1
/
4
23%8 2.1%A
40% -1
/
4
33% +1
/
4
4/11/1 .14
11% + 1/4
44% 7%
52/
1
4 unc
34% +%
37 -1/4
37% -%
57 +%
1
4
9% •/
11.12

753.7273
Underwrttten by.
Goiden Rule insurance
••A" Rated (Excellent)

Regional Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Board, Inc., has
scheduled an open house for their
Murray-Calloway County office on
May 8, from 3-5 p.m.
Located at 903 Sycamore Street,
The,Murray-Calloway County of.
‘e is open five days a week from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Monday
evenings by appointment. A
24-hour Crisis and Information
hotline is available by calling
1-800-5112-3980.
The Murray-Callowey County
Program Director Don Brock said,
"We're proud, after providing over
20 years of outpatient service in
Murray, to be in an agency-owned
facility which is both attractive
looking and meets our needs. Mental Health Month is an appropriate
time to invite the public out to tour
our facility and to become more
familiar with the services we of-

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

(Wilma Jean) Hill, Rt. 5, Murray;
one son, Mason Outland, Rt. 8,
Murray.
Six surviving grandchildren are
Allen Hill, Dwain Hill, Anita Hill,
Linda DeVoss, Geraldine McCuiston and Kenneth McCuiston,
all of Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Jerry Joseph will officiate.
Music will be by singers from New
Concord Church of Christ with
Charles Edwin Stubblefield as
leader.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Zula Stone

Has Old-Faithful
Had It?

Joe Pat Jones Jr.,

Homeplace Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
S

"Indludes choice of
potato, tossed salad
& french bread

'Good
Thurs -Sat.,
50
Apnl 30th-May 2nd

*4

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Boneless Fish
or
Catfish Steaks 'Or
•

A75

Doughty and Richard Stone.
Burial will follow in Salem
Cemetery.
Mrs. Stone, 90, Rt. 1, Dexter,
widow of Wit Stone, died Tuesday
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She also was preceded in
death by one daughter, Mrs.
Abolene Jones, and three sons,
• William Howard Stone, Chastene
Stone and Harold Stone.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Robert Doughty, Rt. 1,
Hickory; two sisters, Mrs.
Beauton King and Mrs. Mary
King, and one brother, Rustin
Ethridge, all of Troy, Tenn.; 13
grandchildren; 22 greatgrandchildren ; 12 great-greatgrandchildren.

'Every
Thurs., Fri.
& Sot Evening
759-1864

1906 Coldwater Rd.

Come To The
Sooner or later the junk yard claims them all and a
clunker may be too expensive to maintain. What's the
solution?
See us for an auto loan that will get you back on the
road.

APR

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE!
Members Get 2 FREE!
Pickup Friday Bring Back

?

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

Check our prices
on SHARP
Video Equipment

Monday

Rent a VCR for the
weekend for only
1995.
and get a

FREE movie

Choose from our
2,450 movie titles

open til 8 Fri.
and 6 Sat.

L2IM I. Male N.
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Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy

WeeeicenceSpecial

9.9%

Hog market

CAPSULE
SUMMARY
by
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Passive Smoke Posse
Increased Health Risk
Children and spouses of smokers
have an increased risk for develbping
respiratory ailments and lung cancer
according to the results of•study con
ducted by the National Research(bun
cil Chldren whose parents smoke have
"significanUy increased- chances of
getting pneumonia and bronchitis and
are hospitalized more frequenUy for
respiratory infections, the NRC study
found In addition, nonsmoking spouses
of smokers have a /10% greater chance
of developing lung cancer I compared
to
nonsmoking
spouses
of
nnnsmokers Pregnant women who do
not smoke but whose spouses do) are
producing babies of lower birth weight
than non-smoking parents, the NFte
stated

Hwy. 641 S.

753-7688

Candidate Sisney
joins stiltwalker
in education walk

The toaster divers of Pogo Pogo

Pizza inn
BUFFET
Monday-Friday & Sunday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
All the Pizza, Spaghetti, Soup
dt Salad You Can Eat.
Daily
Sunday with Dessert

$3.29

$3.59

The same great deal is also available

Monday & Tuesday Nights 5-7 pan.
Olympic Plaza, 641 N. (Across from MEW Stadium)
Pick Up At Our Door or Free Delivery To Yours

753-0900

Pizza innl.
Mr. Farmer....
Are you putting your land in the
Set-Aside or the 10 yr. program?
For an estimate on a contract designed for keeping your land in tendable
condition, contact the

Ag Brokers
*Soil Testing
*Lime

*Commercial Fertilizer
*good

•StacDust©

Ag Brokers
Industrial Rd.

753-4533

We'll give you a
free hearing test.

Sherieen !Haney, Democratic
candidate for State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, joined naUonally known stiltwalker, Joe
Bowen, recently in Paducah as
Bowen began a 600 mile walk on
stilts across Kentucky. Bowen's
walk is seeking to raise the level of
public awareness for continued
education reform in Kentucky.
Bowen set a Guineas Book of
World Records mark in 1980 as he
walked 3,008 miles from Los
Angles, Calif., to his family home
In Bowen,Ky to raise money for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
"I walked across America then
because these kids were sick and
needed our help," Bowen told a
kick-off rally in Paducah. "We
have children in Kentucky who are
suffering becuase of an inadequate
educational system.It's for them I
am walking these 600 miles."
Bowen's stiltwalk will take him
and Sisney through communities
between Paducah and Covington
where the journey will end Sunday,
May 24. The walk will include appearances in Hopkinsville,
Madisonville, Henderson, Glasgow,
Hodgenville, Louisville, Frankfort,
Lexington, Florence, and
Covington.
"This committment by Joe to
walk on stilts 600 rrpes for Kentucky's children symbollzes the effort many others are undertaking
to improve our educational
system," said Sisney. The 1984 National Teacher of the Year said the
walk by Bowen will demonstrate
her committment to educational
Improvements that she believes
will bring Kentucky to the front nationally in 'educational reform.
"Give a child an education, and
you give them hope. Give a child
hope and you give them life," said
Bowen."I believe the best hope for
our kids is Sherleen Sisney.

Investigation begins
into radioactive spill
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP) —
An investigation is under way to
determine the cause of a
11,000-gallon spill of radioactive
water at the Sequoyah Nuclear
Plant, a Tennessee Valley
Authority official say.
The leak Wednesday posed no
health threat and no one was in the
area at the time of the spill, TVA
spokeswoman Carol Ayers said
Thursday.
"No personnel contaminations
or injuries occurred," she said.
The slightly radioactive water
spilled through an open value
while it was being transferred
from a refueling storage tank into
the coolant system of the No. 1
reactor after maintenance, she
said.
The spill was limited to the reactor containment area and was being cleaned up, Ms. Ayers said.
TVA offcials did not know what
triggered the spill, she said.
The twin-reactor plant near
Chattanooga has been closed since
August 1985 for safety
Improvements.
TVA nuclear chief Steven A.
White has said the federal agency
hopes to restart restart the plant's
No. 2 reactor in July.
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
'rhe Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway County Circut Court CECO Buildings Division,
A division of CECO Corporation Plantlff, Case No. 86-CI-186 Versus The Fraternal Order of
Eagles Inc. Lodge No. 4071, et al Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of the sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at
the January Term thereof 1987, in the above cause, for the sum of 25,046.70 plus interest
at
P,4% per month from the due date October 17, 1985 and 94,148:72 Dollars, plus
per diem interest at 413.49 from the 26th day of November 1986, until paid and Its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City 9f Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the llth day of May 1987, at 10 o'clock, or thereabout, upon credit
of Cash, the following described property to-wit:
A 1.130 acre tract of land as surveyed by F.T. Seargent and Associates, of Murray,
Kentucky, on July 8, 1983, located on the North side of Highway 121, approximately 3 miles
West
of the City of Murray, in Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly
described
as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described Tract #2 and the Southwest
corner of Tract 01 as surveyed this same date, said point being a #4 re-bar set on the
North rightof-way of Highway 121 (30.00 feet North of the centerline) and being 0.65 + or mile West
of Highway 783; Thence North 62 degrees 13' 49" West. 108.94 feet along the North
right-ofway of Highway 121 to a 04 re-bar set at the Southeast corner of Tract #3; Thence
North 05
degrees 02'07" East - 468.64 feet to a #4 re-bar set on the South boundary of Tract
#5; Thence
South 85 degrees 23' 53" East 100.48 feet to a 04 re-bar set at the Northwest Corner of Tract
01; Thence South 05 degrees 02' 07" West - 511.50 feet along the West boundary of Tract
#1
to the point of beginning. Being the same property conveyed to The Fraternal Order
of Eagles
Lodge No. 4071, by deed dated January 30, 1985, and recorded on microfilm in Cabinet 2, Drawer
18, Book 166, Card 1704; and by Deed of Correction of record in Cabinet 2, Drawer
19, Book
166, page 1925. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Ve

•••

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Union National Bank of Little
Rock, Plantiff, Case No 86-01-257 Versus Gil Johnson and Debbie Johnson, his wife, and Scott
C. Morris and Karen L. Morris, his wife Defendants.
•
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
March 9 Term thereof 1987, in the above cause, for the sum of Twenty Six Thousand One Hundred Thirteen Dollars re 40 cents (26,113.40), with interest at the rate of
114 percent per annum from the-lst day of November 1985, until paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 4th day of May 1987, at 10 o'clock, or thereabout, with 10% down day
of saie of sale price, the following described property, to-wit:
A 16,833 square foot lot as surveyed by F.T. Seargent and Associates of Murray, Kentucky
on May 13, 1983, located on North Eighteenth Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky and being Lot loin College View Addition to the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky (Deed
Book 124, at page 305) and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described Lot 10 and the Southeast corner
ot Lot 9, said point being a existing power pole on the West right-of-way of North Eighteenth
Street (40.00 feet wide) and 418.00 feet South of the Old Coldwater Road; Thence, South 01
degrees 21' 11" East-75.00 feet along with the West right-of-way of said Street to an existing
pipe at the Northeast corner of Lot 11; Thence North 87 degrees 18' 27" West - 225.00 feet with
the North lot line of Lot 11 to an iron bar found in an existing fence line and being the East
line of Sherrie Lane Heights (Plat Book 3, Page 6); Thence, North 01 degrees 21' 11" West
- 75.00 feet with the East line of Sherrie Lane Heights to 04 Re-Bar set at the Southwest corner
of Lot 9; Thence, South 87 degrees 18' 27" East - 225.00 feet with the South line,of Lot 9 to
the point of beginning.
BEING the same property conveyed to Crawford C. McClure andwife, Opal E. McClure,
with right of survivorship, by deed from Murel C-rittendon and wife, Betty Jo Crittendon,
recorded July 11, 1974, in Book 153, Card 2736, in We-office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, Opal E. McClure obtained title to the above-described property by surviving her
husband, Crawford C. McClure who died on January 20, 1983. Mortgagors obtained, title to
the above described property by deed recorded in Book 164, Card 1422, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Mortgagors mortgage is recorded in Book 164, Card 1423,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interst from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a judgement. Bidder will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
. Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

TRAT'.6 MORE
LIKE IT

More than $2 million
raised for campaign
If you suspect trouble hearing or understanding, we
invite you to attend our OPEN HOUSE On May 5. Board
Certified Hearing Aid Specialists will provide ELECTRONIC HEARING TESTS — FREE OF CHARGE. In
addition, Mr. Jon Durkin, a nationally known hearing
aid consultant, will be present to discuss your hearing
loss and demonstrate the latest in hearing aid
technology.
1) FREE ELECTRONIC HEARING TEST
2) PRIVATE CONSULTATION
3) ALL HEARING AIDS SOLD ON A 30 DAY
MONEY BACK TRIAL
(except for dispensing fee)
If you or someone you love suffers from hearing loss
do something about it now. Appointments are recommended as it will reduce waiting to a minimum.
FOR AN APPOINTMENT MAY 5, DIAL(502)753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray, 753-8055

IT SAYS HERE THAT IN
BEETHOVEN'S TIME SOME
CONCERTS LASTEO
FIVE OR Six HOURS...

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
raised slightly more than $2
million from Jan. 1 to April 21 for
his gubernatorial campaign, according to a report filed at the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance.
The report, filed Thursday,
showed $1,956,991 from individual
contributions over $300 and $37,013
in smaller contributions from 231
people.
It also showed $54,110 from fundraisers and $28 in miscellaneous
receipts.
The Brown campaign, whose
fund raising was nearly nonexistent before Jan. 1, reported total
receipts of $2,067,178 and total expenditures di $1,379,815, nearly all
of which came within the reporting period.
The contributions included
$63,300 during the period from
political action committees, ineluding PACs formed by virtually
all the state's major bank holding
companies.
The Brown committee's total
PAC contributions rcee to $7,900.

AND PAX-FIVE5 ARE
GETTING LONGER
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0014MISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, I R. Hillman, Plaintiff, verses
Robert L. Hilinum Larry Christopher, William Hillman, Darla Sue Schmiet, Willa J. Hillman,
Karen D4381041, and Debbie Wade Defendant,
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court- rendered at the
March Term thereof 1987, in the above cause, for the sum of Indebtedness Dollars, with interest at the rate of ten per cent per annum from the Fourth day of May 1987, until paid and
its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder at public auction on the Fourth day of May 1987, at 12 O'clock,
or thereabout, upon a credit of One months, the following described property, to-wit:
Lot Number (5) of the John Paul Nesbitt Minor Subdivision as disclosed by plat of record
In Plat Book 6, page 56. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court and said lot
more particularly described as per survey by Gemmel Engineering, dated December 21.1963,
as follows: A 2.00 acre tract of land located on the south side of the Poor Farm Road, 1,964
feet West of the centerline of North 16th Street Extended approximately 1 mile North of the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly described as: Beginning at the northwest corner of the property herein described, said corner being a % inch
rebar iron pin located in the south right-of-way of the Poor Farm Road,30 feet South of the
center line of said roadway, said rebar being located 2 5 feet South of an existing fence line
and 602.38 feet East of an existing % inch rebar iron pin located at the northeast corner of
the James Jones property as described in Deed Book 108, page 83, thence, South 88' 32'22East .275.96 feet to an existing it inch rebar iron pin set in the South right-of-way of the Poor
Farm Road. 30 feet South of the centerline of said roadway, said rebar being located 568.87
feet West of an existing % inch rebar iron pin located at the northwest corner of the Glen
Richerson property as described in Deed Book 159, card 1814; thence South 054'15" West.
322.66 feet along the remaining John Paul Nesbitt 65.31-acre tract to a Joi inch rebar iron pin
i sell; thence North 8541'03- West 276.43 feet to a % inch rebar iron pin set 1.0 feet South
of an existing fence line, said rebar being located 583.66 feet East of a % inch rebar iron pin
set on the south side of an existing fence corner post in the east line of the said James Jones
property; thence, North 0954'15" East - 308.88 feet along the'east line of a 1.00 acre tract, to
the point of beginning The above described property Is subject to any legal easements on
record or In existence There is a 1971 21' x 66'Schultz Mobile Home, Model No. K102039 located
on the above described property. The purchaser shall be required to make a cash deposit of
AO% of sale price which shall be applied to the purchase price and the balance of said purchase will be required in 30 day.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond with a approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms
Jean Miller
Master CommisSioner
Calloway Circuit Court

2

Notice

NOTICE
person
seen taking the Antique Coke signs
from the side of log
building .on 121
bypass PLEASE
return them & no
charges will be
filed
Will

the

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless
still
in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to , age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
-reasonable rates.
For free information call •
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
rOe 'Oral chum

•erS14,-

2

Notice

BEAUTIFUL
3-4 BR HOME

Face
Brick

Din R, arr. H. t

Start At
ii
$ 1 40°°
..„000
Vowel! &
Son

Notice

Inc.

Martin, TN
581-2301

BARRETT 5 Service
Center has economy
mufflers for $21 95 in
stalled. 200 N 4th St .
Murray, Ky 753 6001
RIG sweats, golf shirts.
T shirts, erseys
jackets for big people at
Faye's, next to Pagliai's.
LICENSE plates made
while you wait. Also, Ti
ger 8. Laker license
plates .at F.aye's, next to
Pagliais
Maws Day Suprise her
with balloons and a big
cookie. Ms, Favorites. 804
Coid•vater Rd. 759-13t9.1

LOTS FOR SALE
Gotosborough
Choice corner
lot on
Edinborough
739-1884

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
yeLy Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-72'73
unciereirtnen by
Golden Rule Insurance
A' Rated (Excellent)
Pee 0104.2.10

IN THE MARION COUNTY
SUPERIOR COURT CIVIL DIVISION
STATE OF INDIANA
PROTECTIVE ODOMETER WARRANTY
CORPORATION, Plaintiff, vs. JOSPEH T.
TODD, d/b/a'TODD MOTOR SALES sod J.
T. TODD,and KEITH SMITH. d/b/a KEITH

SMITH USED CARS. Defendants. CAUSE
NO. 518e-0746, ROOM NO. 1.
NOTICE OF SUIT
SERVICE BY PUBLICATION
The State of Indiana to the Defendants above
named, and any other person who may be
concerned.
You are notified that you have been kued in
the Marion County Superior Court. State of Indiana, and the nature of the suit against you
is. Violations of USAC 1981 et. seq. by providing (a) false odometer statement and (b
odometer tampering; fraud, breach of contract, and breach of warranty.
This summons by publication is specifically
directed to the following Defendants whose
whereabouts are unknown:
JOSEPH T. TODD and KEITH SMITH
In addition to the above-named Defendants
being served by this summons, there may be
other Defendants who have an interest in this
lawsuit
If you have a claim for relief against the
Plaintiff arising from the same transaction or
occurrence, you must assert It in your written answer
You must answer the Complaint in writing, by
you or your attorney, on or before the 8th day
of June, 1987. (the same being within thirty
l3Oi days after the Third Notice of Suit I, and
If you fail to do so, a Judgment will be entered
against you for what the Plaintiff has
demanded.
THOMAS P W'ELIEVER, Attorney
for Plaintiff
5101 Madison Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46227
13171 7143-602111
4

Bas , Vinyl Si:
Cei:Ing Fans, Del. •
Fully
Cart)f-ti,

'D

Lost and

Found

medium sized
i_OST
black with tan marking.
Shepperd/ collie mix.
Wearing a yellow collar
with orange rabies tag.
Answers to name Rebel
753 1303 or 753 0964
6

Help Wanted

rXCELLEt4T WAGES
'36.900
for spare time assembly
Owner
work
electronics,
crafts Others into
753-6098 after 6
504641 0091 Ext. 1866 7
NOTICE NPV. COrv - Or" days CALL NOW!
Farnily Hair Stat.c.r. FEMALE kitchen help,
must be able to work
will be closed Md.
nights and
days
until middle of Vat
weekends Part time
PAM'S CAKE HUT
a.
901
it again If
time thiN and full time Call
3229 after 12P.M. or
,baking up a large heart
apply in person at Big
coke white, ye,losti or
Puryear,
chocolate and r...;ng .t Apple Cafe
Tn
with good old fas,oneO
butter cream ic:ng then GOOD money . Weekly 'their decorating , ust or Processing mail! In
your Morn on Mothers formation! Rush self
Day and all for only addressed, stamped
$5.99 se come on think, af. enk,elope Jones, P.O. something you'd like to BOX . 867 MLT, Calvert
..say to your Morn -and let City, Ky. 42029
us put it on a cake ; ust HELP wanted. RN,
for her Pam's Cake Hut part time or/ PAR
relief Position requires
759 4491. 410 Main St
THE Gold Nugget, wesf or call rotation. Ex•
S ide of square.-- Per')'ence . sitairable.
Marshall
Contact
Mayfield, fc ,
,
247 6762
Diamonds, ow* n , i'S County Hospital, 503
George McClain Drive,
gold, 14kf gold chains
-We sell for less , 'Hese Benton, KY 42025. At
tention
Shirley
guarantee it
Cothran, RN 527 1336,
Thompson Jewel,-- r.
eXt 143
HOSAt ASSEMBLY
3 Card of Thanks
INCOME
Assemble
products at home. Part
time Experience un('ard of Thanks
necessary Details. Call
The family of Ralph
813 327-0896, Ext. 6)3.
W Wilcox would like
HOME assembly into thank all friends,
come Assemble pro.
ducts at home. - Part'
relatives & neighbors
titre
Experience unfor the prayers. visits
necessary Details. Call
flowers
&
813 327 0896, Ext. 613.
A special thanks to
LPN, full time, 11-7 posi
James
/ion Also, LPN P R.N.
Brother
position_ Excellent sat
Garland.
Oneida
ary • Apply in person
White. and Miller
Mills Manor Nursing
Funeral Home of
Home, Mayfield.
Hazel.
RN position available
hest.
May God s
for 74 M 7P.M shift on
Saturday and Sunday.
blessing be wri.r, eacin
The position is eligible
k everyone
for a bonus with full
The Fancily
'me benefits. Apply at
Heritage Manor, 4th &
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky
5 Lost and Found
42966, or call 247-0201
Olive
&
FOUND eth
EOE
area a miniature breed, SOUTHE1STERN Book
rr
after
3p
0538
dog 753
Company is now accepting applications for stock
SMALL female miniature
clerk
& data entry
Dachshund answers to
positions Apply at ErnLast
the name Katie
ployment
Service Office,
seen on S Pleasant Grove
1210 Johnson Blvd. M-F,
Church Pc
near
8a m. lp m ,
Southwest Elementary
School
On regular TAKING applications
medication If see please for cooks. Apply after
2P M Valley Drive Inn
call 7623019 day or 753
Hwy 91 East
6855 after 6p m

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Murray Public Schools Board of Education
at the Office of the Board. Poplar and 9th
Street, Murray, Kentucky until 12:00 noon
D.S.T. Thursday, May 14, 1987 for the 79
items to be used in the Principles of
Technology Program at the Murray.
Callbway County Area Vocational Center.
At the appointed time and place all proposals will be opened and read.
Specifications may be obtained from the
Murray-Calloway CountyArea Vocational
Center at 18th at Sycamore, Murray, Ky
42071 or from the Murray Board of EduceUon at Poplar and 9th Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Any bid received after time set for opening bids will be returned, unopened to the
bidder
No bid may he withdrawn, after date set
for opening bids, for a period of 30 days.
The owner reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and to waive any informalities therein
April 29, 1987
Board of Education
Murray Public Schools
By. Robert C. Jeffrey, Secretary

S. Lost and rowed

14. Want to Buy

MATURE lady part time
afternoon shift for bait &
tackle shop Retail ex
perience preferred Call
753 5693 after 2p m
MATURE lady wanted
to babysit in my home
in Crossland area 4 5
days a week Also, some
light house keeping.
0000 hours & good pay
Call 492 8733
NEED a 'lob? I openings
now. You may qualify
It: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) You
have been out of school
9 months or more, (31
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J T P.A. Out Of School
753-937$ between 8:30
12005 days a week
NEED someone to work
in steel & metal business
Must have knowledge of
welding equipment & be
able . to figure metal.
Reply Rt. 7 Box 722,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
OFFICE help, must be
dependable, typing a
must. Call 354-6377 Mon
Fri between
10A.M. 4P.M.
PAINTER MInimom 1
years experience re
quired. Interior and
exterior painting. For
interview call 753-0487
or 7.53-9382.
PLUMBER B
Applic
ant should have at least
two years of experience
in general plumbing
work and be able to
perform any type of
work required in con
nection with renovation
maintenance and repairs to plumbing and
related -systems and
equipment for Univers
ity facilities. Must ass
ist other -trades and
perform duties as as
signed by supervision.
Must have valid drivers
license. Salary $6.13 per
hour. Apply at Per
sonnel Services, Sparks
Hall, Murray State
Univerkity, Murray,
Ky. 42071. EOE/M-F.
PROFESSIONALS- Our
compny is expanding
and needs professional
people wanting to grow
with us. We can offer
Several different areas
of professional growth
for the right candidate.
The successful candid
ate should have a BS
Degree in Business or
related field, have some
knowledge of corn
puters; and a minimum
work history of at least
five years. We offer an
excellent compensation
package along with
growth potential. Send
resume to P 0. Box 305,
Murray, KY 42071.

5 P 158.5 motor with
horizontal shaft & Cafl•
trifugel clutch In 9000
running condition_ 7533902
OLD John Deere manure spreader for parts,
or any kind in running
condition. 753-5513.
TRAILER
1/x70 or
longer, 3 bedroomS,
central air, 2 baths. Call
anytime starting Thur
sday April 16th 753 OM

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
for restaurant help, cashiers
mointenonce personnel and
life guards for the ne.
Wonder Waters, Gelber,
%voile Ky
Appty et
Peemewies. lee.
4144-Alr Getter
Murray. Ky.
bion-Tuee. May 11444-.)th
between 5:30 pan.-41:30
p.m. Pee plumose cog win be
eccapted.
TEMPORARY clerical
positions. Experienced
in one or more of the
following skills: typing,
shorthand, bookkeeping, word processing,
billing or related skills.
Send resume or letter
stating expertise with 3
references to P.O. Box
1311 before May 4th.
Replies will be kept
confidential.
WANTED: 1 experienced
waitress, full-time 8. I
experienced waitress
part time. Top pay plus
bonus Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant, Hwy. 68,
Aurora, Ky
Apply in
person.
WANTED. Experienced, mature in
dividual for secretarial
position. Excellent
typing skills; shorthand
or speed writing; word
processing capability
and knowledge of
medical terminology
required. Send resume
to
Marshall County
Hospital 503 George
McClain Drive Benton,
Ky 42025 Attn Director
of Nursing.
WENDY S has immedi
ate openings for 6 part
time positions, morning &
afternoon, 7a m til 4p.m.
only. No experience
necessary. Apply in per
son Mon. Fri. 2.4p.m
Situation

9

Wanted

7
1 217.171:7121
=
2.16m7
c es,
tages & offices
Re
asonabie rates Call 753
4344
11

Instruction

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAIL FR

dOsa NOOSIO, HI. nit
• OPINISIO
Nronl o_ port. mit
Ito • Pos••••• woo....

•

•••••• (.1.•

24

Miscellaneous

32. Apts for

Rent

32

Apts for

Rent

UNFURNISHED 2 be
droom duplex near
university. $220 per
month. Call 753-5421.
UPSTAIRS, unfurnished
apt., near downtown.
Deposit required. No
pets 435 4325.

MAGIC Chef re • 1,
OR 3 'Ittdroom
frigerators, no frost, apartments, nicely
14.6 Cu' ft., $399, 16.5 cu. furnished, located near
ft., S441 and up. Un- campus Days, 753 6111,
derwood Appliances, nights, 753 0606
641 North in The VIII
1 BEDROOM house
age, 759.1505
MARINE batteries, IS near campus, $150 per
amp, 132 99; 105 amp, month. 753-9562.
$47 99 Wallin Hard. 1 BEDROOM upstairs 34 Houses for Rent
ware, Downtown, Paris, apt , air conditioning, N.
BEDROOM house on
4th St $175. Call 753 5263.
Tn.
North 4th St., $300 plus
PICNIC table special- 7 1 BR apt., downtown deposit. Call 753 9386 or
styles, almond and Murray. You pay elec- 753 4509.
black metal frames tric, only $125 per month. I BR, brick, 2 bath, shop,
with treated 2" top, Deposit required. garden spot. East of
very pretty and ser: 753-71%, after Sp.m 759
town, 2 1/2 mi. After
yiceabie See at Murray 4545,
4p.m $375 plus deposit.
Lumber Co., 104 Maple 1 BR furnished apt. Re
753 5558
St.
ferences. 300 Woodlawn
RUBBER bed mats for Ave
37 Livestock-Supplies
all makes of pick up's. 1 OR 1 BR, furnished
MENTAL and
31
Also, tool boxes for apt., private entrance.
compact pickup's. Near University. No Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
Stokes Tractor, Indust- pets. Deposit. 753.9393.
rial Rd. 753-1319.
Call
1 AN ID 2 bedroom tested. Excellent qualSNAPPER BHP, elec- apartments near un- ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
tric start, 3(1 inch cut iversity. Gas Peat, car- Ky. 522 8794.
used 4 seasons, $625. pet, water furnished. No THE Paddock Horse
Center boarding, train753-2708.
pets. Call 753-9992.
16 Home Furnishings
SPARROW traps, 1 or 2 BEDROOM apar- ing, lessons,. indoor
40" WESTINGHOUSE $24.99. Wallin Hardware tment near downtown arena, pasture, turn out
range with hood, downtown, Paris, Tn. .
Murray Call 753 4109, professional service.
Reasonable rates 759avacado, good condi
TRACTOR hydraulic 7621650 or 436 2844.
tion 753-2872 after fluid, 5 gallon pail, ) BEDROOM brick 4408
5P.M
$17.99. Wallin Hardware duplex in Puryear. 38 Pets-Supplies
RED, chest of drawers, Downtown Paris, Tn.
Carpeted, central gas
vanity with bench; cor- WE are overstocked heat and air, stove AKC German Shepherd
AKC Australian
ner table 753-9740.
with 3 phase electric furnished, washer and &
BROWN love seat, used motors. We can sell you dryer connections. $185 Cattle dogs, $250.up-.
Herding classes start.
for 6 month, like new, $80
a motor below your plus deposit and reing soon. Obedience
Call 759-9701 after 5p.m.
repair price Also, we ferences. 901-642-4725.
conformation
classes
rARLY American desk sell and rep.isir air / BEDROOM apartTraining
with swivel wing chair. conditioners. Dill Elec- ments for TM at Em• available.
videos available. Dog 8.
Oak dresser and mirror. tric 759-1577; 753-1551 bassy Apartments.
Families and married cat boarding. 436.2858.
Call 753-0033.
nights.
couples welcomed. Now
FULL size mattress &
renting 1 bedroom 41
Public Sales
box springs, good buy for 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
apartments. Call 753furnished apt , $30. Call 10 12 furnished or un
759 1048.
furnished ideal for lake 3530.
MAPLE roll top desk;
or rented property. 2 BEDROOM duplex.
gun Pine gun cabinet
Shady Oaks, Murray. Couples preferred. No
pets. $250 per month.
All excellent condition
753-5209
753-6931.
Call 753 7718 after 5P.M.
12x52 MOBILE home,
STEREO and table, bedrooms, set up, $2300. / BR apt., furnished,
washer-dryer hookup,
$100, bean bag, $15
Call 759-1734.
Avail.
753 1890
12x60 KING deluxe, 1 close to campus.
1505 Stadium View Dr.
May 1 $250 a month. Call
bedroom, underpinned,
19 Farm Equipment
Saturday, May 2
many built-ins; 3 room 753-0919. '
house; approximately 1 2 BR brick duplex in
8 a.m. - ?
acre,
12,900. 753 7622.Westwood, central heat &
FACTORY
air, appliances furnished,
after 5P.M.
Commercial
light fixtures,
DIRECT SALE
washer/dryer hook up.
12x65 ATLANTIC. 1
small PA system stereo
per
month,
lease
&
$325
Stock & Flatbed
bedroom, gas heat,
couch & chair, lots of
deposit. Call after 5p.m
nice, 55500. 753.4331.
Trailers
misc
753-0814.
14x60
SCHULTZ
mobile
2 Days Only
/ BR, furnished apt for
home, 2 BR, 1 bath, cengirls or married couples.
Sat., May 2nd &
tral heat & air, 220 meter
No pets. 753-3106 or 436
hook up included. Call
Sun., May 3rd
2671
7531266 after 430p.m.
st Shopper's Mee
Saturday
1981 BUCANEER, 14x60, *BROWN gable
Hwy 641 N.
2 BR, excellent condition. townhouses in Benton
(former Wiggins
8 to 4
Priced to sell_ Call 753- now available for leasFurn. Bldg.)
6567.
Enjoy
the
quiet,
ing.
753-4566
641 S. to 4 828.
1982-14)(70, 2 BE- peaceful life. Custom
Factory Rep.
DROOMS, 2 baths, decorated, 2 and 3
Turn left by
1-800-233-0845
fireplace, gas stove, bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2
Uncle Willie's 1
refrigerator, dis- 1/2 baths. Spacious
hwasher. Call 759-9809 design, fully equppiecl
20. Sports Equipment
mile down road 9A.M.•4:30P.M. or 382- kitchens. All mainten
ITEIgiNGToN Bib 3" 2696 after 5P.M.
white house
1st
anCe provided. These
Magnum, like new
1985 14x70 MOBILE units must be seen to
trailers on
after
753-7718.
home, 2 BR, 2 baths, cen
appreciate their qual
SHORT sleeve sweats, tral air, like new. 753 6520 ity. 527-1481 for an
left.
shorts, tank tops, T- or 753-251).
appointment
shirts, caps & visors )BR,front kitchen, 12x65,
DUPLEX for rent, 1
printed while you wait at
partially furnished Very block from MSU cam
Faye's.
good condition. $5000. Call pus. $165 per month
SILK screening, em- 436-2631 af/er „6p.m. 436- 753 1914 or 753 260
broidery and sewn on 7965.
FURNISHED apartlettering caps, T-shirts, LEAVING state 2 bedments, 1 or 2 bedrooms
polo jackets, sweats. room on 1 acre of land
also sleeping rooms.
Faye's, next to Pagliais, near Murray. Nice Adults only, no pets.
753-7743
built-on living room, Zimmerman Apartcovered l• nt and back ments South 16th 75324 Miscellaneous
porchrs, ge garage. 6609.
11 H
eleclric starf $12,C40 , best offer. For rent: 1 or 2 BR apts.
Snapper, excellent con
753'845,,
Water furnished. Starting
dition, $800. Call after LEAVING state 2 bed- at $144. Murray Manor
5p.m. 489-2372.
room, completely fur
Limited, Equal Housing
/- WOLFF System sun- fished on private lot in Opportunity. Call
tan beds; 24 bulbs, may Murray. $7,500 or best 753-8668.
be sold separately. Re- offer. 753-8461.
•
LARGE 1 bedroom
asonable offer accep- SUPER deluxe Schultz
apartment. Stove, re759-1710.
ted. 437-4152 or
14x75 with built-on 7x20 frigerator and air,
4 STATION screen for dining room and plenty of privacy and
printer, used very little, addition for living
parking. Near the
make an offer. 502-527- room. Plus outdoor
hospital. $150 per
3222.
carpeted patio porch, month. 759-1987.
iis.1R brush set complete 12x22. 1 1/2 baths, 3
LARGE 2 BR, 2 bath apt.,
with ink spray gun and
bedrooms, kftchen, dincentral heat & air, apcompressor, $100. 753- ing room and large
pliances & partial utilities
living room. Kenmore
9400.
furnished, washer/dryer
washer,
Kenlaundry
917
ASHLEY, Imperial wood
hook-up. 753 1949.
more laundry - dryer
heater with blower, good
condition, $150. Five rick G.E. dishwasher, G.E. LARGE 4 room fur
Coldwater
of split, seasoned wood, refrigerator, Amana nished and carpeted
$100- you haul Call 753- window air conditioner, apartment with private
Road
telephone and ceiling bath. Private entrance.
7156 after 12 noon_
No children or pets.
BLACK aluminum fan. Many other extras.
shutters 1/2 price. Must be seen to be Available May 10th.
$185 rental. 436-2755.
Sizes 16"x39 1/2" appreciated. 753 3855_
2 Family
MUR-Cal apts. Northrough 113" long. Call 215 Mobile Homes for Rent
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
753-3161 Murray Lum
Sale
Yard
17x60 MOBILE home, Now renting. Equal
ber Co., 104 Maple.
May'
2
8a m
Sat
Opportunity.
CASE 116 16RP, lawn furnished, natural gas, Housing
No Early Sales
Near 759.4984.
mower. 3 months air conditioned
94 East 9 mi , 1 ml on
NEW 2 BR apt. in Westwarranty left. $1250. University. Phone 753
464
3895 after 5P M and wood subdivision. Central
435-4326.
Name brand boy 8, inheat & air, microwave,
CHEST freezer, 15.1 weekends
fant girls clothes (Marcubic feet, 1 year old. 3 1 AND 2 bedroom dishwasher, disposal,
tha Miniature). Lots of 2
bean bag chairs Elec- trailers in city limits. range & refrigerator,
No pets. 489-2611 or washer & dryer hook up.
& 3 toddlers, girls, boys
tric guitar 7513454.
required.
Lease
&
deposit
& teen boys clothes,
COMMODES- white, A 753 2365.
grade, S44.99. Wallin 1 OR 3 BR, furnished or 7591503.
baby dressing table, 7'
Hardware Downtown unfurnished, some new TAKING applications
pool table, adult &
furniture, natural gas- for Section 8. Rent
Paris, Tn.
children ski vests &
conelectric,
air
Subsidized
apt.
1,
2
or 3
FOR SALE Wedding
skis, boat anchor, anti
gown, size 3, white ditioned. Shady Oaks BR. Apply Hilldale
que metal tire mantle,
753
5209
Hardin,
Ky,
Apts.,
satin; slip. $50. Cali
wooden barrels, milk
753-4995 and leave your DOUBLEWIDE mobile Equal Housing
cons, sewing machine,
home, 3 BR, 2 bath, Opportunity.
name and number.
Dexter Call 527 7882
Two bedrooms, stove, curtains. bedspread &
GOOD clean 55 gallon
table Cover Lots of
refrig., disposal, deposit,
drums. Ag Brokers,
30. Business Rental:
other Items For info call
references Available
Industrial Rd. 75.3 4513
753 6965
HOST dry carpet cleaner, 31640 SHOP. all fools for June 1. Married couples
the professional way to clean up, some for body only. 492-8594 after 6p.m
work Water & utilities
dry clean carpets your
self, on sale now at furnished 444 6797 or at
ter 6p m 753 7630
Black's Decorating Cen
ter, 701 S. 4th St. Murray PRIME office space for
rent Downtown Court
or call 753-009.
Utilities and
LARGE, large, large Square
selection of storage janitorial service fur
buildings in stock for nished 753 4681 or 753
immediate delivery. 11302
Net EXA
Mod.-7511
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, 32 Apt' for Rent
Sharp 14 Day, 4 Event 4 Head VCR With Remote
Ky. 502-247 7831.
I BEDROOM furnished
Lowest Price Ever
MAGIC Chef stack apartment, 1 block from
laundry, full featured campus, married
washer and dryer in couple or single person
Re4all
less space, S449 Un
only No pets Available
'399.96
derwood Appliances 641 April lst. Water paid
We are the only car & home stereo store in
North in The Village, $175 per month
7119-15116.
Murray with a trained service man 26 years
753-9%0.
/it A-13 IC Chit I 1 BEDROOM upstairs
in the business so who s the best"
microwave, KO watt, .II apartment, outside en
And who knows the moat/
cu ft oven, touch trance. stove and re
controls, turn table, frigerator, furnished,
auto defrost, plus many reasonable utilities
more features, $159
1/2 block from Hospi
Underwood Appliances, tail. 713 Elm No pets
Call
641 North in The VIII
8175 a month
age, 7W-15011.
9/2-395-175e.

Top Price
Paid For
Dark Fired
TOBACCO

492-8566

Yard Sale

Fern Terrace
. Lodge

Yard Sale

Flea
Market'
Fri. & Sat.
May 1 & 2
8 a.m.4:30 p.m.

Juanita's
Flowers

New 87 Model H.Q.

$33995"1"--t

World of Sound
7516865
222 So. 12th
sok Fuseske

1
1,
11111Alf. MAY 1. 11117

CLASSIFIEDS
41. Public Sales

Yard Sale
Sat.
8 a.m. & 3 p.m.
1713 Farmer
Avenue
You name it,
We have it.
Proceeds to go to
Humane Society.

41

Public Sales

41. PlettlIc Sales

A Garage-Full
Sale

SVPER
5 YARD
ALE

Friday 8-2
Saturday 8-12
1707 Johnson
(Off Doran Rd.
behind MHS)
Rain or
Sunshine!

1011 Olive St.
Fri. & Sat.
Maternity & infant
clothes, color t.v.,
range, dinette,
misc. items.

Garage
Sale
Fri. May 1 7 tN 4
and Sat. May 27 ti
12.
1610 Ridgewood
Table & chairs,
lamps, baby items,
fireplace
toys,
tools, misc.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Cancel in case
of rain.

Fri. it Sat
1 mge west of Dexter on Charlie Miller
Rd. CM1dren
adults
clothes,
fishing equipment,
baby furniture,
pressure canner,
lots of goad junk

5 Family
Giant
Garage Sale
Fri., Sat. & Sun

8 a.m.-7
Anderson Shores - 94
East 12 mi turn right
at 497, 1 mi. Milk
glass,
figurines,
crafts, lamps, tools,
and misc.

Large
Yard Sale
Plus Woodcrafts

Rain or Shine

Dental Office

Fri. & Sat
7:30 a.m.-?
Take 94 E turn on
Hwy. 280 turn left
at East Elem.
School on Locust
Dr. and follow
signs

Chairside Assistant
-Do you relate well with people?
-Do you work effectively as a
member of a team?
-Do you see yourself in a health
profession?
If so, we want to talk with you. Please
phone 753-6318 to arrange a confidential interview. Call only between 1:30 p.m. and
400 p.m. on Monday (5/4), Tuesday (5/5),
Wednesday (5/6) and Thursday (5/7). We
understand the value of outstanding talent.

MultiFamily
Sale

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fri. & Sat
34 Shady
Oaks

Send resume and salary requirements to
P.O. Box E, Murray, Ky. 42071

ATTENTION
Mac Fitts, City Planner,
reminds all citizens that signs
(yard sales, campaign, etc.) are
prohibited on the public right-ofway and/or utility poles.
Removal of signs will be at
owner's expense. If you have
any questions, please call
753-4321.
5 Rawly Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat. 7-until
Sunday 1-5
Take 121 to New Concord tum on Ky. 444
& it will be first house on left!
Telephone answering machines, w AM/FM
radio, IBM elec. typewriter, glassware old &
new), silk k plastic flowers, baskets, wreaths,
Jewelry, large size mens & ladles clothing,
chlldrens clothing, shoes (new), material, NCR
cash reg., stools, bicycles, cradle, books, adding
machine. 4x8 bevel edge mirror, 2 B&W TV.'s.
car speakers (new), tires, stereo, 8-track tape
deck w/AM-FM radio, rocker, couch, hide-a-bed
couch, recliner, 860 Honda motorcycle, new seats
for van, marble top coffee table & 2 end tables
tool boxes, BBQ grills, elec & charcoal and much
more,

Saturday
8 til 4
305 South
11th Street
Misc. Items

more.

Baby items, maternity
clothes, toys, women's
clothes sizes 9-12, many
misc items

MEDICAL OPPORTUNITIES
Medical Receptionist
and RN or LPN
Needed for surgical office
Previous Medical Experience Required
Excellent typing, dictaphone, computer, insurance and communication skills required.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Sat. 8-5
Go oat 121 North
tUfflat John's Savings Center, go 1%
miles and look for
signs.
Clothing, shoes,
Jewelry, decorator
Items, cassette
tapes. mesh comstereo
Pactor,
stand and IOES

321 S. 13th St.
Fri. & Sat.
8-12

BACK PORCH
SALE
Sun. May 3-

Sat. May 9
711.01,4igtildark
121 S. 6mies out
Watch For Sign
Dishes,
TV.,
tab4ll8. toys, Indian
novelties, clothes.

3 Family
Moving Sale
Saturday
8-4
1623 Loch
Lomond
Fumtture, household
items, baby items &
maternity clothing

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8-?
E-9 Coach
Estates
A
little
everything

bit

of

Il

itrOMORPM,

Pets Supplies

Miliray Ledger & Times
'4 3. Real Estate

YARD
SALE
1605 Wiswell
Road
Sat. Only
7 a.m.-?
A little of everything.

Carport
Sale
Sat. Only
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
808 S. Guthrie
Drive
Webber grill, round
card table, 2 quilt
frame and lots of
misc

Yard Sale
On 18th St.
From College
Farm Rd. to
Mayfield Hwy.,
Sat., May 2nd
From 8 a.m.-?
Come See!
(Held following Sat. if
it rains.)

Yard Sale
Sat., May 2nd
1317 Kirkwood
9 a.m.
Maternity, children
and ladies clothing,
shoes,
toys,
several
misc.
items

4 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Sat. May 2nd
8 a.m.-?
811 N. 20th

5 Party
Yard Sale
Sat. May 2nd
8-4
1503
Clayshire Dr.
Something for
everyone
43

Real Estate
APARTMENTS for sale
by owner 3 bedroom
downstairs, 2 bedroom
upstairs, both have
private entrance and
are currently rented.
Call after 5P.M.
753-0387.
if you really want to sell
your home, see the
professionals at KaPPERUD REALTY, 711
Main St. We take the
worry out of buying or
selling real estate.
Phone 753 1222

irteRocm house,

ro4

Murray-Calloway County

SICCCCC OR TILPIPtIll
a Late Modal Equipment
with Eagle Interiors
• Company paid Life latilitarance
• Mileage Pay Leaded or Empty
Uto•d Miles net HMO/
limed Diar.
rt
4111 S•ate Yam
• Fuel genus
• Home SO% of illat•kotold:
a Load/Unload Pay
le Stop Orr Pay
9418
a Layover Pay
DO YOU ouresiev--,
• Vacation Pay
▪ SSSSS Arard•
az ttttt met NA.
• Recruiting
SSSSS OTR
• Autarmati• •
Relines
IENP•Ittappot
• Company paid Medical
0000 ortivaeo worown
1
for yeti
end your dependent.
THEN ALL
ILIONTOCRY I 000 598 39151
,
OUT Of
I 900 IBMS 3374
LOCAL 753 1717
ASK

FOR DANNY OR DICK

rira.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES.
PIVRRAY, KY

f.

Motorcycles

49, Used Cars

1986 YAMAHA 200 4wheeler,, S1.00. 1987
Yamaha Warrior 350, fr
wheeler, 111100. 2 Wheel
trailer, 7'x12', can haul 44-wheelers, $700. Call after 59 m 489 2372.
'72 150 TRIUMPH Ex
cellent condition, many
extras, $600 or best
offer. Semi custom.
753-7529. Come by and
see it!
'79 YAMAHA XS 406
Special, good condition,
$350. 11,900 miles. 43656111.
'86 250-R HONDA 4wheeler. Call 759-4131.

Sharp 1985
Honda Rebel
250
Motorcycle
Call Chuck
753-8850
or
759-9781

f

r

-

Personnel Clerk
PROFESSIONFIL DRIVERS

47

53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
'83 U Grand Prix-V-8, COLLEY 171ir- Service. MOI1T1,1 HOME
loaded, extra nice, new Keep your trees in Speciellif, Repair,
tires. Phone 753-4487 after shape • by topping, prun- leveling, underpinning,
ing, deadwooding, roofs,
floors, plumbing,
TO settle estate- 'of Waving, fertilizing, or wiring, washing,
removal
of
unwanted
hurricane straps. 759Dodge 4 door, full size.
Extra nice condition. trees. Stump removal. 4850.
Complete
Care. 14
tree
44 tots for Sale
753-7523.
resumes,business
years experience. Free
ards, -newsletters, or
714 G Ids in
estimates. 753-0366.
50.
Used
Trucks
brochures' Come
East Y Manor Subd.
MITCHELL Paving - Murray Data Graphics by
Beautiful building spot,
on
1943 DODGE grain 2-ton
Driveways,
parking
Main St., Downtown
340x200, appraised
truck, metal dump bed, lots,
seal
coating
and
value $10,000 asking
good condition. $2500 or striping. Also, Murray, next to
$8,000. 753 6929
Bookmark or call
best offer. 753-9523.
limestone, gravel, top- 753-2203.
1410E wooded lot on
1948 CHEVROLET 1 soil and grading.
Phone
highway 121-North, 6
HEED work on your
ton, split axel, no bed. 7531537.
1/2 miles from
trees? We can beautify
$425. Phone 753-7468.
rXTER1OR painting- 26 your yard by topping,
Murray. 180x294, asking
1968 FORD pick-up. Air, years
experience. Very shaping, deadwooding
$41,200. 753-1953 days,
radio, new air shocks,
reasonable rates. Free or removing dead
753-0870 nights.
or
two-35 gallon tanks fit in
estimates. 489-2723 diseased
trees. For
bed with tool box, good
Kenneth.
45. Farms ler Sale
satisfaction
call
condition. 492-8658.
the
117 ACRES North of
1979 050 FORD Ex• FENCE sales at Sears proven professionals at
now.
Call
Sears
753-2310
Bover's
Murray, 65 tendable, rest
Tree
Serviceplorer, air, cruise, tilt,
woods. Much frontage
other extras. Call before for free estimate for 753-0338. The competiyour needs.
tion knows us you
753-4065 evenings.
8p.m. $2950. 753-5211.
OR most any type should too.
• 1979 PLYMOUTH Trail
46. Homes for Sale
Duster, 2-tone blue with driveway white rock ODD job specialist,
)17f
removable hard top. Call also, any type gravel, ceiling fans, electrical,
dirt and sand call Roger plumbing, fencing. You
gas heat, fireplace, large
after Sp.m. 436-5692.
kitchen, deck, basement,
1985 GMC Cony. Van, by HudsOn, 753-4545 or name it, I do it You
carport, two acres, near
buy, I install. You
owner fully equip. 21,000 753-6763.
FREDONIA Ag Lime break, I fix. Call 436
Shamrock Resort,
mi. 759-1159.
S22,000. 759-163A.
'60 MODEL Ford, good hauling & spreading. Ag 2868 evenings.
PAINTINZ- interior,
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2
running condition. 435- Brokers 753-4533.
GARDENS, yards and exterior. House and
baths, new roof, new
4326.
well, new paiet in and
'84 CHEVY Coffman flower beds tilled and barn painting. 25 years
out, central H/A, with
experience. Quality
conversion van, raised ordered. 753-9702.
30x40 shop on one acre
roof, electric doors and GENERAL Building work. Reasonable
near Stella, $26,000. 48. Auto Services
rates. Also, paint for
windows, cruise, T.V. Repair 20 years ex
Phone 435-4366 after IMPORT
and CB., 1 owner, 33,000 perience. Roofing & sale. Free estimates.
Auto
Salvage,
5P.M.
painting, indoor & out, 436-2245.
miles. 753-1279.
new & used parts
1 BEDROOM home, 1 transmissions, motors
door. Odd jobs. No job ROCKY COLSON Home
starters,
52. Boars-Motors
baths, shop, garden. alternators. Mon.
to small. 474-8057.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
Sat.
Equity, VA loan. Outside 8a.m. 5p.m.
ALUMICRAFT, FD GUTTERING by Sears. painting, plumbing,
474-2325
town. 753-5558 after 4p.m.
Sears continuous gut- concrete. Free es
model, excellent condi
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath 49. Used Cars
lion, $600. 500 yards ters installed for your timates. Call 474-2307 or
brick home with 4 acres
before entering Irvin specifications. Call 753-6973.
land. 4 miles on 121 S. 1971 OLDS Cutlass Cobb Resort, "Blum".
Sears 753 2310 for free ROOFING, no job to big
convertible. Perfect
mid 50's. 753-2988.
or small. Free es
16'-'74 MODEL Rebel estimate.
condition. $4500. Con
BR brick with 1 VI tact Dean Alexander
or bass boat 70 HP INSULATION blown in ti mates. All work
bath, living room, den call 753-6664
Evinrude, trolling mo- by Sears. TVA ap- guaranteed. Call 435
anytime.
with wood stove, central
1972 CORVETTE tor and depth finder,. proved. Save on those 4235.
heat & air, deck, 2 car
heavy duty trailer, ex- high heating and cool
SEWING Machine Regarage & large out build- Stingray, 4 speed, T-tops, cellent condtion. 492
ing bills. Call Sears pair. All makes -and
ing. 3 miles out on 121 good condition, $5,800 or 8220.
753 2310 for free models. Home & In
South in Fairview Acres best offer. 759-9698.
dustrial. Bag closing
1974 MONTE Carlo, new 19' BRAIL boat, tandom est Wn ate
Subd. 759-1084.
trailer, ready to work. LEE'S CARPET machines. Also scissor
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath engine, $1200. 753 5169.
$5500. 901 593-3564.
CLEANING. For all sharpening. 40 yrs
brick in city, central 1976 DATSUN 7-10, good )8 FOOT pontoon
bral your carpet & upholst experience.. All work
gas, extra neat home gas mileage, 5.400. 436- boat, 70HP John, depth cry cleaning. For a free guaranteed. Kenneth
near college. Mid 40's. 2631, after 6p.m. 436-2965. finder.
estimate call 753-5827. Barnhill, 753-2674,
437.4241.
Call Bob or Marie, 1978 LINCOLN VerStella, Ky.
28' HARRIS Float boat, Satisfied references.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs sailles, silver grey, fully
loaded, good condition. depth finder, newly LICENSED electrician, WET BASEMENT? We
Realtors 753-1492.
make wet basements
upholstered & carpeted, residential and corn
7 ROOM frame house, Phone: 753-8050.
dry. Work completely
inboard, headlights, mercial. Air condition
city water, insulated 1978 MERCURY Cougar canopy.
Very good ing. Sales and service. guaranteed. Call or
overhead, gas heat, XR7, 1 owner, nice, in condition. $6800.
Gas installation and write Morgan Con
492
$28,000. It is the 2nd good condition. Call 753- 8826.
repair for natural and struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
house on New Pro- 2939.
'74 CHEROKEE fishing LP. Fred's Repair 753- 409A, Paducah, Ky.
vidence Rd. off 121 S. 1979 OLDS Regency, fully
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
boat, 25HP Evinrude, 7203.
equipped,
leather
753-8061.
seats,
Moody tilt trailer, $8.50
qlack
on
black.
Call
be
1)4 EAST 2 miles, East Y
436-2811.
Subdivision, FmHa ap- fore 8p.m. $2900. 753-5211
VOTE MAY 26
'78 TRI•hull, new top,
1980
DODGE
Omni.
Air,
proved, Mid 30's, 3
ELECT
140 Evinrude, depth
bedrooms, bath, utility, 4 speed, 80,000. $1500,
ROBERT SWAN "BOB" ROSCOE
extra sharp. 416 N. 8th finder, trailer, $3500
carpolPti
4
brick. 753-0822.
759-1987.
CITY COUNCILMAN
House and iof St.
at 1105 Main St. FHA 1983 2130ZX 2+2, two tone 53. Services Offered
DEDICATED & QUALIFIED
insulation, new wiring, color, very clean, 5 speed
P6141 bar by the candidate
new roof, older home turbo, loaded. 753-5188, A 1 ENTERPRISE
Natural or LP gas
with many possibilities. after ,5p. m. 753-4023.
Call 753-3642 days; 753- 1983 BUICK 4 door installation. Seamless
5738 nights.
Skylark, V-6, custom gutter- multiple choice
of colors. Galvanized
FOR sale or trade - power and air,
gutter repair or reWater front cabin 2400 AM/FM, new tires,
placement. Masonry,
sq. ft. also, new and very good shape inside
carpentry, decking, etc.
used houses in town. and • out, $2,495. Call Free
estimates. 753-0953
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Call Bill Page, Building 489-2733 anytime.
after 8A.M.
CUSlOM WOODWORKING
Contractor, 753-3672.
1983 OLDSMOBILE
A-1 STUMP Removal.
OVER
FOUR bedroom 2 bath station wagon. 9 Reasonable
rates,
10"
brick ranch with central passenger, excellent
20 YEARS
below surface Call us
gas heat (city gas), one mechanically, needs before
EXPERIENCE
501tD WOOD CABINETS &•
you
decide.
Free
acre plus lot, two car body work. Will sell estimates.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
753-0906.
garage. About 10 cheap. Call 492-8861 or
Birch • Oalx • Walnut • Cherry•
ALL type masonry
753-8109.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
minutes from town
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Priced in 30's. Call 1984 NISSAN Centra, ex- work, block, brick,
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE 8. FURNITURE REFINISHING
James, 753-1492 Century cellent condition. $4250. concrete, driveways,
•
COMMITIVI
sidewalks,
PRICES Drop Up L See Our Display
patios,
house
•
21 Loretta Jobs Call 492-8887.
753-5940•
.
1984 TRANS Am, t-tops, foundations, new • 409 Sunbury Cirri,
Realtors.
chimneys or chimney
.• •••• OOOOOOOOO S •••
HOUSE forTsale on all accessories, new
repair. 25 years exVancleave Rd., 4 doors Goodyear tires, 26,000 perience.
Free esdown from the. marina. miles. 759-4043.
timates. Call Charles
205-495-2904 or 205-495- 1985 FORD Escort, PB,
PS, air cond., 55,000 Barnett 753-5476.
3210.
APPLIANCE
JUST reduced- 3 - miles. $3500. Call 753. SERVICE.
Kenmore,
Season passes for the Murraybedroom house by ow- 6664 anytime.
Westinghouse,
ner. FHA approved, 1985 NISSAN 200 SX, 25, Whirlpool.
Calloway Co. Swimming Pool may be
25 years
wood burning stove, 000 mi. Call 753 5562 days, experience.
Parts
and
purchased now through pool opening
hardwood floors, $39,500 after 5p.m. 753 3433.
service. Bobby Hopper,
(Memorial
Weekend).
firm. 753-3697 after '75 DODGE Dart, low
mileage, 318, PS, PB, Bob's Appliance Ser
6P.M.
Family
vice,
S.
Passes $70
St
202
5th
PERFECT for young AC, good tires, new Business 753-4872, 436
Single
$40
couple 2 bedroom 1battery, $700. 435-4361.
5848 (home).
77 GRAND Prix, $1,700.
country home, beautiful
Passes may be purchased at the
APPLIANCE
REIPAIR
.
inside and out, located 753-3665.
Factory authorized for
Park Office, 10th & Payne
on 3 acres, only 5 miles 178 DODGE Diplomaf Tappan, Kelvinator
and
West of Murray. $35,500. Sedan, good condition, Brown. Service
753-7640
on gas
$1,200. 753-5191
753-9349.
and electric ranges,
RECENTLY re- '78 DODGE Magnum
411.•
microwaves, dis
decorated 3 bedroom, 2 low mileage, 1 owner, hwashers, re
bath home with ceitral good condition. Call frigerators, etc. Earl
heat and air, 1 car after 5:30P.M. 759-9848.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
garage, OW., disposal. '81 OLDS LS 4 door 5341.
Less than 10 years old white sedan, vinyl top, SETTER built con
1. Learn to read
on 2/3 acre in KirkSeY• full power, snow tires, tracting. Storage
2.
Get a GED
Forties. Phone 489-2286 42,000 miles, original buildings, treated
decks
owner, &IOW 753-4156.
after 5P.M.
3. Improve basic skills.
and general home im
4 Instruction FREE
provements. Quality
47 Motorcycles
work for less. Free
Call 762-3027
Need
Extra
Car
An
1980 CB 650 Honda,
estimates. L.E.
762-6917
1.1,000 miles. Call 759For A Few Days?
Williams 489-2663.
1959 after 4P.M.
Runt From G. nr. At
SREAKING and disk
PARTNERS/MP
1980 YAMAHA 656
ing gardens. Also, yard
Dwain Taylor
MSU Adult LoarnIng Coulter
Special II, newly rebuilt
landscaping, leveling
Room 206
Chevrolet, Inc.
motor, $600. 436-2631, afdriveways, blade work
Roy Stowart Stadium
ter 6p.m. 436-2965.
502-15)2617
and bush-hogging. Call
1984 YAMAHA 225 DX71
436-5430 or 753-0659.
3-wheeler and trailer.
Runs great, new rear
tires, asking $950. 75.'11115 after 2:30 and
weekends.
1985- 200 REVERSE
Yamaha 4 wheeler, like
new, $975. Call 436-2668
after 5P.M.

BEAGLE puppies, $20 a APPROX. $ acres. FenPiece Call 436 5429
ced, 2 stables, city water,
1/2 mile S.W. of city
limits. 751-4474 after
Public Sales
41
SP.M

Fri &

Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

38

le.1103i 111

Otrunr.s.

Pre-Season Sale

LITERACY TRAINING
JTPA

Carlos Black Jr.
Painting Co.

In Business For 28 Years

Hospital has a
full time opening for a Personnel Clerk.
Qualitied applicants should have 2 years
experience in payroll duties and general
office procedures. Courses in accounting
would be helpful but not required. Must be
able to type a minimum of 45 WPM net.
For more information contact:

Quality Work
6 Experienced Painters To Serve You
No Job Too Large Or Too Small.

Richard Storts
Personnel Director
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-5131 Ext. 113

For Fast Service
Call 753-0839 or 753-0845
Open: 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

We Carry a Full Line of Insurance
n, •

*
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Original blueprint of Churchill Downs spires
hangs in office as part of company's history
LOUISVILLE Ky. 1AP) — The
onginal blueprint of the twin
spires at ChurchW Downs has
been part of the history of Luckett
k Farley Architects since 1864
when a young draftsman sketched
the design that would identity the
traLk as the home of the Kentucky
Derby
That's why Dennis DeWitt,
preskient of the company, proudly
hangs it on a wall in his office
' He the draftsman, Joseph
BJdezl also laid out the 285-foot
grandstand and the first paddock

that same year," DeWitt said.
"But the spires are probably his
most famous creation."
The cost of the project is buried
somewhere in yellowing ledger
sheets but DeWitt points out that it
was the beginning of a 911-year
association with Churchill [Colima.
His company has handled every
major improvement including the
new grass course, which was
scheduled for dedication Friday
with the running of the $150,000
Early Times Classic.
"I'm going to be there," said

\ Widow's Heart, Not
Calendar, Determines
Mourning Period

DeWitt, who can quote from
memory the amount of materials
and the time that went into the 63.6
million venture.
The company had to bring in
26,000 tons of sand, 20,000 feet of
subdrain piping and 12,000 feet of
underground storm drainage.
"We also had to build a 375-toot
tunnel under both the turf course
and the regular dirt track to improve vehicular and pedestrian
access to the infield," DeWitt said.
"The tunnel is the fourth that
we've designed for the Downs in 50

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY. When a wife has be able to breast-feed it.
but at the time I wrote it off as
lost her mate through death, how
Will I grow out of this and have simply an oversight.
long should the mourning period normal-looking breaets like other
Sue recently had a baby. I
be? Also, how long must she wait girls? Am I the only girl with this, splurged on clothes for the new
before dating members of the problem?
ow how grandmotharrival.(Yo
opposite sex so people won't talk?
CONCERNED ers can .) It's been. four months
Then, how soon after she has
and I hive not received an acknowlstarted to date must she wait before
DEAR CONCERNED: You edgment from Sue. Finally I menaccepting an engagement ring?
have what is known as an tioned to Sue that I was waiting for
And finally, what is the proper "inverted nipple." It is not an acknowledgment from her. Her
waiting period before she remarries uncommon. First, you should reply,"I have a perfect card for you;
After construction was com- without having people think she discuss it with your mother — I just haven't had the time to send
pleted, the turf was allowed to has no respect for her first hus- and then with your family phy- it
sician. If necessary, he can
mature for 18 months to ensure the band's memory?
HURT IN OHIO
Jl'ST ASKING IN CANADA refer you to a specialist who can
best possible racing surface.
DEAR HURT: Obviously,
surgically correct it.
As part of its five-year renovaAnswer lo Previous Puzzle
DEAR JUST: The mourning
Sue's manners leave much to be
lion plan, ChUrchill Downs also period is traditionally one year.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago, desired, but where is your son
authorized Luckett k Farley to After that,she may start dating. my son left Ohio to take an execu- in all of
- PI L fElT
this? He is equally
S C A iii F
design
a different paddock and From six months to a year tive position in Denver. While there guilty of ignoring the receipt
'
-RIETT 4 I R
R E A DE
of
f Fif
clubhouse entrance.
following the mourning period, he. met "Sue." To make a long story "several" wedding gifts as well
:-A/G
T 0 fl E0
N TEL.E:
short,
he
divorced
his
wife of 16 as gifts for their baby.
"We went back to Baldez's sket- she may accept an engagement
- T' I E
TREA
i .T
Were I in your shoes I would
ches and tried to incorporate softie' ring. And remarriage can take years to make Sue his new bride. I
7
E-to1N S
SAP
ATES
flew to Denver, checked into a hotel feel more disappointed
place any time after that.
the
old
DeWitt
of
new,"
with
than
the
NIA' I L
L' E A
ES
None of this is written in and attended the wedding. I bought "hurt" to learn that my son had
said.
my
ion
4l i I P
and
Sue
several
however.
What
wedding
is in
concrete,
DRI P
The ironwork detail on the walk- one's heart is far moreampor- gifts and wished them love and married a woman who is either
S i 0l P
TAPS
sadly lacking in the social
fence,
example,
ing
ring
for
.
is
a
tent than what others stiY7Play happiness in their new life together. graces or doesn't give a hoot
, APES
RIB
NETS
replica of work shown in Baldez's it by ear, and don't worry about I never did receive a thank-you note, about what you think of her.
,RID
TINESSUE'
, drawings.
people's mouths.
CROSSES
AN
1.y.,i
—
will
first
the
"This
be
time
the
BARRED
T R U 1.4 0-____+____,
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem
1
0 --. 1 P -S1 paddock will be used for the DerSLAVS
ABASE
_._ —, by. The 20 stalls will accom- that has been bothering me for a
long time, but I haven't seen a
modate the maxiumu size field doctor about it because I'm too
5 Expunges
allowed for that race."
10 Calm
embarrassed. I am a 15-year-old
6 Disliking to
When the spring meeting ends, girl, and the nipple on one of my
11 Climbing
7 Edges
plant
DeWitt will begin sorting through breasts is "ingrown." It looks funny
8 Greek island
13 Powerful
9 Spanish
the notes on his desk to see What because it doesn't match the other
person
article
project the company will start one. Also. I am worried that when
16 Obstruct
I get older and have a baby, I won't
19 Raise
next at the track.
6
9
10

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

commune
Pamphlets
Closer
Informers
Rubber tree
Part of
church
42 Frozen water
43 Take from
45 LA —
46 Math term
47 Sword cases
49 Prefix for
down
50 Marsh birds
52 Rented
54 Lee or Cary
55 Finished
32
35
311
39
41

1 Equilibrium
6 The Ram
1 Climbing
device
12 African, -14 Negative
prefix
15 Garlands
17 Providence is
its cap
18 Bar stock
20 Former
Russian
tutors
21 Deposit
22 Death on the
24 River in
Germany
25 Rockfish
26 Proficient
persons
28 Football team
30 By way of
.3 1 Dutch
1

DOWN

2

4

5

15 III

7

Id
17•

.6

,
=I

6
12

I.

•

- Take A Break...
a Final Exam Break!

1 Wan
2 Hypothetical
force
3 Mountain on
Crete
4 Dispatched

20

ill

Ilid
24
1111
27

26

29

30

id

3.

V 111
li
11
39 40
42

41
44

45

ill
11/

46 III
51

54

-

21 Indefinite
number
23 Heroic events
25 Part of
. fortcation
27 Make lace
29 Actress
Remick
32 Journeys
• 33 Speeding
34 Most certain
35 Fondle
36 Avoided
37 Married again
40 Actress
Thompson
43 At what time?
44 At that time
47 Health resort

349

Pizza & Spaghetti
Only $

53

SATURDAY-WEDNESDAY
5-9 p.m.

1986 Olds Cutlass
1 owner, Auto,
AM/FM
,Air,
Cassette, Sport
Low
heels,
Mileage, Sharp.
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Enjoy Our Famous
All You Can Eat Buffet

Si Negative
prefix
53 Selenium
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Chestnut St.
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NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
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Several Tables of Merchandise in the parking
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Miss Spring
Anne-Marie Hoke

•

..........

Photography by Harry Allison

A Special Section of
Murray Ledges a Times
May, 1, 1987
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Super Spring Fashions
,

Congratulations,
Anne-Marie
You've picked a popular
Spring la* with our 100%
cotton calico print dress by
Dawn Joyce . A matching shoulder handbag
by Shane'-' completes this
super look for daytime or
evening. This outfit is
found in our Junior dress
department.

Spring has sprung at JO
Penney's with Anne-Marie
wearing a matching two
piece short set by Santa
Cruz® . The 100% cotton
tank top and drawstring
walking shorts are perfect
for springs' busiy activities.
Found in our Junior
department.

.

,

.

.

.e
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JCDenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, K y. 42071

Anne-Marie Hoke named
this year's Miss Spring
Anne-Marie Hoke, daughter of
Charles and Anne Hoke of Murray,
is the 1987 Miss Spring.
Hoke will be featured
throughout this special section
which is an annual salute to spring
published by the Murray Ledger &
Times.
A senior at Calloway County
High School, Hoke said that
through being Miss Spring, she got
to meet many new people. Miss
Spring seems to be an a appropriate title for Hoke because,
as she said, "Spring makes me
happy."
A very involved student, Hoke is
a member of her school's tennis
team, Beta Club, FBLA,treasurer
of the student council, assistant
editor of the year book, and was a
candidate for the football
homecoming queen.
Hoke says she likes to play tennis very much and also enjoys
skiing.
Her future plans include major-

Anne-Marie Hoke
ing in business and finance at
Vanderbilt University in the fall
and possibly studying abroad during her junior year in college.
Immediate plans include a trip
to Switzerland and Italy this summer with her parents and sister
Rebecca, 12.

Section features photos
by Allison Photography

•
•

•'

Miss Spring 1987

Office: 759-1 400
Catalog: 1400-2224161

The quality qf the picture and
originality of the poses evident in
the photographs of Miss Spring
1987, Anne -Marie Hoke,
throughout this special section,
are the work of local photographer
Harry Allison,
Allison, who has a studio on
Fourth Street in Murray, says his
first exposure to the world of
photography was an introductory
class in black and white
photography in the graphic arts
department at Murray State
University. The course sparked
enough interest that he completed
a major in graphic arts, five advanced photography courses
within that department, and two
advanced photography courses in
the university's art department.
He has since attended several
seminars and workshops with
Dean Collins, an internationally
known portrait photographer from
San Diego, Calif.
"What started out as a hobby
developed into a passion — and
now is developing into a profession," Allison said.
But as it has developed into a
profession, Allison didn't lose his
passion for the art.
A photograph — like any other
medium — can capture a moment,
a person, an event. Because of
this, photography is very gratifying for me — it gives me a feeling
of accomplishment," he said.
A large percentage of a
photographer's time must be
spent in a darkroom performing
delicate procedures with a mixture of chemicals, lighting and
just the right amount of time. But

the tedious tasks don't dampen
Allison's enthusiasm for
photography.
"There's nothing like going out
somewhere and taking a
photograph then going into the
darkroom and seeing the image
coming up. I feel like — even
though it's another person or object — that it's part of me."
Of all the types of photography a
professional deals with, Allison
says he likes weddings best.
"Some photographers don't like
to do weddings but I really enjoy
it. I get involved with the bride and
groom and their families and
begin to feel like I'm a part of it —
and I really enjoy that," Allison
added.
Another of his favorite jobs is
sports photography and he has
quite a bit of experience in this
area, too. He has taken team and
individual photographs for the
baseball and T-programs at the
Murray-Calloway County Park
and also basketball and football
photographs for city and county
schools
Allison does all of the processing
and printing for the public relations department of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and also
does photography for Kopperud
Realty.
Allison is the son of Pearl and
the late Winfred Allison of Hardin
His wife, Sue, is a teller at the
Bank of Murray and also assists
Allison at weddings and sports
events.
Allison and his wife have four
children — Lance Allison, 14,
Doug Allison, 38, Larry Suiter, 25
and Lindy Sutter, 27.
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Designers

Italians delight in ever-changing styles
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ROME(AP) — Nothing goes out
of fashion faster than fashion
Itself. Every six months designers
call on women to abandon the
styles of the past season, and fill
their wardrobes with new and tantalizing clothes.
If winter is somber and
classical, spring.is sure to burst
with bright colors and romantic
styles. Slacks so fashionable one
season are out-dated by the next,
and hemlines go up and down
faster than a roller coaster.
One season the fashionable
woman strolls in masculine flats
only to totter the next in ,sexy
spikes. And if You haven't pulled
all your hair out trying to keep up
with the fashion marathon, your
hairstyle will change, too.
All over the world, designers
delight in tempting their clients
with ever-changing styles, but
none seem more skilled at this
fashion game than the Italians,
who pride themselves in being experts on the volatile side of the
female psyche.

In October and March in Milan,
the top names in Italian ready-towear, such as Armani, Ferre,
Fendi, ICrizia and Versace, present their new collections for the
following season.
For the fall-winter 1986-1987, the
Italian designers proposed a quiet
down-played look, peppered with
dashes of hot sexy clothes. Champion of the almost puritanical
simplicity of the collections was
Giorgio Armani with his mid-calf,
long sleeved dress with jewel
neckline in gray and taupe by day,
severe black by night. The somber
effect was completed by flat,
casual shoes.
On the other side of the fashion
spectrum, Versace and Ferre
presented some of the tightest hiphugging clothes seen on the runway since the heyday of Marilyn
Monroe. The Fen* winter skirt in
akin-tight leather, soared a good
six inches above the knee.
But that was winter fashion. The
new spring proposals are full of
Carmen Miranda ruffles, lingerie

bustiers and romantic empire
waistlines.
The spring-summer 1987 look is
a major departure from the
easygoing, man-tailored style that
gave Milan its fashion name. Armani admitted that the new look
was a risk but added that he personally had taken the leap to
"recapture woman's inner
softness."
In general, Milan's offerings for
this year's warm weather have
two basic silhouettes: flouncy and
tarty, or soft and feminine. Cheerful calypso prints and bold solid
colors share the stage with neutral
beige, white, black and navy.
Denim is the fabric of the season
for both daytime and elegant evening wear.
The Carmen Miranda nostalgics
can call on Krizia and Versace for
flotuicy skirts and hip-hugging
gowns, while those in search of the
best in boudoir fashion should look
up Giorgio Armani and Franco
Moschino.
For romantics, the rising star of
the "made in Italy" label, Romeo
Gigli, offers the most feminine
empire-waisted dresses in pastel
cotton or wool jersey. Versace
also has an empire-watsted gown,
but unlike Gigli, whose dress is the
essence of innocence, the Versace
model is cut lower, and wrapped
tighter around the hips.
(Cbnt'd on page 4)

Whatever the styling we have the right touch...
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Self expression
possible with
basic blue jeans

II
_

Miss Spring 1987

Looking for a somewhat different kind of artistic expression?
How about wearable art? The canvas can be as close as the seat of
your pants.
According to some representatives of the denim industry,
there is a resurgence in the
popularity of decorating basic
blue jeans.
Would-be artists are :using
rhinestones and appliques, bleach,
paint, feathers and patches of
fabric to create some of the more
Imaginative works of fashion selfexpression.
Top fashion designers and artists — including Yves St. Laurent,
Hermes and Andy Warhol —
recently turned out denim
originals that were auctioned off
at an AIDS benefit in New York.
Among the one-of-a-kind creations were elegant evening looks
with sea pearls, fur, suede and
leather trim, jackets with floral
appliques and quilted silk linings
and colorful back-yoke artwork.
Blue jeans art is not new but the
motivation has changed, says
Dean Christon, spokesman for
Levi Strauss & Co.
"In the do-your-own-thing '80s,"
he recalls, "decorating denims
was a way for youth to express
social symbols of the times. Now
customized denim is a fashion
statement."
Decorated denim can be seen on
urban streets, college campuses,
prime-time television shows and
even among the fashion-forward
social set, says Christon.

-

Designers...
((Ynt'd from page 3)

Miss Spring, Anne-Marie Hoke, is ready for Spring
with shoes in her favorite styles and colors from The
Shoe Tree.

Along with his racy lace
bustlers, Armani fills his springsummer wardrobe with long flowing organza evening skirts and
loose silk pajama pants in delicate
porcelain printed silks as well as
very soft cashmere daytime suits.
Hemlines will not be a problem
this spring with most designers going the full range from many Inches above the knee to midi and
even maxi lengths. The conservative set can find many models
that hover discreetly around the
knee.
Daytime footwear is casually
low, but by night the spike heel
makes a bold comeback, soaring
to a good four inches for the sexier
fashions.
As for poolside attire, the summer months will be filled with
body-hugging bathing suits complete with turtleneck or Bermuda
shorts, not great for head-to-toe
tan fans, but sure shore stoppers.

b

Miss Spring 1987
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ON UNE FOR SPRING, 1987,
with Ralpe'Lauren. The skirt
drapes gracefully; the accessories, a wide belt and oversized hat, are striking - and the look
is stunning.
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Mothers get help
with kids' clothes
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NEW YORK (AP)- The working mother - who may have little
enough time to compose a fashion
wardrobe for herself - can now at
least get a helping hand in putting
one together for her children.
''It takes time, patience and
research to learn what is available
In children's clothes and what
suits your child's complexion,
build and day•to-day clothing
needs," says fashion designer Lia
Zalamea.
But by filling out a short questionnaire, the working mother or
father can have the bulk of their
shopping burden behind them and
have more time with their child,
explains Ms. Zalamea, a consultant for a children's fashion
service.
Questions asked Include the
child's age, height, weight, hair
and eye color, complexion and
weekly schedule - such as
whether the child goes to art class
several times a week.
Based on the answers. Ms
Zalamea says, she can plan the
right wardrobe for each child's
needs - either a POO "standard"
or a $575 "deluxe" fashion
package
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In the camera's eye
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You are what you wear

Attire reflects personality and professionalism
By The Associated Press
You are what you wear.
Your attire reflects your personality and professionalism to
others. according -to Dr. Bonnie
Kin, a psychology instructor and
counseling psychologist at California State University, Dominguez
Hills, Carson, Calif.
Over the years, she says,
unspoken dress codes have
become standard for certain
professions.
"Attorneys typically dress conservatively in 'power' dress, such
as a charcoal gray suit, white or
light blue shirt and a yellow tie,"
she says. What the attorney is
wearing says he's out to win and
he knows what styles command
authority and respect, she
suggests.

"The business and economics
professors dress differently than
those in arts or psychology," she
says. "And I can spot an engineer
10 yards away. It's amazing."
Here are some of her
observations:
— Engineers tend to dress in
plain, solid colors and no-nonsense
clothing. They favor pale blues for
their shirts and dark colors for
their pants. Many also have
plastic, floppy pen holders in their
shirt pockets.
— People who work in the arts
and music often wear bright and
dramatic colors.
— If a person suddenly switches
from conventional, neat clothing
to sloppy, mismatched attire, be
concerned. It may be a sign of
depression.
— A woman who favors overly
prim and frumpy styles may be

saying she is afraid of her own sexuality. She is likely to be very cool,
distant and hard to get to know.
— A person who makes a practice of buying very expensive, upto-the-minute clothing and accessories, and then brags about
how much they cost, is revealing a
streak of vanity and is also trying
to show power.
A lot of how we dress, says Miss
Kin, has to do with how the fashion
Industry influences us and tries to
make us believe we have to wear
new styles.
"Thai's how they make their
money, by saying if we look like
this, we'll be successful," she
says.
"Dress with whatever you're
comfortable with. Fads come and
go. If you find a style you feel good
and comfortable in, stick with
that. It doesn't matter what others STAND UP AND SALUTE this milltary•inspired tromp Poen wheat
think."
linen dress by Rose Marie Woo& for Pret,Ltd. The illusion of a fitted
salt is created by a betted, pocketed spree worn over a military
detailed chemise. A truly versatile look for spring '87.

Eye color can change with seasons
ST. LOUIS ( AP) — Just as a
change in seasons can bring a
change in popular fashion colors,
It also is possible for people to
change the color of their eyes —
with tinted contact lenses.
But tinted lenses are not for
everyone, according to Dr. James
A. Boucher, chairman of the
American Optometric
Association.
"Sometimes the lens that will
not compromise your eye health
and will give you the best vision

and most comfortable fit doesn't
come in a tint," says Boucher. "In
those cases, I recommend going
with a clear lens.
"Having the best vision possible
and good eye health is what matters most."
He points out that American
consumers have a choice of soft
lenses, soft extended-wear lenses
and rigid gas-permeable lenses in
a variety of tints, some of which
can enhance natural eye color,
while others can actually change
the color.

Capture the feeling of spring
with a new car from us.
11
,

•

Put a little spring
in your life. . . .
By putting a lot of
style in your closet!

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmoblio-Pontlac-CadIllac-Buick
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-6315
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Clothes for spring look younger than ever
PARIS (AP) — Clinging and
very short or bustling with ruffles,
clothes for the spring and summer
look younger than ever.
The "miclinette," or flirtatious
young French girl, has replaced
the femme fatale of last year.
In both ready-to-wear and
couture, hemlines have been
radically shortened in most
houses, sometimes hitting well
above the knee. The silhouette is
moderately or closely fitted, and
in suits shoulder padding still
gives definition to a newer, longer
jacket.
Christian Lacroix at Patou took
a wild approach, with his use of
fabrics like taffeta and lace in
ballerina or Creole styles loaded
with flowers, polka dots, outlandish hats and hairdos.
(Just a week after his striking
collection, Lacroix announced he
would be leaving Patou to found a
couture and ready-to-wear house
under his own name, backed by
the Financiere Agache group,
which also backs Christian Dior
and various retail enterprises.)
Sleeves may be important, too,
sometimes puffy and to the elbow
in daywear, or very big puffs for
evening.

There will be some choice,
however, for those who like more
discreet French fashions.
Suits, often in linen or rich ribbed ottoman, have long jackets with
rounded, collarless necklines. The
feminine approach at Dior by
Marc Bohan featured a collared
decollete, fitted jacket in his
couture collection.
Pleated or flared skirts came
out at other houses. But Yves Saint
Laurent's sexiest short outfit for
his ready-to-wear is an off-oneshoulder striped T-shirt over a leg.
revealing tulip-draped skirt.
The old Chanel suit has been
given a new update by Karl
Lagerfeld. He showed peppy navy
suits with diagonally-cut jackets
and swingy circular skirts —all
with narrow white piping.
Pants take a back row in the
latest, more expensive French
lines. But some ready-to-wear
designers like Enrico Covert
showed casual pajamas in polkadotted or striped soft poplins. A
few bloorner suits made news as
well, quite fun at Claude Montana
In various shades of linen.
Ready-to-wear and couture
dressy clothes will be slim and
waist-cinching.

The madness on runways was
tempered by designers like Saint
Laurent and Marc Bohan at Christian Dior. Saint Laurent's white
poplin shirtwaist dress with colorful new scarves and sashes could
be worn proudly for years. And
Dior's bicolored raw silk suit with
Its pleated skirt and generous
short sleeves would be a good
classic addition to any couture
wearer's wardrobe.
Those who want to dress colorfully and with pizazz can look
anywhere, as all Paris designers
turned out pretty colors for late
day, from salmon pink and
porcelain blue to hot reds.
Lacroix's heavily-flowerembroidered puffy dresses for
Patou are fun, if not very
practical.
Pierre Cardin's layered, stiffened organza dress with a halter
neckline looks smashing in
flowered fuschia pink, with
original jewelry touches: metal
circles decked in moon-like pearls
looking like planets in orbit.
Ballgowns are better than ever
as Paris sees them. A puffy, ruffly
line is most popular, especially
(Cont'd on page 8)

SHORT AND SASSY for spring/summer '87. Topped off with matching turbans, these slinky little dresses from Oscar de In Rents are
perfect for sweltering summer afternoons.
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Miss Spring '87
Congratulations Anne-Marie!
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Miss Spring is a sure sensation
with tennis apparel from Reebok,
Nike, Boast, Adidas and Ellesse.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray, K y.
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In the swim

The Fun Begins In A
New Mazda From

Carroll Mazda!

STRONG AND CLEAR, black and white makes a statement in the
most flattering spring '87 beachwear by Pierre Cardin. Body-baring
and beautiful, these suits combine good looks with funcition and
comfort

•

Congratulations
Anne Marie

. . . the ultimate
choice of today's
fashionable woman.
Clothes from. . .
•••

•
•
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970 Chestnut

Beachwear
takes tone
from jungle
LOS*ANGELES (AP) Beachgoers at Malibu this year
will face a menagerie of bikiniclad sun worshipers wearing
plumage that takes its tone from
exotic jungle creatures such as
leopards, lions and zebras, fashion
experts say.
"It's kind of a sexy look," says
Billie Messer, spokeswoman for
the Los Angeles-based DeWeese
swimwear line. DeWeese also is
licensed to make the Jag
swimwe,ar line.
The colors sported by tawny
beach beauties who will pay
somewhere between $25 and $125
for their swimwear will be
browns, blacks and neutral colors
that are accented by spots and
stripes.
The look is identified by various
names, such as "modern
primitive," or simply, "African."
"It all goes in line with fitness,"
she says. "It's a kind of sexy look
that involves bare backs. Women
who are more fit want to look
more sexy."
The Israel-based Gottex collection, which has its marketing office in New York and lays claim to
30 percent of the U.S. swimwear
market, is selling suits themed to
display the "Out of Africa" look.
In the collection are bikinis,
sarongs and pareos variously
named "Tarza.n," "Safari" and
"African Jewels," a stunning onepiece highlighted by a zebra skin
pattern and an array of color that
suggests precious stones.
For the slinkiest of sunbathers,
Gottex is offering the "Cobra" and
"Python" suits, which feature
shimmering metallic material
that mimics the look of the giant
snakes the suits are named for.
Sunbathers and swimmers need
not be limited to the law of the
jungle in making their fashionable
purchases, however. (Cont'd on page 91

Clothes...
(Cont'd from page 71
with strapless tops, sometimes
pannier hip effects for a 19thcentury romantic look.
In fabrics, linen is the big winner for daywear along with pique
and jacquard silk crepes, poplin.
some broadcloth or tweeds in spring ready-to-wear. Jeans fabrics
got an uplift at both Chanel and
Saint Laurent in their ready-towear collections.
Animal prints have just about
had it in Paris. They're being
replaced by outsized houndstoothcheck effects, bold flowers in all
colors and stripes of all widths, as
well as the biggest polka dots seen
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Beachwear...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Some swimmers and sunbathers
Pale pastel "ice cream colors" sometimes find they need to wear
make up the image marketed this more rather than less. They will
year by the Jag swimwear line, be able to find comfort and beauty
one of the major . collections this year in suits that for the first
distributed from the Los Angeles' time in decades feature skirts.
downtown garment district head- Gottex is offering skirted suits in
keeping with its decision to offer a
quarters, the California Mart.
The "geLlato" colors, which take complete line that ranges from the
their cue from the Italian word for nearly all-revealing to the mostly
Ice cream, come in the form of concealing.
Also in keeping with the trend to
pastels that are dubbed grapemelon, mint-lemon, kivki and sell suits that offer some
coverage, designer Anne Cole,
blueberry.
Jag designer Carol Fergus says whose father started his
she takes her inspiration from dai- swimwear business in California
ly drives along Southern Califor- 60 years ago, is offering a tank top
with long, sleek shorts.
nia's beaches.
Miriam Ruzow, president of
"The ocean, the air and the people influence me," she says. "I see Gottex, says Women are likely to
whimsical, innovative colors dan- appreciate highlrashion that also
provides some coverage.
cing in my head."
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CONGRATULATIONS!
SMARTLY SUITED FOR SPRING, the approach is slightly different — but the outcome is favorably
fashionable. At left, an offering from Bill ftu pairs the traditional suit with the unexpected crinoline
under a drop-pleat skirt. At right, a suit with classic lines from Oscar del in Rentals updated with padded shoulders and a defined waist. Spectator pumps and two-color gloves add to the visual interest.
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ENGLISH SOLE and s.g. gilbert dresses
Congratulate ANNE-MARIE as
Miss Spring 1987

'ENGLISHSOLE

The

Shacase

7434141

Miss Spring, Anne-Marie
Hoke, is feeling elegant in one
of our many gowns.
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Miss Spring 1987

Pretty, feminine dresses add romance
to fancy, formal occasions of spring
Prom-goers will he enhanced with
the many beautiful dresses being
shown this season. There are
styles, all telling romantic stories,
for everyone.
Pretty, feminine detailing such
as sequined trims, beading and
glittery lace look sensational on
satin and taffeta. And tulle, a kind
of fine netting layered over fabric,
adds new interest.

or•

How to choose
There are many bodices to suit all
types of figures and personalities.
"A young woman should choose
whatever she feels comfortable
in," suggests buyer Susan Thompson of Susie's, a national chain of
women's apparel stores

"There are high necks for those
who like to keep covered up, and
bustiers for the more daring. But
the most popular seem to be
dresses that can be worn either on
or off the shoulder."
White remains popular color
White continues to be the big
prom color, with pink running second. Other pastels, such as aqua,
peach and yellow, also look pretty.
There are some brights, but "not
too many," says Ms. Thompson,
and a few black and white
combinations.
To-the-floor lengths are the
most popular, but tea lengths,
which fall mid-calf, and the exciting new party lengths, which
end at the knee, add variety

•aorgoi
•

PRETTY AS A PIGTURE dresses and accessories front Se's give
ranantle is. to prom-goers this mass,.

The time for fresh
new ideas. . .
See us at one of
our convenient locations.
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Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Stop by and Check
our selection of
shrubs, potted plants
and hanging baskets
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Designers offer pouffed, ruffled spring look
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'NEW YORK ( AP ) — So long Annie Hall. Arrivederci androgynous
look. If major department stores
get their way, consumers will be
saying hello to a frivolous, flirty
spring.
With a few exceptions, stores
are wholeheartedly embracing the
pouffed, ruffled romantic look that
designers in the United States and
Europe offered for spring.
So when the latest designer duds
start trickling onto racks, expect
to see crinolines, crinolines and
more crinolines.
"We think of it as the season of
the flirt," said Sonja Capron', vice

Fashion advisers
suggest cream
to flatter figure
An adviser on how women can
flatter their figures suggests
cream — the color, not the kind
associated with cows.
Marie Dawson, fashion editor of
Weight Watchers magazine, says
there are many color options that
are flattering and popular for spring for the woman who is slimming down for the warmer months
ahead.

ye
M•114

ts
ts

"Cream is a good neutral color
that works well with khaki tones
and pastels as well as with contrasts such as navy and black,"
Ms. Dawson says. "Of course, a
one-tone look is always pretty,
too."
To flatter a woman's figure and
make the most of spring-summer
fashions, she suggests a
sophisticated and figure-flattering
tunic and skirt combination in a
lightweight fabric. The bodyskimming lines and unconstructed
shape of the long tunic over a long
skirt, she adds, make this a winner
for any woman's wardrobe.
Mix-and-match jackets, blouses
and slacks in silk-blend, polyester.
inert and lightweight gabardine or
wool crepe are also
recommended.
"Select lightweight fabrics that
do not cling to the body to
minimize figure flaws," says Ms.
Dawson. "Polyester, crepe de
chine, tissue faille, damask or
linen or a jacquard in polyester or
cotton are all fashion and figurewise choices."
Specifically, she suggests that a
silk-blend dolman sleeved jacket
In spring's hot fashion colors such
u a gray, pink and cream check,
can be teamed with either a pink
polyester-linen skirt or gray silkblend slacks for a pair of slimming
looks.
As for accessories, the basic
guideline ts to keep it simple but
strildng.
•

president and fashion director at
San Francisco's I. Magnin. "It's
definitely going to be a skirt
season. Short full skirts with
crinolines will be big because it's
very easily understood for evening
and daywear."
But will it sell?
M.acy's Joan Kaner thinks it will
in a big way.
"It's such a change from the
more severe and spare clothing
we've been seeing. You have to
give people a reason to shop and
this is something new for a woman
to add to her wardrobe."
Marshall Field's James
Griebeno*, vice president of the
Chicago-based store's fine apparel
division, agrees that the "sassy,
pouffed category" will dominate
the spring-summer season.
But, "I think it's largely an
evening presentation. I don't think
it lends itself toward executive
dressing," says Griebenow.
While Macy's plans to promote
the look in women's, designer and
junior division, Griebenow says
Field's will aim the look at its contemporary customers. "The very
traditional woman is not about to
put on a short, pouffy skirt. It's for
the woman who never wore it the
first time around."
Anita Gallo, fashion director at
B. Altman's, says she doesn't
believe the Altman customer goes
after what she called "fashion of
the moment." So, they will present the look in a limited way.
Altman's will offer lace-collared
blouses, some ruffles and sedate
petticoats. But as for the pouffed,
poodle-skirt look, Ms. Gallo says:
"I don't think the lady who one
season wears a tailored man's suit

is going to jump smack into four
tiers of ruffles."
Jean Navin, vice president and
fashion director at Lord &
Taylor's, disagrees. "Basically, I
don't think there's a lady out there
you can't sell it (the look) to this
year."
Ms. Kaner believes it is a look
that offers something for
everyone.
The junior customer — firmbodied nymphs who missed the
crinoline craze of the '50s — began
snapping the net underpinnings up
over the winter holidays.
"They've been buying nylon
crinolines and are wearing them
as outerwear," teamed with skintight bustiers, Ms. Kaner says.
The less adventuresome can
embrace the look with something
as ordinary as a slim skirt with a
flounce at the bottom. "That one
detail gives movement and a more
feminine look," Ms. Kamer says.
And for the traditional, "the
look can be achieved by wearing a
long, full button-up skirt with a
few buttons open and a petticoat
with eyelet edging" peeking out.
"It may not be a steady diet for
everyone but inside every woman
there lies two personalities," says
I. Magnin's Ms. Capron'. "Thislook will appeal to the more flirty,
playful side but she can still retain
her serious, chic, sophisticated
clothes."
Still the question remains,
where to store all this monstrous 11106Mativo0)-:
puff and stuff when you're not out
partying the night away?
"Maybe people just stand them
up in the corner of the room and A SHORT SLEEVE BUTTON DOWN BLOUSE with leopard suede
use it as an ornamental fixture" applique from Karen Kane Company, is worn tied or belted over a
full soft knit skirt.
says Ms. Kamer.

Miss Spring models Leta's
new line of Activewear
•1
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Call For An
Appointment
1600 Dodson

(ant'd en page LI)
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Top off spring styles with hats,
American women have always
had an affinity for hats and
although there seemed a time
when hats were thought to be on
the way out, it didn't last long. _
This season, hats — and for that
matter, all types of headgear, including turbans and wide headbands in cotton jersey or terry —
are very much in evidence.
The romantic look of the large
circular hat can still be found, but
more apparent are the smaller
scale cap style hats that include
knotted bands, sailor caps and
boaters. This newer,smaller hat is

both functional and sassy.
Cotton jersey turbans are
perfect after a day at the beach
when hair is wet and you have no
time or desire to style it.
Knotted headbands offer the
solution for keeping hair out of
your eyes when playing sports or
just sunning.
Boaters, sailors caps and wide
brimmed hats are the perfect
toilers for sun damage.
It's wonderful when fashion can
mix function with good looks, and
this season's array of hats and
headgear is a perfect example of
that.

High tech and high fashion
produce fast look for sports

r-ine

:41

HATS OFF TO RALPH LAUREN' His contemporary classics are updated versions of traditional
favorites — all with his own inimitable touch. Pictured above, two suits from the spring/summer '87 collection. Both feature padded shoulders and gently draped, almost-ankle-length skirts.
^

NEW YORK ( AP) — For the
sports-minded woman, high tech
has joined with high fashion to produce a hot, fast look in today's
sports accessories, according to
observers of the fashion scene.
Replacing yesterday's sloppy
gym bags and dull canvas carryalls are functional totes with wild,

flashy prints and patterns, such as
Eastpak's "Doubletakes" collection in every shape and size.
The tropical look with bright,
splashy patterns, glaring colors
and surfer motifs is one of the hottest groups in the collection, all of
which is strengthened by Caprolan
nylon.

(Cbnt'd from page_11),
Ms. Dawson suggests the
classiest combo of the season
could be a gold and tortoise shell
pendant with a cream polyester
tissue faille blouse.

She also recommends mediumto broad-rim hats to balance fuller
body proportions and creamcolored gloves for a soft, feminine,
pulled-together look.

A Winning Combination
Miss Spring and Faye's

- 40-

Every child's a picture of personality and love, a
special someone' You'll want them to have only
the best, as you select with care each and every
itern that they'll need to sleep and play in as they
growl

' Where
Fashion
Begins
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Custom Embroidery
•Silkscreen *Sportswear
*Trophies

F
FCtge 6

Downtown
Noxt to Paglial's

753-7743
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Touch of nostalgia is refreshing
For spring '87, OKE remembers Shirts in earthy colors and bold all tie in with novelty sweaters
the crisp, clean lines of Sunday prints top khaki and linen pants; cropped at the waist.
afternoon lawn parties and, vintage ivy-league sportswear. Gentility has replaced glitz; white
predominates, and silhouettes are
looser, longer and flowing —
reminiscent of the Gatsby era.
Its the- versatile collection of
ease, naturalness and quality; it's
a hint of nostalgia going fOrward
in fresh and refreshing styles for
the woman who enjoys a little
romance in her fashions.
Touches of pastel in apple
green, pink, and sis-boom-bah
yellow accent white pleated skirts,
white tennis sweaters, and fulllegged white bottoms. Stripes appear again this season in cottons,
knits and knit-blend polo shirts
and sweaters. Small details make
the big difference with emblem
patches and a row of smart little
buttons. And that perennial
fashion standard — the Cable knit
— returns in an oversized, updated
form, trimmed here and there
with variegated colors, and
patterns.
A safari-inspired look complements the line with a nod to the
FOR THE WOMAN WHO ENJOYS a little romance in her fashion,
twenties, z•eintetpreted for the
OKE created this sweater in multi color themes centering around
'adventurous, eighties woman.
pink, blue and white. Leggings are available in 18 different colors.
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INNOVATORS OF SPORTSWEAR DESIGN, Marithe & Francois
Girband creige new proportionsfor spring/sommer'87.11he"Safari"
Jacket gets a longer and leaner silhouette. It tops this season's
papier just-above-the-kw walking shorts. The long and the short
combination creates a unique town or country look that has mass
aPPea

The best
pizza
in town.
Wbwail
It's Spring ...time to get to the great outdoors!
And after a day at the beach,
c'mon in to Mr. Gatti's
for the best pizza in town!
While you're here you'll want to
try our spectacular Sampler.
We just know you're gonna love it!!!!

DINE-IN, PICK-UP OR DELIVERY
•

lins Spring, Anne Alarie Hoke, takes a minas list of her by
schedule of modeling appointments for as hdormal shot by
photographer Harry Allison.

753-6656

Chestnut St.
-•

•
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Smiling for the camera

Miss Spring HOC ,knneMarie Hoke poses for Harr) Allison of Allison's Photography during the many
weeks of shooting for this special section.

Congratulations
to Miss Spring
.9

Miss Spring 1987

Queen of Cashmere Biagiotti,
self-made millionaire, designer
ROME ( AP ) — Laura Biagiotti
lives in a 14th-century castle perched on a hilltop outside of Rome
amid pine and cypress trees, with
a view that sweeps from the
church towers of the Eternal City
to the peaks of the Appenines.
She shares this fairytale home
with her parents, her 8-year-old
daughter, and, of course, a handsome Prince Charming, Gianni
Cigna, who is her partner both in
private life and in her
multimillion-deritar fashion
empire.
Despite the appearances,
Biagiotti, known as the "Queen of
Cashmere" for her luxurious
knits, is a self-made woman who
created her dream world through
prosaic hard work.
An only child, Biagiotti quit college and a promising future as an
archeologist to help her mother
run a mildly successful dressmaking business.
In those early years,..she,lraveled frequently to the United States
to learn American business and
technology and after collaborating
with such famous fashion houses
as Shubert and Capucci she
presented her own collection in
Florence in 1972.
"It's been full-steam ahead ever
since," says the 43-year-old
designer, who, with her small
build, long black hair and deep
brown eyes, looks more the
2hatelathe than the aggressive
usiness woman
Biagiotti now has two factories,
ne on the castle grounds and
other in Pisa which produces
er knitwear, and a staff of about
people between office and fac-

tory workers and the sales personnel in her four boutiques in Rome,
Milan, Florence and Venice.
In a recent interview in her
private study in the business wing
of the castle, Biagiotti rattled off
the 26 licenses which together with
her ready-to-wear collections add
up to an annual revenue of more
than $87 million. Last year she
sold a million pairs of Biagiotti
sunglasses in the United States
alone.
Btagiotti, who owes her fame to
the woman's ready-to-wear collections which she presents twice a
year in Milan during the fashion
week, says she feels that the
future of the made-in-Italy label
lies in licensing.
She sells about 50,000 pieces of
clothing from her collections for
an annual revenue of $10 million,
but through her label she is able to
make $77 million more in
licensing.
Scoffing at recent reports that
the label ready-to-wear industry is
in crisis, Biagiotti quips, "Unless
they mean the panic I'm in every
six months when I have to put
together a show."
"What we designers are facing
is a turning point rather than a
crisis'," she says. "For the past 10
years we have been working as individuals jealously guarding our
label. Now it is time for some
teamwork to boost the made-inItaly image."
Biagiotti says that being a
woman in the fashion trade has
both advantages and drawbacks.
"If a man can get away with an A
(Cont'd on page 18

Spring Is Here...

...and so is our new
shipment of—
'Denim Dresses
*Blazers & Skirts
Junior Hang Ten
Sportswear
Shorts, Tops &
Pants
all at Everyday
Low Discount Prices

Miss Spring
checks out the
vault at the
New South Branch

1987
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Harry Allison
specializes in
professional quality
photography to
capture the extra
special moments
in your life.
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Let Allison Photography Capture "This Very Moment" For You
o
o
o
o

Wedding Photography
Portraits
Aerial and Commercial Work
Family and Children

o
o
o
o

Copy Work
Environment Portraits
Sports Photography
Church and Civic Group Work
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New trends in eyewear feature bolder colors, classic shapes
'

4
0
VIAMON
PRICE
BUSTERS
r

DIAMOND EARRINGS

(

DIAMOND DINNER RINGS

DIAMOND CLUSTERS
VT

1/4 Carat*
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Eyeglass frames in bold new
colors and graphic patterns are
quickly replacing traditional solidtoned frames, say experts in the
optical industry.
Manufacturers are responding
to the demand for fashion frames
by designing both plastic and
metal styles that are colored,
enameled and even textured,
reports Cathy Kaye, fashion
eyewear buyer for Sterling Optical, which optrates 225 stores In
25 states and Washington, DC.
Brights and pastels are popular
in plastic frames. According to
Kaye. red -is a big fashion color,
while black is re-emerging as a
classic favorite for men and
women.
Dual-toned frames take
eyewear color a step further by
pairing tones such as black and
red or mauve and brown.
More adventurous types can
match their trendy wardrobes
with smaller frames treated to
graphic dots, stripes and checkerboards — a retro look reminiscent
of.the 1950s.
Not all the frames are so boldly
colored, however. Tortoise and
demi-blond frames, an increasingly popular choice, reflect the
general trend toward the more updated classic dressing of 1987. A
tortoise frame accented with a colored stnpe lends freshness to a
traditional look. '
Metal frames, too, are subject to
the color treatment. "We're moving away from gold and slyer and
Into colored metals, like rose,
peach, blue, gunmetal and.
brown,- Kaye notes.
The latest trend is the multitexturing of metals to give them a
matte and., shiny appearance.
Qoisonne and enameled accent
treatments add detailing and reinforce the idea that glasses are
fashion accessories.
Although frames in general
seem to be getting smaller in size,
the most popular shapes, based on

reports of more than 200 Sterling
opticians across the country, are
the "classics," favored by both
conservative and Yuppie wearers.
The ,basic square and round
preppy looks, as well as the
aviator shapes, are perennial
favorites. The straight brow look,
introduced by designer Laura
Biagiotti, continues to be popular.
"It is flattering to many face
shapes," Kaye said. "Women, in

particular, appear to like the new
patterns and raised trim."
Movie and television stars also
have influenced the popularity of
some shapes. Bruce Willis, star of
the TV show Moonlighting, for instance, has made the "nerd" look
a best-seller, while Tom Cruise added to the attraction of Bausch and
Lomb's Ray-Bans in Risky
Business, and to aviator frames in
the movie Top Gun.

TWO COLOR PALETTES that complement each other to Ms
season's makeup fashion statement from STENDHAL: AUSTRALL
and TROPIQUE."This spring the face takes precedence," say Mary
Boyette, marketing director, "and makeup sees two direction.
First, a muted softness. Deep charcoal eyes. No color cheek. Soft cor
al muted lips. The second direction is one of high style in the contour
of the face. The defined sod lacquered lip. At Stendhal, our colors
blow hot and coal, romantic and bold, gentle and strong. The overall
look is dramatic but cultivated, strong but in such perfect Wane
that there's nothing artificial about it."

GENTS DIAMONDS
TWO GREAT STYLES
ICY. CLUSTER' &
'TRADITION”
1/4 Carat*

You're in
for an
adventure
at Pier 1

!.V

4 WAYS TO PAY
•EZ PAY CHARGE•BANK CARDIDLAWAWAY•( ASh

MICHELSONS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center—Murray.Kentucky
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Stop in for a look at our
unique decorative furniture
and accessories for your
home this spring.

Pier 1
imports
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All that glitters

Gold is worn from head to toe
in the spring fashion scene
Diamonds may be a girl's best
friend, but all that glitters and is
gold is worn from head to toe in
the 1987 fashion scene.
"America is in the midst of a
gold rush," says Jacques Irniger,
who adds that consumers are going for the gold not merely in
traditional jewelry and watches
but in everything from,the federal
government's eagle gold coins to
gold-threaded fashions.
"What is really astonishing is
that consumers are consciously
making the distinction between 18
karat — the precious metal in its
more valuable form — and 14
karat, and opting for the former
and its higher price tag," according to Irniger, president of
Omega Watch Corp.
Demand for 18-karat gold watches during the Quistmas holiday
season helped boost his company's
year-end sales figures to a high of
more than 400 percent over the
previous year, he sap).
Industry sources say that when
it comes to gold fashion jewelry,
there is a tread toward larger,
more dramatic pieces and the bigger the design the better. Designs
such as cuffs and collars are In
vogue, with cuffs often worn in
twos and threes.

While gold decorated fabrics
and accessories ha always been
acceptably chic for ev
attire,
they note, the metallic acc
ow
is very fashionable for da
wear.
Jewel-tone colors in woven knits
sparkle to a brilliance with the addition of gold-tone threads, while
gold appliques, sequins and
beading also are coming into the
mainstream look.
Colored gemstones in combination with precious metals are
another prevalent fashion note,
and jewelry set with more
reasonably-priced stones often use
one or more diamonds to fuither
accent the colors.
According to industry representative Lloyd Jaffe, American consumers bought more than 37.5 percent of the estimated $21.5 billion
worth of diamond jewelry sold
worldwide in 1985.
The number, size and value of
diamond engagement rings — as
with other kinds of diamond
jewelry — has experienced steady
growth during the past five years,
says Jaffe, chairman of the
American Diamond industry
Association, an organization
representing cutters, importers,
dealers and distributors.
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ARTIST KEITH HARING'S JACKET,hand-painted
with his signature figures in white.

Fashion leaders customize an American denim classic
The current resurgence in the
popularity of decorating good old
basic denim is bringing out some
of the hottest, most imaginativ
and downright zany forms of
fashion self-expression in years.
And the revival is widespread.
There is a lot that can be done to
denim. Some of the most impressive examples have come
from more than 85 top fashion
designers.and artists, including
Yves St. Laurent, Kenzo, Hermes,
Andy Warhol and Keith Haring.
They each took a century-old
American classic — a Levi's
denim jacket — and created one-

of-a-kind wearable art, all of
which was auctioned off recently
at a charity fund-raising event.
The creations included glittery
and elegant evening looks with
sparkling rhinestones, sea pearls,
fur, suede and leather trim;
jackets with floral appliques,
quilted silk linings and silver stud
work; colorful back-of-the-jacket
artwork; and, in the outrageous
category, a bolero jacket with fir
tree sleeves and holly wreath
scarf. Madonna, one of several
celebrity models, wore a multicolored design by Martin
Burgoyne.

Bloom
This
Spring
The look you've always
wanted is as close as our
salon! Come in and let our
professional stylists give •
you a new, updated image!

MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA—Phone 753-0542
(Open Monday Thru Saturday)
TOM & TYONNI IVY
NO APPOINTMENT ARESSARYI!!

CELEBRITY MODEL MADONNA in Martin
Burgoyne's multi-colored "Ode to Tamara
Lempicka."

PADUCAH
2608 PARK AVE.—Phone 442-4386
(Open Monday Thru Saturday)

You don't have to be a fashion
leader or an accomplished artist
to get into the act.
Virtually anyone can dress up
their denim easily and inexpensively, and many people nationwide are doing just that. You can
see it on urban streets, college
campuses, prime time TV shows
and even among the fashionforward social set.
For a free brochure on
decorating denim tips write: Jazz
Up Your Levi's Blues, Department A, P.O. Box 6761, Concord,
CA. 94520.
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Italian knitwear

THE CONCEPT behind OKE is designed to be easily pulled together
at as affordable pike. It's a4eminine,sophisticated collection with a
light touch of nonchalance.

Biagiotti...
Cont'd from page 141
average, my record has to be Aplus. But on the other hand, who
better than a woman knows what a
woman needs and wants to be
fashionable and comfortable," she
says.
The designer practices what she
preaches. Several years ago, to
the shock of many male col-

COLOR ME
Mi&
DENII

leagues who have a hard time envisioning anything but the perfect
female in their clothes, Biagiotti
started a line called "Laurapiu"
for elegant ladies whose
measurements are no longer akin
to those of a Miss America.
Blagiotti says it is one of her
most successful lines.
The fashion word is
DENIM.
. fitting in
perfectly in more places
than ever before

•

Miss Spring 1987

Fashions demand dramatic, delicate jewelry
Spring is in the air and, this
year, it's just "frilling." The
season's fashion, stories are
floating in on clouds of crinoline,
ruffles and lace.
Austere menswear looks have
gone by the wapide, and ultra
semi:line frills and fancies are in
the forefront.
Plunging necklines and off-the.,
shoulder styles make earrings this
season's most essential fashion
accessory.
Gold filled earrings (also referred to as gold overlay) are an affordable yet elegant way to complement spring fashkris's biggest
stories, says Frieda Forsley,
fashion consultant to the Jewelry
Industry Council.
Subtly seductive
Lacy lingerie is the inspiration
for sexy spaghetti strap and
strapless sun dresses. Gold filled
earrings in delicate filigree or
engraved designs pick up this
"petticoat" thenie with a graceful
charm that's at once subtle and
seductive.
Dropped shoulders are bringing
new emphasis to the bosom, spring fashion's focal point. As
necklines plunge, so should earrings, to give balance. Gold filled
drops and dangles are flirtation at
its finest.
Syles range from lighthearted
and airy to strong and assured.
They're available plain or adorned
with pearls, diamonds or colored
stones.
Layering is an important component to this season's apparel.
Ruffles, flounces and tiers are
strategically located to accentuate
the feminine form.
Combine and contrast
This effect can be continued at

the ear with gold filled earrings
featuring a waterfall effect in like
or contrasting shapes and
textures.
Graphically speaking, dots and
florals are spring's hottest patterns. Look for gold filled "cut
outs" over, colored stones like
mother of pearl, onyx or lapis to

puntuate the mood.
When dressing for spring this
year, keep in mind that wellchosen accessories will give the
perfect soft edge to today's sexy
apparel.
For more information about
gold filled jewelry, write to The
Gold Filled Association, P.O. Box
2137, Attleboro, MA 02703.

GOLD PILLED EARRINGS — an elegant and affordable complement to ultra-teminine spring 17 beldam This selectioa of gold filled minim." by Carla Corporation.

Miss Spring Finds a Winner
In Our 1987 Mustang Convertible
Fun Flavored
For Four!
Like Miss Spring of
1987, cute little AnneMarie Hoke, our Ford
Mustang Convertible
also is an exciting beauty! It's just what you
need for summer fun!
We invite you to come in
and see It — as well as
all our other fine Ford,
Lincoln and Mercury
care and trucks.
FORD
MERCURY

West Kentucky's Oldest
Volume Dealer

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN

East Side of the Ct Square • Murray

701 Main 'Knot

(502) 753-6273

Murray, KY 42071
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Miss Spring 1987, Anne-Marie Hoke, in between modeling sessions for this annual special section honoring spring.
•
•

ck; ,

TIELS SPRING/SUMMER,girls go for bright sunshine colors in a fun
"Dots and Stripes" collection from Eva Join Gitano. These colorful
mix-n-match poly/cotton knit separates make a strong fashion statement for sizes 4-14 and preteen. Featured here (left) the dropped
waist tank dress, (right) polka dot cardigan, mock turtleneck and
pull-on skirt.

Piro

The Latest Fashions
And Styles For Less,
Can Be Found
This Spring
At

N'

Factory
Discount
Shoes

—

.

.

•

*Friendly Service
*Convenient Parking
*Night Deposit
Available

5 Movies
$6.00
VCR $2.95
fer

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Phone (502) 753-1399

V
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'Come in & check out our complete line of shoes
.5 including Connie, Fanfare, Lady Cameo Pastels, Puff
„Stuffs & Footsteps.

Factory
Discount Shoes
..r 16th & Main
•
753-9419
Monday thru Thursday and Saturday-9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday-9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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Cool look for warm days

10 tanning sessions
*Bring this ad and get 1 mere free visit!

Unlimited
Toning

$39.95
Thru the month of May)

P.

Come celebrate
with us!

•

•

CASUAL COMFORT from Add for spring, M.The fitted knit top is
complemented by the graceful, flowing lines of the accompanying
skirt. Oversized bracelets and earrings are the only accessories in
this mhdmalkit approach to dressing.

Brittany Overby shows Miss
Spring the features of the Honda
Fourtrax 200 & the proper safety
helmet.

Wolff System Tanning
pp

Olympic Plaza
753-WOLF

Overby Honda
Bel Air Center

75114002
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Wide range of fashion options abound for spring/summer, 1987
A multiplicity of updated
classics appeals to all ages
There are a variety of looks
from which to choose for spring
'87. Skirts that are short and flirty
and jackets that are short and
cropped, as well as ankle-grazing
skirts that are softly tapered with
nipped-in waists and worn with
camisoles or off-the-shoulder
bandeau tops, are all very much in
evidence.
Perhaps the nicest aspect of this
season's collections is the avbailabWty of these many different
looks. No longer are women expected t adhere strictly to the dictates of a few chosen designers.
Today's designers are more
aware than ever before of the
variety of women that they cater
to, and this has prompted them to
create a multiplicity of looks to appeal to younger women, working
women or mature women.
However, clothing is no longer
broken down into these specific
categories.
Designers have also become
aware of types of clothing that
cross age and lifestyle barriers.
Sportswear, leisure activewear,
and a wide variety of evening and
weekend wear are showing up in
any number of styles and
hemlines, proving once more that
today's women want, and are getting, a wide variety of fashion
styles.
The short, full skirt has made its
way back into the fashion scene
and, for those with long, slender
legs, this season offers the perfect
opportunity to bare all..
Slightly different from the short
"mini" skirts of the Vs, this

season's short skirts are more
romantic and flirtatious.
Shown either with crinolines or
flounced and ruffled, these skirts
have already started making their
way into evening hour balls and
parties. These skirts are also
shown — in a more peasant look —
for daytime wear.
Another option is represented by
the longer, full-flared skirts accompanied by scarf-tied halters,
softly belted jackets or camisoles
and bustiers in luxuriously
lightweight linens and silks.
The flattering shaves of designs
such as these will easily take
women from a day at the office, to
a night on the town.
The "walking suit" — walking
shorts with a matching jacket that
is usually loosely constructed or
softly beltesi — is making its way
onto urban streets, and promises
to be this season's answer to the
tailored suit.
Black and white — a classic
combination — can be spotted in
everything from linen chemise
dresses to those more tailored
dresses with cap sleeves, cinched
waists and soft pleating on the hip.
As always, white, paired with
soft aqua blues or shades of peach
rose, is important. White on white,
separated by only a lizard belt, is a
big look that has all the makings of
a classic.
White is especially big in evening wear. Shown in organza, lace,
embroidered linens and silk, it
evokes the feminine prettiness of
another time.
Halter dresses, those that V in

For All
Your Special Occasions...
'Weddings
'Silk & Fresh
'Hospital & Party
Arrangements
•Cut Flowers
•Potted Plants

6091
/
2 S 4th
753-95 I 4
Damn Shirivn w whin

the back, sundressed, and the new
shoulder wrap bandeau style
dresses are among the newest
looks this season. Many designers
have taken these romantic and

feminine looks and pared them
down or tailored them a bit. The
result;;Classic good looks that are,
believe it or not, understated and
elegant.

All in all, this season's most
outstanding fashion contribution is
the many options — short and
long, tailored and feminine — now
available to women when it comes
to dressing in style.

•

LOOK SHARP — Styles for spring '87 are sleek, sophisticated and pared-down for a look that's crisp and
trim, but still soft. City shorts, left, by Ron Leal for Betty Hanson & Co., are worn with a soft cardigan
and a subtly patterned cotton shirt. A mannish hat tops off the outfit. Classic coordinates, center, are 1;)
Bill Blass, who opts for bright colors and bold stripes to complement the clean lines he favors. Donna
Kama wraps up spring, right, with elegantly draped separates which are feminine yet unfussy, and flat
tering to a wide range of figures.

"
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Latest inspirations in makeup based on classic themes
Peach and Magenta lip colors are
bolder, clearer and more
magnetic. They harmonize with
spirited pastel NeoClassic Eye
Shadows, a trio palette of
seagreen, canary and seamist, as
well as the softly bright Graphic
Eye- Shadows, a trio of magenta,
gray and steel — each reflecting
new interpretations of classic
colorations.
"Our makeup shades move in a
new direction," notes Glenn
Roberts, Elizabeth Arden's
creative beauty director,
"transforming traditional shades
Into modern tonalities with just
the right amount of freshness."
Cheek color, neither too bright,
nor too sharp, but simply true and
clear, moves away form
highlighting and sculpting. The effect is subtlety that is well-bred,
sophisticated and refined.
Enhance the look
NeoClaisic cheek colors in Red,
Coral, and Pink balance with the
elegant NeoClassic eye shadow
combinations, and provide a clarity of color to enhance the face.
Nail lacquer colors reflect this
redefined color palette.
Manicured to a discreet medium
NEW UP COLORS FOR SPRING include NeoCiassic Pink luxury length in a soft oval shape, nails
lipstick from Elisabeth Arden.
are colored with one of three new

Classic concepts in the arts, in This spring, Elizabeth Arden
fashion and in beauty radiate a improvises on a classic theme to
timeless elegance. Balanced and create new inspirations in makeup
harmonious, "classic' implies ex- — "NeoClassic Colors." .
cellence and provides the foundaColors harmonise
tion upon which innovation is built. NeoClassic Pink, Red, Coral,

Salon Formula Nail Lacquers —
NeoClassic Red, Pink and Coral.
For a more subtle hint of color,
NeoClassic Nude updates peach
with new allure.
For spring and summer, the
qualities of classicism — refine-

ment, harmony and balance — are
transformed by a modern sensibility that's lively and energetic.
Elizabeth Arden pays homage to
past excellence by redefining it
and making it totally
contemporary.

WHILI"THEIt FOR A SUNDAY AFTERNOON Is the coustry or in
town,Crossings'cotton sad wool men's tennis miffsweater in pastel
colon, and gently oversized women's tyroleaa motif sweater with
coordinating tweed skirt, are the perfect separates for casual spring/summer weekend wear.

% of
All
Skirts and
Jackets
(Sak Good dtroegh
May 9d3)

Thursday-Saturday 9-5

Sue's Discount Jeans
Hwy 121 N at Stella

753-2493
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Flowerful spring fashions capture feeling of romance

— are
n senrgetic.
'age to
rung it
Lally

Little girls in pastel dresses,
blooming wildflowers, and
highway maintenance? Yes!!
Spring fashions bloom in sweetly romantic styles for girls in the
Wildflower Collection, endorsed
by the National Council of State
Garden Clubs.
Delicate embroideries, renderings of wildflowers, are
highlighted on softly colored
styles, accented with sheer ruffles, lace trims and tender touches
of ribbon.
Pastel organsas seem to float in
the breeze in puffed-sleeved, yoked and crystal pleated styles for
the littlest ones, while older girls
will also find beautifully styled
linen-type designs.
Fresh as a country garden bouquet, the Wildflower Collection is
sold exclusively at JCPenney, and
benefits the National Council of
State Garden Clubs' "Operation
Wildflower" project.
This project is a national effort
dedicated to the beautification of
our roadsides with the cooperation
of State Highway Departments.
The goal is to provide a
panorama of color along the
millions of miles of American
roadsides — the largest natural

garden in the world.
And, to get everyone into a
flowerful spring, each dress
comes with a free pack of
wildflower seeds donated by the
Applewood Seed Co. The seeds
need little maintenance, provide

Give a
gift that
will be
treasured.

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Manor • Murray

The cardigan:
versatile and
indispensible

or in
pastel
with
al spr-

are

at

('It

The cardigan has always enjoyed a certain place of honor in
the fashion world but, this year
and particulary this season, the
cardigan becomes a separate that
no woman should be without. A
resurgence of strapless dresses,
scarf-tied halter neck tops, sundresses, and the latest shoulder
wrapped bandeau tops have made
the cardigan an indispensable
piece in anywardrobe.
Softer than a tailored jacket, the
cardigan can be sporty or dressy
depending on fabric, style and
details such as buttons.
Aside from being bery comfortable and easy to wear, the cardigan has a certain elegance and
moneyed look that is hard to
duplicate. In fabrics such as
'cashmere it is truly luxurious
However luxurious, cashmere is
also probably one of the most
practical fabrics you can buy in a
cardigan.
Warm and lightweight, it can be
w rn year round. It's perfect for
veling because of its weight and
\wartbillty.
A cashmere sweater can be
worn with everything from shorts
to a chemise, or teamed with a string of pearls, rhinestone buttons or
silk shantung slacks for an evening look.
IAA but not least, a cashmere
cardigan sweater is an investment
that you'll never regret making, It
will last practically forever and
never go out of style.

an array of pretty flowers, and are
a perfect first gardening experience for young children.
Every little girl will feel like a
princess in these flower-fresh
romantic dresses, just right for a
special occasion or garden party.

Movie World deals
SHEER PERFECTION...A gorgeous satin accented ivory dress with
delicate wildflower embroidery from the Wildflower Collection sold
exclusively at JCPenney. Beautifully styled, these soft pastel dresses
are available in infant through girls' sizes in colors like buttercup
yellow, marsh mallow pink and cornflower blue. The collection is endorsed by the National Council of State Garden clubs and supports
their "Operation Wildflower" project. And, so, Miss Mary can start
her garden early, each spring dress comes with a free pack of
wildflower seeds.
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Step into Spring
with the
Latest Styles
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Some 18,000 BTU

Air Conditioners
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Starting at

$499

Whirlpool, Quasar & Kelvinator
(Through May)

Olympic PI= Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-9228

Central Shopping Center
758-7670 or 753-HOME
Mon-Sat 10-9: Sun 1-5
HOME TV & APPLIANCE
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Welcome To Wal-Mart"
Where great selections,
friendly service and
LOW PRICES EVERY DAY
make us your
favorite place to shop!

Men's-Women's-Children's Departments

Complete Sporting Goods Department

Visit our other departments for more great values!
Fabrics, Top,Pets, Housewares,
Electronics, and our New Pharmacy.

Congratulations
Anne-Marie
Lawn and Patio Center

Sale prices in this ad are effective
through Saturday, May 9, 1987

ata-11
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Discover Card

DISCOUNT DRUG

Availabie orgy In
00SiO, Ilitwth Carourur
Georgia and
Texas Stores

PRIMO
Cologne Spray 6 oz

$389

'4 95
Value

ENJOU Concentrated
Cologne Spray 2.25 oz.

$679

'850
Value

JO VAN'S 5 Piece Musk
Travel Basics Set
Contains: Vtnyl Travel Bag,
2 or, cologne. 2 oz. moisturizer,
2 oz. shampoo & 2 or bubble bath
Sorry
"WOO
No
Set
Value
Raincheas $899

as,710E4.-.
ON
NAILS Active Length
in fashion colors

COTY
Spring Scentwear

a

2 ui Etnerotple
1.5 oz Sophia or
1 5 or Nuance cologne splays

$429

Your
Choice

Sorry
No
Raincnecks

$3.00 Refund
by Mail
When you buy
1 -lb. Whitman s

PRELL 3 oz tube Concentrated
Shampoo, 7 oz Conditioner
or 7 oz. Liquid Shampoo

•

For Normal to Dry or Normal to Oily

Sampler
1.SecreT and
1 Prelfrarty'Sizel
See gore for detat's

Secret
1(1

ic

Your $139
Choice 1

Regular
Retail
'703

SECRET Roll-On Anti-Perspirant
2.25 oz. Regular or Unscented
•

•
•
WINDMERE Hairsetter
Custom Curl 18 Piece Set

SumPier

$219

Your
Choice

Regular
Retail

,2 95

9/2/eZe.e.
•
, .a,

WHITMAN'S
Sampler

SECRET 3 oz Solid
Anti-Perspirant
Rcgulor or Unscented

$399

I lb Box
Regular Retail '4 99

269

Your $
Choice

Regular
Retail

$3.69

0
maul

ledg ledge
•

woe
'

Alg

a.
wash 24 oz.
Regular or NEW Peppermint

$269

Regular
Retail
'3.39

SCRIPTO
Aim N'Flame
Disposable
Torch Lighter

•
•

Regular Retail '3.49
Sale

s2.99 Price
—$3.00 "Rttl:
FREE"
G COST- -

•NEW!GLADE II Solid Air Freshener Sing e Pack
•PLEDGE Lemon Scent Furniture Polish 701. Can
•SHOUT Uquid Stain Remover 12 or
•SUNUGHT Liquid Dish Detergent 22 vi
•TACKLE Cleaner Disinfectant 26 oz
•MURPHY'S Uqukl Oil Soap 1601
Your
•SOFT SCRUB Cleanser 13 oz
Choice
•GLASS PLUS Refill 32 oz

Regular Retail
From *7 19
to *1 59

99
SUPER VALUE!
11-PIECE Colorful
GARDEN FURNITURE SET
Set mcludes. I Garden Table-37dlo , I Table
Cloth-47 dia., 4 Folding SlaiChairs,
4 Choir Cushions

and 1-5' Umbrella with Tilt Action.

After Rebate
r 11A 11
ir1(1

HARCOAL
UGHTER
FLUID 32 oz

795.4,9
Preys° NM

111

CHA
BRIQUETS
10/b Bog

Regular Retail
'1900

STRUCTO Deluxe Gas Grill
425 Square Inch Cooking Area
Grill includes. Porcelain grate,
double burners, fold down front shelf,
view window and gas gauge

1095
11

annot guarantee that ere led he able to fulfill all requests We suggest you shoo early for best SerectrOnS. Most MORS
our hip paddy products a' tOsx everyday chsrount bocci awar,
npte.1 to order what we Terri to brir surf y .erlt q raohnes
te
,
a echntrahon errnol COPTITTGHT
Sundays and ~rungs Peres evadable tvhde qt./N.4114N ail Peelle nteerves the net to not Quaeht.." ho rt.aives 101t-torPt1 !VCR TtpOrnot* for lsoottrxnr
,
t9T17 RivC00 S INC

i
i Zta ,,
Reg:i;

5-3-87
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WE HAVE GREAT BUYS IN STORE FOR YOU!

0,

By WINDMERE
MINI CRIMPER
Compact, easy to handle c reates great looking texture,
goldstone crimping plate ii tangle free swivel cord

$999

Regular
Retail
*14 99

#MMC - 1

TURBO
000 Watt
Hair Dryer

$799

#WT 12

Sorry No Rainche‘ks

CURLS
O 3GENTLE
-Pc. Curling
Iron Set

Sorry No Ratrichecks

$11,?,P

CD-)PRO PLUS 1500 Watt
'-' Hair Dryer with Stand
and Attachments

Regular
Retail
Rebate
1 INAl
r OS
After Rebate

I#P15
Regular Retail '14 00

Sorry No Rainchecks

Gift Idea

Ott Idea

4441M1114,..

• ocookoretaige

••••,.

•

CACH Spray 32. oz.
WIND SONG 2.9 oz. or AVIIINCE
NIGHT MUSK 2oz. CoJognes

4

NEUTROGENA 6 oz. Shampoo
with FREE 1 oz. Conditioner
or6 oz. Conditioner
with FREE 1 oz. Shampoo

PEACHESft CREAM or
ROYAL HOUSE 3Pack
Luxury English Soaps 10 oz. Pkg.

$339

- 794 ps.r

Your $789"..1«
by store.
Sorry no Raladmcks
Choice

Your
Choice

rletalt.29
Sorry
No
Rakidiecks

FREE REVCO
6 oz. Nall Polish
Remover
Offer
omen you buy BK LKI•

ter "

Shaver 10-PaCi• See
SPeCialtY rflan•ed
packages for details

t+.
lit

k 71

•

_

CLAIRMIST Hair Spray
by Clairol 5 oz pump

PREFERENCE Hair Color

I.•
'2 I9 Varese

2

Fo$3r

•

by L oreal

00

$399

61 00
Rebate when
you buy 12
facial sae bars
See dead,
o store

Regular
Retail
'519

PERMA-SOFT8oz Shampoo
with FREE8oz. Conditioner

Free Hold Manse 8 oz.
Regular or Extra Hold
Regular Retail '2.69

Reg , Dry Damaged, or Extra Body

Twin
Pack

$159

N•gular
Metall
82.39
Sorry No Rainchecks

W3.99
pi

DEXATRI .
20 Plus 10 FREE

a

r

Pre-priced 53.99

AALOX Antacid
Bonus Size
12 oz. Plus 4 oz. FREE

NOXZEMA Skin Cream
Special /4 oz Size

JERGEN'S 6 Pack
SOcip 3 oz Bars

994

• $229

REVCO Fluoride
Toothpaste 1401.
Mint or
Tarter Control
19

E roompts
::
OLGA•P
n..0101

LADY SPEED STICK
Anti-perspirant by Mennen /.5 oz
1, so inted
iigni Musk Powder Frest Srenfed or ,
Regular Retort '1.99

MENNEN SPEED STICK 2.5 oz
Regular, Fresh Seent Musk or Spore
Peewit. Retail'? 27

VASE1JNE Petroleum Jelly 3.75 oz.
CI-TIPS Bonus Size 204 count -

Your 2$300

Choice For
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$379
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Regular Retail '1.15
Compare Price and Quality to Crest
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Max Strength, Caffeine Free Extra
Strength, Max Strength Plus C, or
Max Strength Cgffejne Free

$259

SZY
Rainchecks

Revco brand products are sold
with an "unconditional moneyback guarantee." You can be
sure that products bearing the
Revco trademark are the highest quality and comparable to
natiaal brands... at a
substantially lower price!

REVCO
Toothbrush
Soft, Med.or Hard

99

Regular Retail '1 39
Compare Price and Qualltytd Ties

Max Maxi-Pads
limper
Wertle

Regular Retail 991 ea
Compare Price and Quality to Oral-8

REVCO Pain
Reliever Tablets
without Aspirin
60 count 500 mg.

ll 91•1

200

Regular Retail *2 69
Compare Price and Quality to Tylenol

REVCO Ibuprofen
$5
Pain Reliever
50 count 2.X1 mg. mFor
Regular Retail'? 99 ea
Comment Price and Quality to Advil

REVCO Bailtam & Protein
Shampoo or
Conditioner 1501

SiZe

REVCO
Natural
.ibil
zz
Lemadv:rt

$400

Regular Retail'4 59
Compere Price and Quality to kietainucil

r4•

REVCO Maxi Pads 30 Count
Regular, Super or Deodorant

or MOW Shields 30 count
Your $289
Choice
Compare Price and Quality to Stayfree

REVCO
Panty Liners
26 count Regular
or Deodorant

$119

Compare Price and Quality to Carefree
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€nevco®
DISCOUNT DRUG

•Shop early for best
selection. Styles and
selection will vary per
store. Available in
select Revco's only.
Sale runs through
Saturday, May 9th,
1987.

•

SAVE5O%
And morefor Mom!

BUXTON LEATHER CLUTCH
WALLET with Calculator

TIMEX WATCHES
Styles & Selection vary per store

Mfr.'s Sugg.
Retail Price
Sorry No Rjiii&

Merl,' •

Win a trip for
two to

Beverly Hills

•

Includes air fare and 6 nights
for two in a luxury hotel
plus $500.00 spending money.

TODAY!
ENTERnecessary.

4

No purchase

Drop off this entry blank at your
neighborhood Revco Drug Store.
Beverly Hills Trip for Two

ENTRY BLANK
Name
.Address
State _.
/ City
I
Phone
.Zip Code
•
prohibited. Winner
void
g No purchase necessary,'
cash in lieu of trip
I must be 18 years ofage o

1

JUUANO

Cologne ,
Spray loz

89

Revco Regular Retail $6.39
Compare with Giorgio, 1 oz.'45.00

tA.11 entries
er N.1,
t be. taken by December
.1n riescanbe
78
I must
gsr eivcbyFriday,June 17, IN19
Trip"
I mailed to: Juliano Free Beverly Hills Trip, Westport
I Labs/Revco, P.O.WestdHave.n, CT 0q.516.
Winner_will _bf chosen in a random
I June 26 1987. Details available at your local Revco. '
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Bonus Buys From Revco
•
•

*
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And morefor Mom!

,
4.
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yr

s50 00
Value
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KITCHEN
WAL1. CLOCKS $999
crew Styles. Selections

•

vary

by store.
Sorry 4

•

399

24 Piece

SIMPLICITY $1
DINNERWARE
SET
, No Ram( heck, •
Sorr,

Ratnchecks •
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,,m441*
Cordless

WOOD Size & Styles99
vary
PICTURE may
state.
by
FRAMES

s14.99
—$5.00
59.99

REGINA
ELECTRIC
BROOM

.."
rconw

Surr

Nia Ra.n(heck%s •

r
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__arable
Value

Af•
isms`
The
$43

OXFORD "FIND-IT"
Bits 'N Pieces Organizer

4

„

The For16

VHS FULL LENGTH COLOR
MOVIE TAPES

99

Public Domain
Titles include"THE MAN WITH THE
GOLDEN ARM and
"SHERLOCK HOLMES
Selection varies by store
Sorry NO Rainctiecks •
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A generic drug is a pharmaceutical that is manufactured and
sold using the common or chemical same. For example,
Hydrochlorothiazide is the common name for Hydrodiuril, a
lending diuretic.

How can generic drugs mean
savings for you?
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REVCO RECOMMENDS GENERICS FOR
GUARANTEED QUALITY AND SAVINGS
What is a generic drug?

REGAL
GOLD SEAL
GENERIC DRUGS

Brand name products are priced so manufacturers can
recover marketing and developmental costs. After the patent
expires, a drug becomes common property and can be
produced without royalties or fees. Increased competition
between manufacturers provides low drug costs which means
your Revco pharrrfacist Can Save you money
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YOUR "FUN IN THE SUN" HEADQUARTERS!
VISUAL SCENE

Sunglasses

20:4)F

PreSui
8-

PreSul

Mfr.'s Sugg. RetailPrice
TodayS Fashion Styles

S.

I

1

15

.. •"

'Couperlir,
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'.?kli
44.

"
UMW

A

Regular Retail .8 99

!Vs Gallon
Grip & Sip
Cooler
Jug

- _,...._ .

Illi

s6.99
-s3.00
S399

IGLOO
6 Quart
Ice Chest

LITTLE
PLAYMATE 7 Qt. $999
Personal Cooler.

-Regular Retail *5.99

RE VCO
Hawaiian Oil
or Lodon 8 oz.
Regular Retail 11.99 ea.
Compare Pike and Quality to Hawaiian Tropic

COPPERTONE
Lotion SPF4 or
Oil SPF2 4 oz

$299

COPPERTONE
Tanning
Accelerator 3.75 oz

$399

FOAM 8.5 oz. CUPS
50 count for Hot or Cold

Regular Retail '4 99

HAWAIIAN TROPIC $399
Baby Face
Sunblock SpF22 4 oz

9"FOAM PLATES
50 count Flat or.
Compartment Style

Regular Retail '4 79

Regular Retail '3 39

NEW!COPPERTONE$399
Tanning 011
8 oz. Spryly
Regular Retail '4.99

.1

Regular Retail 91.99

PRESUN SPF8,
SPF15 or Sensitive
Skin SPF29 4 oz

$439

'1 00 Cash Refund with any 3 Pkgs
Sr?
,store for details

iv

Regular Retail '129 ea

thievco ••.WHERE PRODUCTS, SELECTION ik PRICES ARE RIGHT
CORDLESS RE CHAR
HAND HELD AND

OLE

#

.3

*

MR. COFFEE
Auto-Drip
10-Cup Coffee
Maker #cm
Regular Retail
*21.99 ea.

MR. COFFEE
Coffee Filters
100 count

19.99 Mad n
-$6.00 Rebate
s13.99
After Rebate

89

COSMOVin Silhouette
Telephone
in Almond Color with lighted Dial

VACe UM
RE
d Held or Stick
CLEANE
Battery'Operated with
AC Battery Charger

•Can Opener with
Knife Sharpener,
•2Slice Toaster or
•5Speed Hand Mixer

999

Yeurce$

99

$14
Keywound
ALARM CLOCK
in pastel colors

1999 Regular
Retail
*24.99

Sorry
No
Rainchecks

Regular
Retail
"9.99

99
$
6

SPRING CLEAN-UP SPECIALS

EXTRA SPECIAL PURCHASE
5"ARTIFICIAL ROSiin VASE
with Red, White, Yellow
or Pink Rose

,M111110
,
%Cr UPI.

lenuz
r

Rose, Iris, Tulip
or Zinnia Designs
swillren

FANTASIA GLASSWARE
Rose Bowl, Candy
Dish, Pitcher, Round
Bowl, Vase or Basket

999

-totors may
vary
by store

RUBBERMAID Rough-Neck Jr.
8 Gallon Trash
Container
$4
99
Blue or White
EMPIRE Brooms and Mops

SNUGGLE Fabric Softener Sheets
20 ct or RENUZIT Aerosol
Air Deodorizer 7 oz Can

20 PIECE Stainless Steel
Flatware Set Leaf61 Rose Pattern
Contains 4 Pieces Each
Dinner Knife, Dinner Fork, $599
Soup Spoon. Salad Fork
6i Teaspoon

794

?vur
Choice

PICK A PLANTER... AND SAVE

Your Choice

Jumbo Smooth
Sweep Broom,
Stretch N'Flex
Duster Mop, or
Swivel Matk
Sponge Mop

SUPER SCRUB BRUSHES
in 4 Styles dr Colors
Good for Aide Lawn and
GOrderi, Household

10 Inch Scalloped
Hanging Basket

(10(1/11ffq

r(ISAS

s4.99 Mail In
-s1.00 Rebate
s3.99
ireerte

May 3rd thru
9th, 1987
NATIONAL PET WEEK May

$1 19
#DY 10

10 Inch Matte Finish
Cylinder Planter

FOOD-N-WATA PET DISH
SPECIAL
PRICE

Nev concept of half food and half water dish
Water dish IS fed constant supply of fresh
water from a I liter pop bottle

#M F 1000
$2
99

9

$34
121
/
2Inch Full Depth
Cylinder Planter
$399
#MF- 1250

51
/
2Inch
Scalloped Basket
Style Planter

RALSTON PURINA
Moist& Chunky
Dog Food 4 lb Bag

Is\ .11,s

$169
Regular Retail '1.99

59

FRISKIES Dry Cat Food
3';lb. Bag
$

99

Oreon fish Poultry Platter. Seel &
Liver or Gourmet Flavors
Flavors may vary by store.,

#DY 5'
Our Algtl i.at, pflah14 Is ,1, kfal
Revco nes attempted °order NNW en bail to be sumcwwt quantities Howe
Sundays and Ifterillift Herm availed, whole guantolley last Pew° reserves it,,. rIght to1.rnit quart..,As

Pop bottle
not
included

pore., Alear
No iealer,

f lh., A
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PHARMtaaat.
Here for Your Health
Exclusively from Revco.

FEATURE OF THE MONTH
,,t

truth Olt

tnevco,

Sale prices in
Ikle ail are
effective
Set,

DISCOUNT DRUG

OW.

All you
have to do
ss ask,

•

IllOCEF

par5t'''
S

4.\
•

ALLERGAN
Softens Enzymatk
24 count Tablets

•

VOW" Re-vco ptiarindk-4St IS on dut y
to answer your hedittl product
questions. Don't guess ash -tor
PHARMassfstance CO1ltdct leM
products are for Mu Idte11 fur r •
tam types Of lenses If you have a
special eye are need your Rev(o
pharmacist Lcill point you iii tne
right direction

$
9
74
Regular Metal/ '11 SS

MAY IS ARTHRITIS MONTH
Pick up your FREE
information at
your Revco pharmacy

/CR-2024 •
Regular Retail '12 Se

COSMO AM/FM Digital
Mc*Rode or
CONCORD Comm 1I0
In pastel colon

,way
Your $999 Cab.
ion 67
Oars
Choice

PLANTER'

CENTRUM
Mufti-Vitamin
1(X)(mint plus 30

11•••••aa,

•

39x153

411iNglieP
a

44

4
1°

44 MAI

•

It

cor t
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NEWS PLANTERS
Waverer,
U.5 oz. Butter Flavor
or Regular Natural

$139 mi.lar
"55

Ilioney-Ruasted

tr

_Peanuts.
6,

eds

40,

FISHER 12 oz. Hooey Roasted,
16 oz. Dry Roosted Salted
or Unsalted Peanuts
Your $159 Regular
Retail
'leg
Choice

99
4
$

SPALDING.
55 Quart
Plastic
Cooler
Regular

•••

Peanuts

.g.:7=•"

.. PLANTERS

Regular Retail '10 55

HIBACHI
GRILL

••
\—

ReAntits_

II

1-

v

lp

A.O!'

849
$

,,PLANTERS

U

12.99
r
-s3.00 Rebate

S999

Retau 41. 91

Samar Goodies 1 lb. Bag
Starlite Mints, Hostess Mix
Butterscotch Disks or Sour Balls

nks 10 OZ.
Fruit
Orange, Grape. Fruit Punch
or Apple Cherry-Berry

After Rebate

ar'"

bReirco PHOTONTION

Photodeveloping
Easy as Ap3,61EVEREADY Energiser
Batteries 'C'2-Pack
'D'2-Pack or 9-volt single
If
Your $189=
Choice

PhottoPtion

.:. . . z.1 .7 . . 1. 1.1•. . .4

C
glossy premium
4" 3Sewe print ie
tar* days

1-3'4 print in
one day
11,
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DISNEY TOYS
Dune Buggy. Mini Golf
Set or Cro-K Set
Your $399
Choke
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20 INCH BOX FAN
With 3 Speed Settings

$1499n
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